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Established June

23,

1802.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is published
Exchange Street,
Footer, Proprietor.
Teems ; —Eight Denari' a year in advance.
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Miscellaneous.

Business Notices.

*

**'

"*'■*'*■

FRIDAY

PORTLAND,

Vol. 3.

(Sunday excepted,) at 62
every day, N.
A.

"■■■■

MARCH

MORNING,

Miscellaneous.

invariably

in advance.

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the firm name of

X

of

day alter first week, 5b cents.
ing every other three
insertions or less, 75 cents; one
Hall square,
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” $1.25 per square first insertion, and 25 ct«. per square for each subsequent insertion; wait a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cte.

dispatch;

the Office or Paper promptly transacted
tion as above.

applica-

on

NOYES

N.

Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of Pay,
Prize Money,

&

SON,

Medical Boards

Manufacturers of

and Dealers

in

time.

FURNACES, RANGES,
WORKERS

THE

HENSON

Commission

LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

PUMPS,
all

in quantities to suit.

Iron,

Magee Furnaces and.

W.

toves.

purchased
Messrs. PEARSON & SMITH, together with
HAVING
the
their
Carts, intends to carry
the

Business

Retail

City

of

on

BAKING

BUSINESS !

No. 12 Willow Street,

At

W Li, re he hopes that by strict attention he may bo
fkvo od with the patronage of their former customers.

Ho would also respectfully invite all others wishBread to give him a call, as no pains will he
spared to till ail orders for Bread with nsadness and

ing

dispatch.

HILTON & CO.,
DEALERS

IN

Groceries, Ship Stores,

rates,

Cor. of
K. HILTON,
j. p. PBBKINS,
C. S. F. HILTON,

Milk and Lime Sis.,
)

PORTLAND,

|
)

Sold

Produce

E. B. HOUGHTON,
Portland, March 1, I860.

Copartnership

The undersined have this day formed
ship under the name and style' of

Dissolution !

IN

Portland, Me.

Special attention paid to consignments of all kinds
of Produce.
»ep20dlyr

HENRY JP. WORCESTER,

The BubcribeT will continue the LIVERY BUSINESS at the old stand of C. B. Varney, No. 9 Silver
Street, where good teams may at all times be had,
at fair prices.
Q3T Particular attention paid to boarding and baiting horses.
Thankful for past patronage so very liberally bestowed, ho hopes by strict attontioh to the wants of
his customers, to merit the same tor (lie future.
GEO. H. MITCHELL.
March 7,18C6.—dtf

Copartnership Notice.
undeisigned have this day formed a copartrpHE
X nersliip under the firm name of

GENERAL

Commission &Forwarding Merchant
of all kinds bought and sold

Office—No. 12

on

Norfolk,

Va.

no_8dGni

Roundy,

Commercial Street.

ROSS, Jr,

WM.

ARYAN EOUNDY.
Ie2jd3w

Portland, Feb 19,1866.

undersigned
under the lirm
THE

have

formed

copartnership

a

name ot

ROSS &

FERNY,

L.

PLASTERERS,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STU000 AND MASTIO WOEKEES,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sta.,

For the transaction ol

the subscribes, under the firm
THE

Office

117 Middle Street*

“d* “sw£?P }

PORTLAND,

ME.

Mr. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
January, and will attend to any business entrusted
to him, before the Supreme Court, Court ol Claims,
or any of tbe Departments.
dc20tf

DAVIS, MESEBVE, HASKELL & 00.,
Importer! and Jobber! <t)

Goods

and

18

Arcade

Free

hSell,’ [
J.

A.

&

MB

CO.,

Street,}
)

AL
THE

are
ADVANCES on

for sale, or shipment.
good security,

&

vessels

CHURCHILL, BROWNS

or

any other

& MANSON.

GENERAL

Commission Merchants,
AVIdjory’s

Whurl,
POBTLAND, Me.

....

OCtl6dtf

Successors to

& GRIFFITHS,
Joseph Gray & Co.,

PLASTERERS,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

8TU000 AND MASTIO WORKERS,

No. 6 South Street..
In

our

attention

lino.

was dissolved Feb 13th, I860, by mutual consent. All
business of the late firm will be settled by A. P.

MORGAN.

A. P. MORGAN,
1. E. IIANNAFORD.

Portland, Feb’y 19, 18G6.

Ie20dtf

Copartnership Notice.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Fresco and Banner

Painter,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

&

CO.,.

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Whari, foot of High Street.
Dec 21.1865—dtf

Copartnership

Notice.

RUSSELL BARBOUR is admitted a member
of our firm from Feb. 1st, 1866.
J. & C. J. BARBOUR.
Feb 9—dim
•

RECEIVED and for sale by the undersigned

Portland, Maine,
Work executed In every part ot the State.
Juncldtf

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial
275 Tons Hazel ton
BROKEN AND

St.,

Leliigh,

EGO SIZE.

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

No, 105 Middle Street,

EGG AND 8TOYE SIZE.

PORTLAND,

E.

J,

Minufaoturer of Mirror A Pioturo Frame*.
No. 28 MARKET SQUARE,
Pobtlahd, Mb.

JmnelZtf

KING &

DEXTER,

Succeesore to Chase, Littlefield & Co.,
ef and

PORTLAND,

TOWN

Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store,
No. 353 Congress Street.
AT

LOBERY,

These Coals are of the very dest quality, and warranted togive sat is tact ion.
A lso, 500 cords ol best quality of HARD aud
SOFT WOOD, whicli we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part ot the city at

short notice.
83?"Give us

a

T
lrl
Jan

15th—dtf

Window-Glass,

175 MtddUand 118 Federal Stl.
OCt 2, ’65 -afim

JOHN F.

ANDEltSOX,
CIVIL
SURVEYOR &
ENGINEER
OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
Temple Street

call and try

us.

t

S. ROUNDS & SON.
PRIME

Muscovado Molasses!
337
*{1 nWr*

lSlSL.

) Muscov&d°
l) jago,
r,«Up?‘10r
from

CHASE, CRAM &
Feb

27—dtf

WALKING

GENTS’

SAMUEL

BELL’S

found one of the best selected stocks
ot BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can be
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 3W Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL.
Oct 24—dti

CAN

STEAM

DREDGE.

dredge machine, constitution,
which has been undergoing repairs in her Machinery, and the addition of New Boilers, &c,f is now
WHOLLY COMPLETED
and ready as soon as the ioe leaves the harbor to
commence her work for the coming season, and the
undersigned desires a share of the public business.
CHARLES F. MONTINE.

The

Portland,

Feb. 10.—<12m*

WOOD t

WOOD l

EDWXisr

B.

-AT-

GEYER & CALEF’S,
13 FREE STREET.

AND

SOFT

198 Commercial

WOOD,

Street.

At the Office of James H. Baker, OoalDealer.
Feb 20—d3w*

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.
persons entitled to Stock in the Portland and
Rochester R. R. Co., are requested to call at the
office of the Coriipany, No. 64 Middle St., and exchange their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee’s Re-

ALL

Dec 4, 1865.

ol Stock.

LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. & R. R. R. Co.
dcfitl

Molasses, new crop;
article Pr- Bark st-

Matanzas, lor sale by

STURTEVAJiT,
Widyery Wharf.

Lease & Fixtures for Sale
-of

the-

Augusta

House.

Jan

Twelve Second-Hand Machines,
In good order for rale at low price*.
B3?“A11 kind* Machine Trimming*, at
13TJ M ddle Street, up One Flight Stairs.
Feb 20—eodlm

Lout!
nr war City Hall,on Monday,a portmonnaie oon[Ntaining $20 and two tickets to the opera.
The finder shall be liberally rewarded by leaving it
Office.

mh7d3t

W. S.

Is open Day and Evening, tbr a ftiH and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
161, opposite H. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal has had 21 years’ experience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other Continent; and that iny
Diplomas and full Scholarships, are good ail
over this great world ; but 1 do claim they will
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) n
any part of the United States
of America; and also that our Counting Booms
for inductive training (without any copying,) both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, $c,

No.

$c., offer as full, thorough, complete, practical and
expeditious FACILITIES for BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College in the U. S.
This is the only Commercial College in the State
where a full and complete Scholarship in Book-keeping, Writing, <&c., is taught without copying, so that
no one can pass through the course without obtaining a thorough counting-room education.

Mr* Brows would present to the Citizens
of Portland and vicinity, his warm gratitude ior
their kindness and liberal patronage (he past fi'teen
and with the promise ol faithfulness, soyears;
licits otherfavors !
R. N* BROWN*

Portland, September 18,1865.

scplOdoodtwly

the

Pomps

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

bo

can

Fashionable Boots and Shoes,

We solicit the former patrons and the public in general to call aud examine our stock and styles, guaranteeing oui'prices—qualities considered—ns low as

the lowest.
The store will be under the direction of Mr,
Lothrop, who will give his personal attention Ju part
to this branch of the busiuess.
We are also Agents for the Howe Sewiug Machine.
W. WrtOTHROP Jt CO., 88 Middfe St.
Wholesale Store. Union St.
R. L. Morse, W. w. Lothrop, S. C. Dyer.
Feb 3—eod3m

LA 1ST

F.

L,

Sl

Glass Ware

And TABLE CUTLERY.
Also, CHANDELIERS and LAMPS
scription; KEROSENE OIL and

of every
FLUID.

de-

Having sold my Stock to Mr. J. P. LAND, I take
this opportunity to thank my old customers for their
patronage, and hope a c mtinuance of the same may
be extended to my successor.
S. B. WAITE.
R.I. HULL would inform his friends and the public that he may be found with J. F. Land.
Feb 27—dim

TICK,

If farmers and others cannot obtain this article ol
traders In their vicinity, it will be forwarded free ol
express charge by

JAS. F. LEVIN, Agt. South Down Co.
23 Central

1—d&wlm

Flour,

Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.

Corn and

OAR

Closets,

STREET,

to

Also,

a

lot

of

EXTEA HOGS AND CHOICE BUTTEE,
sold at the
MARKET PRICES.
GEORGE F. FOSTER,
No. 2 Galt Block.

will be

ME.

LOWEST
Feb. 3.—dtf

Silver Plated Cocks*

LOOK AT THIS!

description of Water Fixtures tor DwelEVERY
ling Houses. Hotels, Public Building*, Shops,
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all Second-Hand Clothing,
orders in town
executed. All
country faithfully

or

xinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS of all descriptions.
apiihitl

PIANO

FORTES.

The undersigned begs leave to announce that they are manufacturing and
•keep constantly on hand

By

FOR SALE
WM. BBOWN, No. 91 Federal Street

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
mar3d3m
good style, and at short notice.

FOR

SALE.

BUILDING LOTS within a few rods of
T!\J the Portland and Rochester Railroad Depot,
at Cumberland Mills, 5 miles from the city.
These
lots vary in price from $50 to $350, on very accommoterms to the purchaser.
dating
with all the modern improvements, which they can !
As soon as the P. & R. Railroad can be put In
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, of the
thorough repair a Dummy Car will run to the above
same quality.
We have made arrangements, also, to
named village for the accommodation of those who do
keep an assortment of New York ana Boston Piano
business in the city.
Fortes, among which are
Also, 2 acres of land on which is a large two-story
extensive out-buildings and barn, which may
house,
Steinway & Song, of New York.
be repaired and made into a Hotel or boarding-house,
at a moderate outlav.
All Instrument# sold by us are warranted to give
satisfaction.
M. SISAVEV, 92 Exchange Si.
March B—dtf
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.

Piano

A

Fortes,

March 8—d&wtt

For Sale.

250
HHDS. PRIME
108 HHDS

CLAYED.

07 TIERCES,

NEW

No. 7, drop lever,
2300 lbs.; as

& WATSON,
58 Union St.
t7"*Scales of all kinds taken and repaired and sold
on commission.
mhfidtf
TUKEY

MOLASSES,

How landing from Sch. “Warren Blake,” Central
Wharf, lor sale j

GEORGE S. HUNT,
111 Commercial Street.

Feb 20—d3w

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
Dentist,
No. 11 Clapp’s

Block, Congress St,

PORTLAND, MK.
Sept 29—eodtt

Tiro Fairbanks’ Scales, 2nd hand
on wheels, capacity
good as new; to be Bold

MOLASSES!

PERHAM &

KNIGHT,

Seal Estate & Oil

pood, comfortable two-storv House and
Stable, wi'h about 9000 feet of land, located in

tA

the most desirable part of State Street. There
lie premises a never-failing well of superior water
For further particulars apply to E. C. OWEN,
No. 2t Exchange St., or ALFRED HASKELL, No.
162 Fore Street.
Mar 8—d3w*

U. S. Marshal’s Sale.
United States of Auebica, i
District ot Maine, sa.
)
to vend. expo, to me directed from the

PURSUANT
Hon. AshurWare,

Judge ot

In Portland, on
March next, at 11 o'clock

A. M.

eral.

Apply

Railroad,

be

to

sold cheap.

Thursday,

the

fifteenth day

0/

Thirty-Nine Tksasaai One Hundred and
Fifty Cigars.
The same having been decreed forfeit to the United

fates, in the District Court for the said District of
Maine, and ordered to bo sold, and the proceeds dis-

8

CHARLES CLARK,
U. S. Marshal District of Maine.

Fob 28—dl5d

Subscribers to the Stock of the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company, upon which ninety per cent, is
still due, are hereby notified, in conformity with a
vote of the board of Directors, passed on the sixteenth day of January, one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, that an assessment of ninety percent,
upon Stock subscribed for by them is hereby levied
in amounts and at *imea as hereinafter recited, to be
paid at the office of the Company, No. 5 State street,
at Boston, Mass—to wit: twenty per cent, to be paid
on the second day of April; thirty per cent, on the
first day of May; and forty per cent, on the first day
ol Jnnc, one thousand eight handred and
sixty-six.
Ali stocks, upon which assessments as above levied
are not paid, will be declared forfeited
absolutely,and
all payments that have been made upon said Stock
will be lorieited without condition ot redemption.
I. 9. WITHIN QTON,
Treasurer N P. B. R. Co.

BLANCHARD’S

Improvement

Steam Boilers!

on

AN some boilers 700 dezs. of heat is thrown away,
V/ making a loss ot 1*3 the fuel.
The question is
olten asked how can this be saved.
Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control ol all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
in its construction; after the engine is in
very
motion the smoke pipe is dosed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any teini>erature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 200 degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger ef setting fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will aad much valuo to
this invention, besides the saving 1*3 the fuel.
For particulars Inquire of

simple

WM. WILLARD,
Wharf and Commercial St.

Corn or of Commercial
Feb 24—dly

St,
PtnlnS,

L.

R

FOLLETTE,

HOSIERY

AND

GLOVES,

HOOF emT8 AND CORSETS,

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflaanels,
WHOI.ESALE AND RETAIL.
Dec IS—d3m

H'urnitxire !
At Reduced Prices!
▲S

Will not bo

OUR NEW BOOMJI AT

SALE,

occupancy for the next TEN
ready
shall continue, during that time, to sell
for

DAYS, we
from our large

FOR SALE!

A

Stock

of Furniture!

AT REDUCED PRICES.

CEO. T. BURROUGHS k 00
March 3—dtf

FOR

8A L E!

second-hand HAND PEESS for aale cheap
If applied for Boon. Size 01 Platen 20x28.
Inquire in peraon at, or address by mail,
PEESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.
Feb 13—dtt

Notice

ONE

For Sale.

For Sale.
fTlHE Stock and Fixtures of a long established first
A class Grocery and Provision Store, now doing a
successful business and one of the best stands In the

City. Apply

to

to

GEO. E. B. JACKSON, Ex’or,
Feb. 26—3wd*
196 Fore Street.

Horse for Sale.
A valuable FAMILY HORSE; six years

A

C.

JORDAN.

W.

removed her Goods to the corner of Dow and
Brackett Sts., where stamping will be executed

HAS

and needle work as formerly.
She will add to her former stock
articles for family use, such as

Dress

Linings,

May. Perfectly sound and kind
f>JW>old
eleven hundred pounds. Color,
ffe.f11 I Weight,
dark
next

sorrel. Enquire of
Capt J. PLUMMER, Lisbon St..
Mar 7—d2w*
Lewiston, Maine.

Trimmings,

Jfew England Screw

loth

Steamship Co.

Wharl,

P. M. for the following purposes:—
First—To see whether they will accept the act oi
the Legislature changing the name of the Company.
Second—To see whether they will amend the ByLaws of the Company,
Third—To see what farther action, if any, they
will take in regard to issuing bonds.
Fourth—To attend to any other business that may
legally come before them.
Per Order.
HENRY FOX, Clerk.
Feb 26,

1866._ffc27dtd

IMMENSE

IMPROVEMENT !

Engines,

Steam

Saving T5

a

particulars, enquire oi

BENJ. KNIGHT,
Atlantic Wharf.

in

on the main Avecomposed of two lots in one,
laid out. For particulars,

Nov 4—dtf

p

For Sale.
A large and convenient House, No. 15
Hlii WatervUle St, suitable lor two Cunilies. Terms
JOULot sale liberal.
Apply to W, No. 371 Middle St.
Ja23dtf

<SGj-A

Store to Let.
Brick Store
Commercial and Franklin
THE
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jeffercorner

Coolidge & Co.

Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.

Sept 27—dtf
To be Let.
ROOM for one or more persons, In a good
sized pleasant offlco, with modern conveniences
attached, on second floor, No. 27 Exchange Street,
“Ocean Insurance Company's building."
J. U. BRAZIER.
March 6—d3w

DESK

For Sale.
W??tb™°k new occupied by
ladder, two mile, from

Stock of Boot,
THE
neighboring town.

Kiai

*

through P. O.

in

friction and
number o< parts,
over the best engines, with great
^economy in
steam anil lepalrs. The cheapsat, simplest,
most compact auu durable made.
Adapted to Marine, Stationary, Portable, Locomotive, Oil and Mining uses. Otanvsiie.
THE HICK’S ENGINE CO..
Address,
fe27
Liberty St., New Voik.

Jtawfim_88

Choice Oil Lands for Sale.
subscribers oifer for sale five thousand
THE
of the

acrea

Best OU Lands In Canada West,
Situated in Bothwell and Tlctnlty.
Painted maps, of our lands forsale or to lease, woi
be sont any address on recei pt of two dollars, showing
the situation ol our lands. Ac.
Parties wishing to buy lands to stock Companies
with will ba liberally dealt with.
and circular address, with
For further
..

stomp

J.

Portland, embracing
bo“*«> .table and bam.
ndffidtf

enclow^tol^rewrng.^
Bothwell, Canada West.
Box 113

Office In

a

.tor: In

a

mh'dtf

Exchange Building.

HEBSEY,

WILL EXECUTE

felt,

ALL

OEDEBE BOB

composition,
—

and Shoe, in

AND

Gravel

—

Roofing,

WATER-TIGHT VAULTS, FLOORS AND CEL-

thi. office.
Mar 5—dlw*
at

LAR

BOTTOMS,

COATING METAL

ROOFS, Ac.
Office No.

For Sale.

A

BET AIL GROCERY.
Enquire at 159 Confrew St.

...

particulars

ELIAS

For Sale.
Apply

per ct.

spare, weight,

transportation,

For Sale.
Evergreen Cemetery,

Said lot is
very handsomely
address Box S96 P. O.
nue.

on

dav of the March next, at three o’clock

Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
THE
Street, at great bargain.
For

LOT
A
and Is

variety of

Uick’t Patent Direct-Acting, Reciprocating Pitton

For Sale.

cctMdtt

a

EMBROIDERIES, *c.
*y Orders tor Stamping will be received, tor the
convenience of customers m the vicinity, at MBS.
BENTS, 28 Free St.
fe28dtt
Portland, 27th Feb*y 18M.

on

May

apply

MRS.

day the

For Sale.

For

to the Ladies!

MEETING

THE Dwelling House and Land, for man;
jj years the residence of the late Hon. J. C.
■ILCburchlll, on Congress Street. Possesion giv1st.
terms &c.,

martdlw*

Terms

—

$8,00

-»

larger ,A.« the

all <*, o.fcr da,he,
per pear in

m

com-

IA.

advance.

tST" Reading Matter on all Fear Pace*.
Maine Freedmen’* Belief Boeietj.
To the Citizens of Maine
The Freedmen. the poorest poor of our
country, for two hundred years despoiled by
State enactment and national consent, have
been tossed for the last tour yean, upon the
wildest waves of the fiery sea of war, until
their very

rags are tom away, and now in

they creep along the
weary millions,
shore of Peace, and see far inland, waiting
and
fields.
cottages
lint the winter is upon ns, and will bury
tens of
thousands, unless good Samaritan
hands shall come to their relief. Alter the
winter, they will find the fields and till them,
and the cottages and dwell in them.
The Officers of the Freedmen’s Bureau estimate that
seventy thousand, at least, will paish in the
States of Georgia and Alabama.
The Superintendent of Schools in Virginia writes
“that a large portion of the Freedmen who,
during the war, were taken as a military measure from the possession of their masters and
placed upon the abandoned rebel farms, have
been and are about being ejected fhfen
their homes by the amnestied proprietors._
Even with the best disposition on the
part of
the landholders, they have been
incapaciated
the
of
war
f,
resulls
the
om
by
furnishing employment to even one-tbird of their former
slaves. But instead of kindness, there is, as a
rule, an evident feeling of hostility toward the
Freedmen. With the renewed possession of
their farms by the grace of pardon, they rive
no indication of having pardoned the black
man tor loyalty to his country.
There is no
time for discussing either the policy or the
Providence that has placed this people in their
present peril. Action and not argument is
what their condition demands; otherwise
there will be such a record of suffering and
mortality as the world has rarely witnessed.1*
In every Southern State there are many in
extreme need.
It is not true that the able-bodied have not
labored industriously and lived prudently
hithir-o, as they have had opportunity. It is
susceptible of proof that no class of people in
the United States hare struggled with adversity

more

stances

manfully or successfully, the circumbeing considered.

llut the desolations of war, the utter confusion of all social and industrial conditions, the
abject poverty in which the return of peace
found white and black alike, the extraordinary blight upon the very imperfect crop of this
year, have together, not strangely, proven too
much for the best endeavors ol many. Thousands have succeeded—hundreds of thousands
—despite all these difficulties, iu providing for
the winter, and ask no charity.
Other hundreds of thousands will, by steady
Industry, athougb unable to provide In advance, keep the wolf at bay, until the spring
drives him back; and these ask no charity.
liut there remain the equally industrious
but less fortunate, who can hnd neither work
nor

wages, until the planting

season

returns;

besides the infirm and the thousands of orphans, whose mothers cannot be found, and
whose fathers gave up their lives that we
might celebrate our peace.
The officers of the American Freedman’s
Aid Commission estimate that one million of
do lari is needed immediately for the purchase
of blankets and personal clothing, for the
erection of temporary shelters, and for the
opening and maintainance of additional or-

the held, proving themselves eminently success! ul and usetul.
In view of this terrible condition of the
Freedtnen, it seems an imperious duty that all
humane people, casting aside all sectarian and
political cansiderations, should make an immediate and systematic effort for their relief Let
the offering be worthy of a people grateful for
abundant harvests and tor the restoration of
peace to our beloved soon try.
We would recommend that town or city societies, auxiliary to the State Society, or committees, be formed withoat delay; that the officers oi the late Sanitary and Christian Commission devote their energies to work for the
Freedmen; that towns and parishes be thoroughly canvassed tor money and clothing; that
public speakers, especially those who have been
South, volunteer their services for public meetings; and yet that no people wait tor th« call
or aid ol an agent.
Delays may result in
death.
Clothing should be packed in strong boxes
On each case or barrel put the
oi barrels.
name of the person sending it and the place
from whence it is sent. Send a list of contents in each package and a duplicate 01 the
same by mail to E. C. Estes, Business Agent,
78, John Street, New York. Mark each package thus: N. Y. N. F. K. A., 76 John St*
New York. FromAll goods should be forwarded to the care of
George B. Davis, Portland, whence they will
be taken to New York free of caet. By a little etfort, expressmen and,, transportation
agents may be induced to carry goods to Port'
land at a small expense, if any.
All monies may be sent directly, to Hon. N.
G. Hichborn, Treasurer of the State organization, Augusta; or, if more convenient, may be
sent to the Treasurer of the State Society,
through the hands of James T. McCobb, Esq.,
of Portland.

Applications for situations as teachers may
be addressed to the subscriber, at Augusta, or
to our General Agent, Bev. D. S. King, whose

address is
Office of Zion’s Herald,
The wages of a teacher is
twenty dollars a month, in addition to transportation and board, which the Society will

post-office

Boston, Mass.’’

the Stockholders of the New EngA land Screw ofSteamship
Company will be held at ^Any teacher
their Office
Brown's
PortUnd.
Thursand

A. P. MORGAN,
290 Congress St, opposite the Preble House.
Feb 20. 1866—dtf

en

•/ '**

of

phan asylums.
The facts and estimates, which we here preare founded upon the most reliable authority. They have no reference to the support of missionaries who are sustained by denominational effort, or of school teachers sustained by the several Freedmen’s Associations.
The support of teachers, however, should be
generously considered in this connection. A
goodly number from this State are already in

LANCASTER

DRY GOODS Stock and Stand for sale at a great
bargain. For particulars inquire of
THRASHER & CO..
Feb 27 -dtf
4 Free St. Block.

n‘ aa''>
HOJ circulation

sent,

Congress

Terms lib-

ROSCOE G. HARDING, Gorham,
Or, H. C. BARNES, Portland.
Fob 27—dtf

fo27eodlm

annual subscription lor signalizing Vessels m
the Portland Observatory having expired, Merchants, Ship owners and others Interested, will be
called on to renew their subscriptions.
Feb. 24,1866.
ENOCH MOODY.
tebag-dSw

the United Statue

District Court, within and for the District ot Maine,
I shall expose and offer for sole at pu lie auction, to
the highest bidder therefor, the following
properly
and merchandize, at the time and place within salil
District as follows, via
At the Custom House Building, on Fore street.

on

PORTLAND
X

Navy Department,
}
Washington, D. C. I
19—M.W&F, till marls

Farm for Sale.

a*?..
®?Ie®
Addrew

r * iH r.

Feb

GOOD FARM

Operators,

OBSERVATORY

testimonials

Candida tes must not be less than
nor
twenty-one.
J
*
than twenty-six years of
age
No expense is allowed by the Oovernment to
candidates attending tho sessions of the Board as a
succesiiul examination Is a legal pre-reuuisl’te for
appointment in the Navy.
P. J. HORW1TZ,
Chief of Bureau.
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,)
more

of about 70 acres, abotft 1$ miles
Afto Gorham Village,
the line of the Portland
& Rochester
to

BOTHWKLL, O. W.
JOEL PERHAM. Jn.
HIRAM P. KNIGHT,
Royal Hotel.
American House.
(^"Communications may be addressed to Hiram
P. Knight, of the above
at
Auburn, Me, for
Arm,

thirty days._

Applicaof

a

For Sale.

son

NEW

iharacter.*0001111*111*11

themselves.
by re“Pcctable

Maine.

at a great bargain, aa the owner Is to
leave the city in a tew days. A cash capital of $400
or $500 only requ'red.
83>*Call early at No 161 Middle St, up one flight,
Room No 2.
mh8d3t*

Oats,

LOAD,

arrive and In store.

to present

331

UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co.
Not. 11—dtf

on

Twlore

For Sale.

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.

Choice

they desire

March 7,1866—dtf

VERMIN.

SCAB,

Should be used by all Farmers

March

Board

For Sale.

■

March 6. 1866-

■-

rTIHAT very desirable lot of Land, situated on
X Pearl, between Cumberland an 1 Oxford St., having about seventy feet front, ai d containing over six
thousand square feet, sufficiently large for two firstclass houses.
For particulars enquire of DANIEL PLUMMER,
or W. C. MEANS.

THE

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash
Bowls, Brass

SThe

-BY THE-

and Water

PORTLAND,

a concern.
Carleton Estate, at the corner of Conand
Carleton Streets; measuring about
gress
65 feet on Congress and about 120 tee ton Carlereet, with the three-story House thereon.—
About one-half of the value may remain on mortgage
far a number of years. For further iniormatien apSTEELE & HAYES.
ply to
Portland, March 6,1866.—dtf

Portland,

For Gents’, Ladies’. Misses’ and Children’s wear.
Also,
Boots and Shoes Made to Measure

MAKER OE

Force

For Sale, to close

DYER.

old stand No. 88 Middle Street,
found an extensive assortment of

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

PLUMBE R!

Chet
;; sea, and two in the City of Boston.
JL For farther particulars inquire of
E. WEBSTER & SON,
No. 74 Middle St, Portland,
Or J. M. PRINCE, Esq., No. 32 Congress St, Boston, Mass.
March 1—d2w*

fixtures and

AT

n,?"'!1!*.'!’6'1 ,l£“lro“» of appearing before either
to the Honorable Se
£?,U^ini5^e sppHcsOon
to tho
£resastico.Hj?
^avy’,
undersigned, stating
and u,r
piace
date nfbirth. and
whlcE

tools,
good will of light
STOCK,
manufacturing business, well established In this
A cash business, and without competition ;—
Shoes & Rubbers! eltv.
will be sold

China, Crockery,

30—tIO_

1 at the Press

Union Button-Hole Machine

Exchange

or

Property in this City,
FOUR fiftlCK HOUSES In the City ot

Ijfe

Navy.

Boston, Mass., January 24,1806.—Stawtmayl

For

smaller

Successor to S. B. Waite,
No* 54 Union St*,
Portland, Me*,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

MUSCOVADO,

H>
The undersigned being compelled (on acI'JALVDount ot ill health) to relinquish Hotel busi°^er* for sale the lea e and a portion
the fixtures ot said house.
Lfi"SJ|of
iius hotel ranks
among the first in the country,
and comm an s a
large proportion ot the travel. It
lias one hundred twenty-five
rooms, perfectly ventilated and
substantially‘furnished. Attached to the
house are Bathing
and Billiard SaRooms,
Shaving
In connection with the house is a large
loons, &c.
and convenient Stable, with a fine livery stock.
To
any one desirous of entering the hotel business will
find this a rare opportunity with comparatively a
small capital.
HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor.
im.

Sewing Machine,

It will carry the largest thread with a
needle than any other machine in the world.

J.

003:,

IN

DEALER

HARD

WOOD !

EXAMINE

AND

Cungrf St.,
Portland. Me.

For Sale
•

Leather, Clothing, Carriage Trimming,
nnd Family Sewing.

CANES !

GLASSES TO LET,

OPERA

be

ceipts for certificates

White and Red Ash Coal.

Dealer* in nil kind* at

Hardware and

h 17 daw tf

200 TONS

FICKETT,

In

Importer*

Famishing Goods i

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds of

Photographic Goods,
Mirrors and Engravings.

Dealer

If Co,,

OF

State of Maine.
68 ndd 60 Middle at.,
Sept 7—dtf

JUST
at their Wharf,

Solicitor of Patents,
MAINE.

Storer

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for

Coal.

Coal,

Coal,

dtf

style

PEKKINS, JACKSON

E

his old

Manufacturers ol and Dealers in

name

after

to mcot

HASTINGS

THE NEW IMPROVED

the

Dry Goods, Woolens,

Copartnership hereto
existing under the
THE continued
of H. K. JACKSON dfc SON,
this date uuder the
of

will be

in

Milliken & Co.,

JOBBERS

under the firm name ol
P. MORGAN & CO.,

A.

Me.

paid to all kinds of Jobbing
Ic2!d3m

Aag 26—dtl

Deei-in#,

ore

SHERIDAN

ES'“Proinpt

the undersigned
THE

CALL

Bools,

DRESSING CASES !

UREW8TEB,

TJF

Dissolution of Copartnership.

WISCONSIN.

SOAP,

LADIES’ AND GENTS’

style,

Mr, Brewster would be happy
iaiends and the public generally.
Portlmd, Feb. 2,1S6S.

Jan 19—dtf

STURTEVANT,

II.

S.

Made.

on

CASTILE

Opened to the Public by

Successors to G.

prepared to make LIBERgoods in transit, m store,

Also

Windsor,

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

CO.

copartnership heretofore existing between

CHASE, CRAM

most elegant
And is Now

And Gents’
undersigned

Old Brown

Hotel,

thoroughly refitted, and ftirnishcd

"*

jal6d2m

Advances

MILWAUKEE,

Chicago, IU.

Feb 24—dBm

&

Portland, Jan. 1, I860.

84 MICHIGAN STREET,
)

GILMAN.
t‘e7dtf

C. E. JOSE,
K. S. MAXCY,
J. C. SMALL.

Commission Merchants,
DAVIS * COLBY,
64 and 66 La Salle

JOSE

obtain Postage

OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

FOSTER,

THE

E.

can

This excellently located Hotel has been

subscribers have this day formed a copartnership for the transaction of the Wholesale Crockery and Glrs.s Ware business, under the firm name

C.

Ladies

Stamps at Geyer & Calef’s.

of

Copartnership.

Street,

novS’CSdtf

DAVIS

18G6.

BAG,

GO TO 13 FREE STREET.

MarchS—dtf

International

Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The busiwill hereafter be conducted by N. A. FOSTER,
who will pay all demands against (he late firm, and
to whom alliudebted will make payment.
II. A.
,J. T.

NICE LADIES’

m a

C. O. FILES, Principal,
28 Hanover Street.

J“.

Would hereby inform bis friends and the public that
he continues to manufacture and keep for sale upright Cabinet Organs oi every description, and Piano
style Mekdinoe.
These Organa all have the reverberating SoundBox or Wind-Chest, with other improvements, such
as Knee Swell, double bellows, two blow pedals, Stc.
Feb 28—eodAwtf

both

P.

CO,

W.

ST., POBTLAND, Me.

SUITABLE FOB

PURE

sexes received in all branches usu
first class school.
The services of Miss E. JONES have been secured
as Teacher of Pencil and Cra\on Drawing, &c.
A limited number of Private Pupils in the higher
English branches, and in the Languages, will 1kj at
tended to.

5 TEMPLE

Leavitt

IF YOU WANT A

HALL,

TERM begins March 5th. Pupils received at any time iu the Term.
Particular attention paid to Young Men preparing
themselves for College. Excellent opportunities oifered to Young Ladies or Young Gentlemen wishing
to study French, German, Latin, Botany, Mathemat-

ness

Woolens,

PORTLAND,

)

E. CHAPMAN.

A. FOSTER &

Portland, Jan. 1,

_I

No.

13 FREE STREET.

C. BARKER.
B.—Special attention paid to cleasingBed and

FREE STREET.

of

|

DAVI8,

name

EVERY BOY SHOULD HAVE A

Satisfaction Guaranteed in nil Case*,

O. Box 103,
Feb. 26—d3w*

fe22if

1866.

To tho beautifhl Samples at our store executed by
JOHN A. LOWELL, for whom we are the Agents.

PORTLAND ACADEMY!

Dissolution.

N.

Notice,

VERY desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth,
A
mile from Portland Bridge. The house is
two

julv26dtf

of the

Notice.

Real Estate for Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

MANUFACTORY

Corps

to Lease!

or

stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed In this vicinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire at

CABINET ORGAN

STAMPING,

OF ANY DESCRIPTION,

of

GENTS’ LINEN
Hannei:,

copartnership heretofore existing between

BRADBURY £ SWEAT,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

V.

a

LUTHER DANA,
LUTHER W. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA.

Portland, Feb. 14,

OR COLORED

Got up in the Best Possible

Pupils of
ally taught

SONS,

LOTS,

Eastorn Promenade, at prices from 10 to SO
toot,
53T*Also, 6 Houses from $1000 to $5000.
MOSES GOULD, 74 Middle St.
Jac 20—03m

-AND-

BOARDS

of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this twenty-eighth day of February, A. D. 18«C.

cents per

MELODEON

of Medical Offi-era will convene at the
Naval Hospital, Chelsea. Mass., Naval Hospl al,
Brooklyn, N. Y., and Naval Asylum, Philadelphia,
Pa., on MONDAY, March 11, ISOlor the examination of candidates for admksion into the Medical

posed

WINN, Agent.

UnionSt.,Portland, Maine.

one

LINEN

Orders from out ol town solicited.

y attended to.
May 22—dtt

t.

&

No. 11

ON

MONOGRAMS,

ics, &c.

Grocery and Fishermen's Outfitting Business.

PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prorapfc-

Dry

DANA

We would call the attention of those wanting

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
without injury to the finest fhbncs.

UNION

IKA

_

Ib8(12m

Franklin, Lincoln, Mayo, Smith, Fremmt,
Hammond, Winthrop, Walnut, North, Montreal, Melbourne. Quebec, Merrill, Turner, Poplar,
Congress, Atlantic. Muitjoy, Monument, Willis Sts.,
and the

TOWN

it at

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

power) all complete.
Second-hand Shafting and Pullles.
One new horizontal Engine (6 in.
cylinder.)
One new Oscillating Engine, (8 In.
cylinder.)
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.
*
Trenail Machines; Jack Screws.
All kinds of Machinery promptly mado and

„„

SPRING

Notice.

Copartnership

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senior; Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;

Clark Jiead & Co. Portland Me.

&.

for the purpose of carrying on tlie SHIP BROKERAGE, SHIP CHANDLERY and GROCERY BUSINESS, and have taken the stand of ROSS BROTH-

ERS, 73

Campbell’s Wharf,

tT* Consignments solicited.

Ross

new

For Sale

STATIONERY STORE.

60 Commercial Street,
12—dtf
Head Marne Whuri.

Short

Locomotive Boiler.
ONEOnesuperior
second-hand Engine and Boiler (IB horse

HOUSE

liad at the

BALL l
PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY, RETURN
Buy
No. 36 Hanover St.
Geyer & Calef’s,

N.

THE BEST is the CHEAPEST

IVote,

RANDALL, McALLISTER A 00.,

At

..

repaired.

The best of all Stationery
TTi?

ALSO,
200 tons Cumberland Coal for Smith’s use; and all
kinds of hard and soft Wood, on hand and for sale by

And

Wanted.

fa.

NEW STYLES OF

May be

T.

It contains one hundred and
emy
eighty acres ol
good land, well divide into tillage, pasturage and
wood land. Produces
fifty toua ol hay. Has a large
Orchard, good two story house and ell, finished, painted aud in good repair.
Good Barn and other necessary out-buildings.
Atoo a stock ol Farming Tools, if required.
Apply
10
A. T. SMALL,
on the premises.
February 28,1886.
mar2d*wSw#

For Sale.

rooms, suitable for housekeeping.
GEO. H, LEFAVOR,
Press Office.

no!5tt

460 tons John's Stove and Egg Coal.
600 tons Lehigh Egg and Furnace Coal.
200 tons Lehigh Stove Coal.
300 tonB Locust Mountain Stove and Egg Coal.
200 tons Free Burning Stove Coal.
Y\ ell picked and screened; delivered to any part
the city at the lowest price for Cash.

Jan

more

A SMALL TENEMENT, suitable for a fam:• ily 01 three persons.
Kent moderate. Itefer■ILeuce at this ofiice.
mar3-dtf

English Mourning Paper,

ALSO,

|

Notice.

DfilED APPLES, Ac.

Merchandise
Northern account.

IOU

at E. H.
Preble St.

13 FREE STREET.

Post Office.

TONS JOHN'S CHESTNUT COAL, at
SI 3,00 per ton.

A

fe2Tco<12w*

Street,

COAL, COAL, COAL I

FREDERIC W. EMERY,
DAN’L F. EMERY, Jn.
March 5, lsGtl. —d&\v2w

GEO. H. MITCHELL,
F. F. WALKER.

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beaus
Lime Street,

Nearly opposite

for the purpose of carrying on tho Hardware, Cutlery and Window-Glass business.
DAN’L F. EMERY.
JOSHUA W. WATERHOUSE,
EDWARD A. EMERY,
Me

96 Ezckange

Portland, Nov. 9th, 1865.

dation.

Commission Merchants,

ftk, 3

No*

copartner-

a

THE

ME.

.PRODUCE
WHOLESALE DEALERS

Notices

EMERY & WATERHOUSE is this
day dissolved by mutual consent.
DAN’L F. EMERY,
JOSHUA W. WATERHOUSE.
March
Portland, Me.,
3,18Co.

THE

Address
GEYER & CALEF’S, THREE
Marclf3

Surgeons.

For Sale.
The Farm formerly known as the
George Small Farm, In the town of
Limingtoi), two miles from ti e village, and one-half a mile from the
Office, store, church aud Acad-

Rent Wanted.
or

French

Particular at ention paid to BOYS' CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customer sand price*
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place

firm of

J. EDWARD GOVE & CO.,
AND

mhGdkm

Address 83 Struts St.

For sale at

Furnishing: Goods.

Gents’

A. M. BENSON.

[ji

Wanted.

itxce

which will be manufactured into Garments which
cannot be surpassed for style and make in the city.
Afro a Fine assortment of

WHARF.

firm of WALKER & MITCHELL was dissolved .Lon. 20th, 1S66, by mutual consent.
Geo. H. Mitchell is alone authorized to sign in liqui-

iebM3m

Commission.

on

MILLS

CLOTHING

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

lowest market

furnished house iu the upper part oi the
a small dually, from the 1st of
May

A

01‘y.for

Iridaj Morn’ng,

--—

Brick House and Lot, with Stable, on
on Cumberland St.,
$4,500
Wooden House and Lot, with Stable, on
Cumberland St.,
$5,500
Wooden House and Lot, with Stable, on
Widuot St.,
$4,000
Brick House on Oak St.,
$5,OCO
Brick House on Pearl St.,
$3,250
some
very
desirable
Also,
locations on Conobess,
Free. Pine and Carleton Streets, from $0000 to $14,000, and several Houses snd Lota on Middle Street,
from $4,000 to $15,000, together with several desirable Residences in Gorham, Me., and adjacent to tho
City on the line of Railroad.
Feb as—d.w

Book-keop-

DAILY PllESS,
PORTLAND.

mission into the Navy aa Assistant

STREET.

m

Wanted.

Quills,

PROCTER,
LIME

establishment ur Lumber
Address Portland 1>. O.,
J. M. G.

*

of

WOOD,

on hand and for sale at the
delivered many part of the city.

WHOLESALE AyI) RETAIL,
fi.

SOFT

Constantly

Portland,

PRODUCE.

AND

AND

a situation as

CARRIAGE SMITH wanted. Apply
ARNOLD’S Celebrated INK, AFebLEMONT’S
Carriage Manufactory,
20—d3v>

No. 96 Exchange Street,
recently occupied by Messrs MCCARTHY & BER
ItY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES

EMERY, WATERHOUSE & COi.,

dcl*t#

Portland. Dec 12,1868.

HARD

BERLIN

COBB,

C.

HASSTORE, at

Spruce, Pine and Hemlock Lumber, Laths,
Clapboards, Shingles, &c.

Orders from the Country respectfully solicitJob Work done to order.
aug9dtt

ed.

opened

Wanted.
man of experience,
in some Wholesale

References given.
Feb 26—2w*

CARD-BOARD,

Wanted.

JAMES ANDREWS,
Biddeford

LADIES COLLABS,

FOB

Tailor,
CLASS

Apply
Doc 27—dtf

Irade.

Pens and
ENAMELED

CHISAM,

FIRST

a

a man

Immediately, twelve good Stone-Cutten* to cut abutment and i»iei atone.
WANTED
to

a
er

C.

MiddleStrcet,

Wanted.

BY
Italian Quills,

NEW STOKEl

Merchant

the sale of all kinds *1

And lor

Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

Sale

W. F.

Business.

Forwadiog

and

IS to 25 Cents.

JOHN

Portland, Maine.

and wife, no children, a good cona central locatiun-on a Street
traversed by the Horse Cars preferred. Rent
|1S0 to $230. Have lived in one house fifteen
years: may occupy another as long if satisfactory.
Address box 1133 Post Office.
fe22dtf

tBy

For the Examination of Candidates tor Ad-

-BY-

Gentlemen wishing for a rare chance
money should call on, 01 addresss,
J. HANKKUSON Jis Co..
or

to make

13 FREE STREET.

copart-

HOUGHTON,

<r

Prints,

NEW STOKE,

For the ti ansae tion of a general

IRON.

HEAVY

Of

a

BEAUTIFUL

129 Middle Street.
KASTMAN BROTHERS*

fel4dtf

GEYEB & CAZEF’S,

Wear.

Spring
8TTLES

Wliito ALL WOOL FLANNEL 35 Cento.
A few mor.j of those all Linen Army Sheets tor
1.40. Pillow Slips 35 cts.
A complete and g.ncral assortment of HOUSEKEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prices.

Eastern Ex-

Copartnership.

Cooking, Office and Parlor Stoves,
And

American

press Office, Portland, Me.
{
( No. 205Pen. Avenue, Washington, D. Oi
FRANK G. PATTERSON, PA UL CHADBOURNK
late Maj. 1st Me. Cav,
late Lieut. 5th Me. Vols.
March I,jl8tf6.
mb8oodlw&wlt* 0

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the name and style of

LINE OF

A NEW

WOOLEN GOODS, for

Agent
overy town in the State of Maine to
Ansell
new, convenient anil useful patented artiLadies

Stone-Cutter8

May La Lad at
TABLE COVERS—Every Variety.

—-.

Real Estate for Sale!

ENGLISHED RUFFED PAPER

DAMASK and

— •

■

Wanted.
in

venient rent in

Paper!

■■

Miscellaneous.

Nov S3—dtf

French

■

For Sale and to Let.

130

A fine lot of Letter size

■

Wants, Lost and Found.

cle.

HI* TOWN

"■

Terms $8 per annum, in advanee.

a

-AT THE-

STATIONERY STORE,

office. W henever the equalization of Bounties for
Soldiers ot 1MJ1,1862, and lttM, shall be detei mined,
we shall be prepared to secure the additional Bounties and Land Warrants, in tke shortest possible

MAINE,

...

lot ot

Fine, Medium and Heavy Brown and Bleached

LINEN

Officers having unsettled accounts, can receive
certificates of non-indebtedness, with Arrears ofPay,
together witk all extra allowances,' by ca ling at our

over

new

RECEIVED

DeLaines and Ginghams,

SECURED AT SHORT NOTICE.

Money advanced on claims.
(No. 82] Exchange St,

entire

COTTONS!

Office* :

No. 35 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND

claims against the

For the purpose of prosecuting all
State or United States.

an

JUST

Rich Dress Goods!

No charge for services unless successf ul.

Business Cards.
A.

Have just received

PATTERSON i CHAOBOURNE,

each subsequent insertion.

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
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Block,

for the Freedmen, going from
duly appointed by this or any other Society, can have free passage by steamMaine,

boat to Boston or New York and retain, on
application to Captain Cyrus Sturdevant, of

Portland.
At a meeting of the Maine Freedmen’s Relief Society, held at the State House Feb. 8,
the foregoing address was adopted and the following list of officers was elected for the present year. The official reports were not presented ; but i am happy to
say that ft com*
mendable interest is manifested in different
parts ol the State, and that the citizens of
Portland and Bangor, especially, are doing a
great work for the Freedmen. A superintendent of schools iu
Virginia, and another in
North Carolina, with twenty-two female teachers have been
engaged from this State, to represent the State society and its auxiliaries)
with the expectation that they will be sustained by funds raised In the State at an expense of about *12,(100. This Is exclusive of
teachers sent out under denominational contract and support.
It is respectftilly requested that the newspapers in Maine will publish the organization
and appeal of the Society.
Ephraim

Flirt, Secretary.

Officers of the Maine Freedmen’t Relief Society:
President—His Excellency Sahttk, Cost.
Vice Presidents—Hon. Eared H. Hanks, of
Biddelord; Hon. Jacob MeLeiUn, of Portland; Hon. J. J. Perry,of Oxford; Hon. C.
Stone, of Jay: Hon. W. A. P. Dillingham, of
Waterville; Hon. N. A Farwell.of Rockland;
Hon. J. Sk Tenney, of
Namdgewock; Hon.
Win. McGiivery, of Searsport; Hon. A. D.
of
Hon.
E. J. Hale, of FoxManson,
Bangor;
jooft; Hon. E. M. Ham or, of Eden; Hon.
George Downes, of Calais; Hon. P. P. Burleigh, of Linneus; A. M. Jones, Esq., of Lewiston ; G. F. Patten, Esq., of Bath; J, J. Taylor, Esq., of Newcastle.
Secretary—Hon. Ephraim Flint, of Augusta.

Treasurer—Hon. Nathan G. Hichborn, of
Augusta.
Managers—Rev. D. Burgess, of Gardiner;
Eben Steel, Esq., of Portland; Rev. Daniel K.
Randall, of Augusta; John L. Stevens, Esq.,
of Augusta; Rev. Henry W. Brown, of Augusta; John Dorr, Esq., of Augusta; Rev. C.
F. Penney, of Augusta; Rev. Joseph Ricker,
of Augusta.
—Among the articles sent by Italy to the
Paris Exhibition will be a complete geological
map of the country, now preparing under the
direction of the government.

duction, and so to react at once upon the interests of the laborer.
This is the point which, it seems to us, the
advocates of Labor Reformliave allowed tliemlelves to overlook. Seeking to obtain for themselves an advantage at the expense of the capitalist, they fail to perceive that such an admust ultimately redound
vantage, if

The Popular Voice.

“I believe,” said Mr. Fessenden lately, speakPresident
ing in the Senate, “I believe that the
to speak
“is a friend of his country, and I wish
whether
“of him respectfully and kindly. But
advances
opinions
he
when
it
or
“he means
not,

down principles which,in my judgof this body
at the very existence
strike
ement,
I
cannot but
Government,
the
“as a power in
from it, and call up“enter my solemn dissent
to assert its own rights and ta
“on

“andlays

gained,
to their own injury. “When capital ceases to
be profitable in one branch nfdusiness it seeks
another, and if there be no other home it goes
elsewhere. If threatened u>ith unjust legal
coercion or popular violence, it disappears.—
It is very timid and farsighted, and runs away
and hides itself at the approach of danger. Its
withdrawal is proof that the body-politic is
sick; for it is the life-blood of business; and
when it goes, enterprise languishes, trade beis diminished,
comes inactive, production
wealth ceases to accumulate, poverty overtakes all classes, wages fall, labor becomes degraded and slavish, and civilization decays.”
The Eight Hour movement is in fact in the
nature of a gigantic strike, only it is proposed
to call in legislative aid to strengthen and enforce it. It is an arbitrary attempt on the part
of one of the parties to a bargain to dictate
terms in which the other party has an equal
interest, and consequently a right to an equal
voice. If successful it would inevitably induce

Congress

to all these ques“own position with reference
tions.” It was necessarily impossible for the
great body of the American people, who have
not Mr. Fc-sondeu’s personal acquaintance
with President Johnson, to discriminate so,
carefully between the man and his acts. They
only saw that in his veto message he had overstepped the limits of his duty and of his privilege even, to lecture Congress on the qualifications of its own members. Fully persuaded as the great majority of the Northern public were, that the machinery of the Frcedinen’s
bureau was greatly desirable if not indispen*
sable, to bring into Laimcnious action the
labjr and capital of the South, the duty laid
upon the President of considering and deciding upon the merits of the proposed measure
However
was not forgotten or overlooked.
much we regretted the loss of what might
have been a pledge for the peace and good order of the South, we should have weighed the
President’s reasons with scru^fulous care, and
agreeing or Uisagieeing with him, should nevertheless have fully accorded to him the
right of exercising his official prerogative according to his honest convictions.
But the President, inspired by some evil influence, chose to inform the Senate and House
of Representatives, that since the lately Confederate States had complied with his exactions, he regarded any further delay on the
part of the Congress a3 inadmissible! He

demondel the

disastrous results to the very class it seeks to
benefit; but we incline to the opinion that it
does not carry sufficient force to ensure it evThere are other asen a temporary success.
reter
pects of this question, to which we may
at

changes

as

Buxton,
Republican
in

for instance, where the whole
ticket was elected, last year’s town officers
having been all Democrats. From New York,
we learn that Republican mayors were elected on Tuesday in Utica, Elmira, Auburn, Oswego, Poughkeepsie, and Rochester. In Auburn, the Republican majority ran up to 400,
which is co.4 comfort for Mr. Seward. In

Rochester, where a marked radical was put in
nomination, the Republican gain went up to
900

or

Troy is the only New York cityf
reported to haveo lecled a Dem-

1000.

which

is

ocratic mayor.
Wc think the Democratic managers will

tire of “supporting the President” before long.
meaning of these elections however cannot he misunderstood. We shall hear from
New Hampshire next Tuesday.
The

Labor Keform—Its Object.
BT Alt ADVOCATE.
To like Editor or the Preu:

Alter

year’s discussion

rather opportunity
discussing the objects of this
movement, we are now, for the first time asked what we are driving at and what we wish
to accomplish. I will briefly answer the ina

full
for

or

quiry.

1. We wish to prevent class Legislation:
and to accomplish this we would have all
classes of busiaess represen ted. in our hails of
legislation, if we cou.d only succeed in obtaining candidates who would consent to stand as
the representatives and exponents of our prin.A
ciples.
2. If we could suecocd in the above accomplishment, we should secure equal taxation
and representation, and laws that would protect labor by a lien on the pioduction ot labor
for security ibr the payment of wages.
3. We desire a codification of the laws so
that the people may have an opportunity of
learning something of their legal chances in
the battle of life—without devoting a life of
study to that object of attainment.
A We ar.* asked wiiy we adopt or advocate
the eight hour system.
We answer, because
we think it will promote cur interests; and
it
is
because
not & question of wages, hut sun-

ply question of time, involving no compulsion on the part of employer or employee.
6. We are asked why we carry the matter
into politics. 1 answer, we do not; we ignore
party distinction in the movement, and take
this course because we can get a hearing in
so way so weii as through the ballot box
which for our peaceful purpose is more potent
than the sword. When politicians learn to
work for the interests of the industrial classes
in common w th other interests,—then, there
will cease to be a necessity for a continuance
of-our organized movement.
L. F. P.
a

The subject treated of in the above communication is of so much importance that we

cheerftilly give place

to such arguments as
may be adduced in relation to it from either
the advocates or the
opponents of the movement. At the same time, we are
of

strongly
opinion that the friends of what is called
11
Labor Reform,” are
acting under an entire
misconception of the true principles involved
in this question, and that their movement has
in it few elements likely either to ensure its
to make its success desirable.

The
manner in which our correspondent
presents
his points docs not show them, in a
very formidable aspect; nevertheless, he is himself so
evidently sincere In the ground he takes that
we have no disposition to treat the matter
otherwise than seriously.
The great mistake of those who are pressing
this movement evidently consists in supposing
that the interests of labor are opposed to those
of capital. Not only are these two interests
wholly compatible with, but they are in fact
inseparable from each other. Whatever tends
to the detriment of the
one, cannot fail to in-

jure

the other.

Capital and Labor

are

two

great lorces, whose combined and harmonious
action produces
wealth; and the share of each
fn the common gain is allotted
by certain natural and inevitable laws, the force of which it
is impossible for any human
contrivance to
resist. The rate of wages is determined
by
competition. Labor is, in one sense, a com.
modity which one class wishes to buy and another class has to sell; therefore like all
other
commodities it is subject to the natural law
of

supply

and demand.

When laborers

are

abundant in proportion to the demand,
wages
low; when they are few and the demand
great wages are high.
Capitalist and laborer,
bargaining with each other, are alike bound
by this natural law, tbe operation of which ad
justs the market price as surely as it does that
of com or cotton. Any successful
attempt,
therefore, on the part of the laborer to raise
wages above the rate at which the law of demand and supply would fix them entails a loss
upon capital, thereby Unding to diminish proare

l'HE

SOUTHERN

Testimony of Generals Thomas and Grierson.
The important evidence submitted to Conthe
gress on Tuesday by Mr. Boutwell, from
Committee on Reconstruction, is of a nature
demanding the most thoughtful consideration, Thi3 evidence seems sufficient to establish beyond question, first, that Alabama, Mississippi, and a great part of Tennesree are to
all intents and purposes os much in rebellion

they ever were; that no genuine and trustworthy spirit of loyalty exists there; that secret societies do exist there, extensive in their
organization and sympathized with by the people, the object of which is to embarrass and
thwart the plans of the government, to get iid
of the Freedman’s Bureau, and of the Federal
army, preparatory to reorganizing their State
Militia under the old rebel officers; and under
as

the false pretense of submission and Unionism to seek to gain such favor in Congress as
to repudiate the national debt, and stir up a

foreign war of which they could take advantake to secure their independence. All these
purposes are distinctly shown in the evideuce
given by Generals Thomas and Grierson, men
whose sources of information have been ample, whose judgment is sound and whose testimony can in no way be impeached. On being questioned as to what lie believed to be

the nature and objects of the secret societies
referred to, Gen. Thomas replied:
A, To embarrass the Government of the
United States in the proper administration of
the country by endeavoring or making strong
efibrts to train any important concessions to
the people of the South. If possible to lepudiate the National debt incurred in consequence
of the rebellion, or to gain such an ascendancy in Congress as to make provision for the assumption by Congress of the debt incurred by
the rebel government.
Also, to involve the United States Government in war, if possible, and to take advantage of the first blow that occurs to strike for
the independence of the States lately iu rebel-

lion.

—

The statements of General

Grierson, the
great cavalry leader, are of the same tenor.—
We give the concluding portion of the testimony of the latter as reported by telegraph:
I have mentioned something in regard to
organizing the militia. There seems to be a
great desire on the part of the Southern peo-

ple for that and to roniove the l'rcedmen’s buThere is an intense hatred to it and its
reau.
officers. It is looked upon as a disgrace in
that country, by those who now control, to belong to the Federal army; but on the other
hand, to have beeu an officer in the Confederate army, fs a passport to success everywhere
in the South.
T believe ibat if the militia system is carried
out it will be organized into brigades and division!!, and wilt be officered throughout by
rebel officers. I tried every way I could to get
correct information of the people and to judge
them without any unkind feelings.
I hoped that they would be loyal, or at least
that they would accept the situation sincere y,
hut I am satisfied that they do pot. I believethat there is an

organizatt&n'

now

existing

throughout the South lor the renewal of the
rebellion.'
Many circumstances or things which have
occurea since the surrender make me believe
so.
I have a statement from men that are of
the present State Representatives of Alabama

who say that an organization does exist
throughout the whole South lor that puipose
and I learn from other parties that the Historical Society have something to do with it.
You may have observed notices of very large
attendances at the Historical Society meetings
in Georgia and Alabama. Gov. Patton was in
HuatsviUe while I was in command, but he
did not call at headquaiters. He seemed to
be congratulating the people In regard to his
success with Thomas as to the removal of the
troopsitom there, and as to the organization
ol the militia. He told them it would be organized immediatily; In fact, he appointed
Colonels to whom he was to send commissions;
and, I think, before that Gov. Parsons had alThese officers
so sent commissions to them.
whom he commissioned were, so far as I know,
old officers in the rebel army.
*4. vV uai is tue pub.ic sentiment in regard to
a

foreign war?
A. They seem

to manifest great desire to
have this country involved in war with France
in regard to Mexico. I think that, as a general thing, in case of such an event, they would
seize that opportunity to turn against the
Government. Of course there are exceptions;
but that is tho true seutimeut of the leading
people of the South, or those who have a controlling influence; and it is my firm belief, alter
all I have been able to lea. n of the Southern
people, during the war and since the surrender
that the spirit of resistance still exists there as
strong as ever, and that in the event of this
country engaging In a foreign war, the enemies of the Government of the United States
throughout the South do meditate and will
not fall to seize that opportunity to attempt
again its destruction.'’

the

success or

OF

STATES.

Congressmen elect, many of them notoriously
conspicuous in the late rebellion, and not even
whitewashed by the thin formality of a Presidential pardon. Hs made the further deliberation of Congress upon this matter of Southern representation a casus belli, and in effect
threatened to prevent turtlier legislation until
his requirement should be complied with.—
Mr. Seward speaks of the President’s patriotic rejection of the vast powers offered him in
the vetoed bill 1 The veriest child, who is capable of comprehending the co-ordinate relation of the executive and legislative branches
of our government, cannot fail to see that in

towns we notice such

other time.

**UOifPlTiOJi

admission of the Southern

this message the President assumed a tone of
arbitrary dictation better befitting the Czar of
all the Russia? than an American President.
That Congress should resent such dictation
It will be a sad day,
was to be. expected.
when the representatives of the American
peopie submit to the arbitrary dictation of any
man, whether he be called President or Emperor. That the people shared this resentment cannot be denied. That it was intensified by the ill-judged speech of the 22d February is most certain. And the recent elections
have unmistakably evinced the sad but inflexible determination of the Northern people to
persevere in the face of all obstacles, until
they shall have established through their representatives a Union which can last. In
Bath and Lewiston in our own State, there
was no pretence even of Democratic organization. In Portland the lines were more closely drawn than last year, and we have recorded
In the smaller
a marked Republican gain.

some

Compliment

to a

Maine Officer.

The following extract not only conveys a
pleasing, compliment to a Maine soldier but
will serve to illustrate the practical working of
It appears that the
the Freedmen’s Bureau.
Bureau is not regarded with such dislavor at
the South, as the copperhead press would have
us believe.
On the contrary, an officer of the
Bureau who faithfully discharges his delicate
and troublesome duty, may and no doubt otten
does “give the most general satisfaction.” We
copy from the Savannah Republican:
“We learn with regret that Lieut Pollard,
who has administered the affairs of the Freedmen’s Bureau tor some time
past, is relieveu,
owing to the muster out of Co. G. ot his regiment, the 12th Maine Volunteers. Lieut. P.
is a veteran
soldier, having served his three
years in the olu Hth Maine, re-enlisting in his
>
present regiment. Whoever has the adjudication ot the various
eases, both civil and criminal which come before the Freedman’s Buhas
a
thankless
rearf,
task. He has
prejudices
on both sides to contend with
which do not

ordmardy attend the administration ot justice,
and is liable to the charge bv people of each
race of undue favoritism to the other. It
is no
more than fair to Lieut. Pollard to state that
be has given in bis trying position the most

general satisfaction.
His uniform courtesy to all, and his evident
desire to ftilfil his onerous duties, have been
such as to favorably impress every one with
whom be came into official contact.
The le-

gal gentlemen who have appeared before him,
unite in hearty commendation of his course,
and hope that some
arrangement will be made
by which be can still continue to preside over
the Bureau, the affairs of which he has so
abiy
administered.
The Lewiston Journal
complains of the
intrusion of Democrats into the
primary meetings of the Union party before the recent election.

The Journal wants to draw
the line so
clearly that nobody can even try te say yes and
no, and if that won’t do advooates the use of
check list * of Union voters.

|

There are conflicts of theories,laws, cffnstitutions. Conflicts in all the spheres or probetion of men or nations. Loyalty to principle will subordinate and reconcile all. That

Gen. Chamberlain in
A Bit of Personal Gossip.
Philadelphia..^
The important fact is doubtless well known
Washington’s birthday was celebrated in
to our readers that the Piincess Helena of Philadelphia in an imposing manner by the
England is soon to be united in marriage to military order of the Loyal Legion. Major
Prince Christian, the brother of the Duke of General J. L. Chamberlain of Brunswick proAugustenhurg. It may not, however, be nounced an qelouent oration on tlie life and
equally well known that among the new rela- character of the illustrious first President,
tives which this marriage will bestow upon after which Col. Charles G. Iialpine (Miles
O’Keilly) read an appropriate poem. From the
the daughter of Queen Victoria is an Amerifull re port in the Philadelphia Press of the
can lady from New York, who will thereby
address of General Chamberlain we make a
come to stand to her iu the relation of aunt.
few extracts, regretting that we have not
It appears that some five or six years ago an
American lady of the name of Lee, a widow, space for more:
PKINC1PLES AND LAWS.
and the mother of two beautiful daughters,
Laws, at the best, are neither a force nor a
established her residence in Paris. She was
bond. They are only
ways, and their authoriof good family, possessed of an ample fortune,
ty delegated or conventional. The greatest
and had the entree of the best circles; all of and the least of
them are things that are seen
which advantages she employed to such good and are made. But these are things that
purpose as to achieve that very common end make forces unseen, and eluding the sharpest
which quicken existence anil deterof American ambition, titled marriages for scrutiny;
mine action; principles whose track is law;
her

daughters.

One of these became the wife of Baron

Wurtemburg Minister at the
Court of Louis Napoleon. The other inspired a most lively passion in the breast of Prince
Frederic of Augustenhurg, the brother of the
reigning Duke, and uncle of the youug prince
the

Wacliter,

who is to wed the Princess Helena.

Tills princely lover of Miss Lee was not precisely the romantic hero which a young girl

there should be in these States difference of
character, variety of interest, imperfection of
function, so far from being destructive, is
conducive to our unity. A
can only
be made by members.
Only by difference can there be harmony, sympathy, symmetry. Such a Union Is something more than
the sum tota. of the units of which it is composed. The principle which unites them is
also a power living and felt through all. “The
best of all bonds,” says Plato, “is that which
forms into one both itself and the natures
bound with it.”

boily

There is no antagonism of interest between
a body and its members.
By, the power of
the uniting principle the good of the one is
the good of the other; from people to nations,
and from nations to in unkind. This country
is yet young. In the fulness of time we know
not what may he. This nation, like others,
may moulder beneath the weight of her own
luxuriance, and in the time to come we cannot say but higher principles will pre-entdeeper necessities than nationality.
But now it is
the nation’s infancy. Its strength is yet untried, its resources un tasked, its path untrodden, its goal unseen. If we now break, we
burst away like asteroids, to have no place in

beginnings which look to ends; germinal
truths, in themselves potential anil prophetic
of destiny. 'These are not the oilspring of human wit, nor the axioms of worldly wisdom.
They are not the systems made by men to
which we are summoned to conform, and
which make

motives conflicting, the successive epoclw ot our lives
contradictory, and
character inconsistent. We are,
indeed, enveloped by laws as by an an atmosphere, necessary to reiraet and soften tlie beams of
truth, whose direct and piercing blaze we
our

the Obedient systems, nor name among the
constellations. We must not be dissevered;
we fliall not be; for there is something yet to
look for in human history. I cannot think we
are at the end of time.
The world Is old In
the schemes of men, hut young in the plans of
God. When I look abroad upon the land and
sea, and note how small a portion of them
has yet >>een turned to profit or to praise; and
more, when I look at man, and.see how poor a
part he has yet accomplished of the destiny
to which he is summoned by all within and ail
around him, I cannot think the consummation of history i3 yet; but that there is still
below us a long and broad track of great endeavor; a future glory of humanity, into
which, if worthy, our acts of to-day shall enter as powers.

fluctuating at an atmosphere
supposed to fancy, being a venerable could not bear,
temperiug its time3 and seasons to human viwidower of something over sixty years, whose
cissitude. But principles are the pure founts
first wife, one of the royal family of Denmark,
of light, a glimpse of which through rifted
had died in 1858. However, the
splendor of clouds lilts a man to a height like that from
Which he fell. Law is the realm of aspirathe connection or the ardor of the
suitor, who, tion ;
In
principle, the realm of
despite his sixty years was so much in love the shadow of law we are inspirationin the
servants;
as to be willing to renounce ail claims to bis
of
we
are sovereigns.
light
principles
Laws,
family succession, proved tco powerful to be then, are God’s ways to men by which they
work out to the boundaries of their freedom;
resisted; and the young lady, renouncing a
God’s ways to Himseif a3 He ap
hall-formed inclination to unite herself with principles,
points the endstof history and determines the
be

might

the Sisterhood of Saint Catherine assumed
the bridal veil in place of that of the nun.—

The marriage was celebrated at the Embassy
of the United States in Baris, and the “happy pair” set out on their wedding tour, after
the true American lasliion. They liad reached Beyrout in Syria, when the prince
suddenly died. His widow hastened to return io
to
the
house of her sister, Baroness
Paris,
Wachter, where she has since remained, having purchased her var ious honors, including
that of being aunt to an Engbsh
piincess, at
the expense of a very hrief union with her

antiquated spouse.
Such, at least, is the gossip which comes to
us from over the sea.
We do not pretend to
vouch for its truth; we only tell the tale as it
Was teld to us.
The City Election.
A “Conservative

Republican”

iu

yesterday’s

Argus,

claims our recent election “as a substantial endorsement of President Johnson,”
on

the

ground

“radical but

that “Mr. Stevens was not a

conservative Republican, and
“supports the President." We think we know
this species of “conservative Republican,” and
have no doubt he voted against the man he
lias the impudence to style “our candidate for
mayor,” for the identical reason presented by
the Argus itself election day, namely, that “a
“vote for Mr. Stevens is a vote to encourage
the course of the radicals iu Congress.**
the men who are fully
satigjjed with the recent course of President Johnson, find any
comfort in the last election, they are as creditably jolly as could be expected of Mark Tapley himself.
a

—

items of state news.

|y We are informed by reliable parties who
have recently returned from the “woods” that
in spite of the thaws and lateness of getting to
work, most teams will do as good a winter’s
work as was done last year. But very few
teams have come out at this date in consequence of the rains.—[Hancock Journal.
63r“The Aroostook Pioneer has just learned
from the Anson Advocate that Secretary McCulleoh is a native of Maine.

destinies of worlds.

THE BASIS OP

OOVEBHMEHTS.
If I have succeeded in enforcing with any
degree of distiuctuess the discrimination between principles and laws, I shall be understood when 1 say that it is not upon constitu-

They we authority, immortal ideas, which" I
have said were God's way to himself as he
launched the universe into being, which men.
through their God-like nature may aspire to
apprehend, and by which he permits us men
to conceive and judge of him.
This being their authority and sanction, I
am prepared to say that it is to those great

principles that

our

allegiance and loyalty

are

Not to our laws, merely In themselves
considered, inasmuch as these are ol the flucdue.

tuating, and though claiming our obedience
while in force, do not command implicit and
unchanging confidence, liable as they are to be
shaped by evil minds, as we are toid “the
throne of inquity frameth mischief by a law.”
Nor is t even to the Constitution alone, as a
perfection and finality, that this duty is owed.
That is but the exposition, the instrument,
perhaps imperfect, of the principles avouched

in the Declaration. The articles of confederation were the first embodiment, the present
Constitution was the next, and hitherto the
best, each of binding force until duly amendso far as it is the
ed, aDd of sacred

authority,
interpretation and application of those

truths.
The law of Moses, though with sanction of
the Highest, 13 not binding in all its details

through

all the ages, but the

principles

Between the 20th January and 24th
February, hardly more than a month, Edmond
P. and Elbritauia Littlefield, of East Wilton,
lost their whole family of four children, from
nine to eighteen years of age, by diptheria.
B3P“At the meeting of the Maine Centra)
Railroad Company in Waterville last week,
the matter of connecting with a line of steambetween

Portland and Boston, was discussed among the Directors and Stockholders,
and the prevailing opinion was. that unless
more favorable terms can be obtained from the
Boston roads, both the Maine Central and
Portland and Kennebec roads ought to connect
with the steamers.
ers

ty'The total indebtedness of the city of

Belfast, reported by the treasurer amounts
to $40,144. An increase of about $4,000 during
the year, is owing to purchases of fire apas

paratus.
ty A meteorological chap, reporting in the
Gardiner Journal, says the inhabitants of that
favored locality were “entitled” to one more

stinging cold night this winter, the mercury
having fallen below zero only twenty-one times
which is

one

less thau the average.

By Gen. Chamberlain will deliver his lec“The 20th Maine Regiment at the Battle of Gettysburg,” in Farmington, next Monture

on

day.
By The

new hall in the granite
block, corof Water street and Market square, Augusta, was dedicated Monday evening. The
hall will seat 1300 persons and can be cleared
in two minutes.
The exercises consisted of

ner

speeches, music both vocal and instrumental,
an original ode, all concluded
by dancing.
ty Messrs. Bailey & Brown announce the
publication of a new paper in Gardiner, under
the name of the Kennebec Reporter, the first
number to be issued on Friday, March 9th.
The publishers promise to make it “a striotly
moral home newspaper, neutral in politics, and
ready at all times to wage., war against ail
wrong and oppression.”

ByThe

time for the

redemption of bills .on
the American Bank, HaTlowell, by the Receivers, expires on the 12ta of March. Unless
sent in previous to that date
they will be worthless.

By Eagle Engine Co. No. 3, of Bangor, is
become famous.
destined
A fire company
that talked of buying a library instead of card
to

strange enough; but these, chaps voted Monday evening to give their trowsers to
tables

was

the freedmen. Whether they will buy
uniform or adopt the Scottish mode, the

regards their example as,“worthy
itation,” does not relate.
which

a

new

Times,
of im-

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

THE

By virtue of the maxim that constancy and
vehemence of assertion has on some minds
the effect of evidence, the gentlemen of that
faction succeeded in establishing in their own
belief an J elsewhere a certain vague reputation of possessing in a miraculous degree the
chivalry of the country and of modem times.
But it was not, alas! the chivalry which has
lent a dignity to romance aud a grace to history. Not the chivalry of Arthur, the magnanimou,; or Sir Galahad, the pure; of Louis,
called the Saint; of Alfred, the truth-teller; of
Bayard, without reproach; the chivalry too
proud to take advantage, scorning to do dishonor no less than to suffer it, whose sword
flashes from its scabbard for the vindication of
innocence, the defense of weakness and the redress of wrong. Not the chivalry of which
Burke so eloquently laments the declme,
which he calls the unbought grace of life, the

sensibility of pimciple, the chastity of honor.
But there is another spirit which, in these
later times, it seems, has put on the mask of
chivalry. It is the sanctity of self, the sensitivene s of vanity, that boils at an easy temperature, and the vessel not being deep, boils
over. It is the want of self-control, impatience
of will, that submits its points of honor to the

chancet of a street recon tre, and makes the
bludgeon its exponent in the great deliberative
assemblies of the country; and this not to
avenge an insult a brave spirit cannot brook,
but to silence an argument a shallow brain
cannot answer.

five miles west of San

Francisco,

seventy-one thousand acres.
fty The military post known
wood, on Platte river, Nebraska
tween Fort

Kearney and

and covers
as

Cotton-

Territory, beJuleshurg, has been

designated as Fort McPherson, in
memory of
General McPherson.
ft^“*The Indian Agent and Superintendent

at Santa Fe states that he has received complaints from the Navies Indians that the Dtes

had made a raid into the Navajos
country and
killed many of their people, besides
driven off a

large amount of stock.

having

CONFLICT.

But though armies aie no longer in the field
the conflict is not over. Mnch of the question
is still pending. There is peril in councils as
well as in campaigns, without an equal chance
of recovering a false step.
So neither our

dangers nor our duties are at an end. Hence,
I deem it, you have formed your order of the
Loyal Legion to perpetuate the memory of our
sacrifices; to venerate and preserve the principle in whose name those offerings were made;
indeed, to bring the spirit of the field into the
Not to insult a fallen
counsels of the hall.
foe, as some would say, thinking to impale us
on points of courtesy,now that nay one la have
failed, as if the surrender of the rebel army

complime.pt we must,reciprocate by
surrendering the principle at issue.
Nor is the fallacy which lurks in this clamor,
that the victor must be magnanimous, without
a conspicuous example, if I may so desceud
from the dignity of the hour to cite it, in the
case of the great chief ol seceders,
who, caught
in awkward and unbecoming embavassments,
throw
his
to
sought
manly captors off them
guard by the pitiful remonstrance, “the United
States is too magnanimous to make war upon
old women.” It is the same spirit that would
still mystify and becloud us with ambiguities,
till in our haste of love and pity we scarcely
know whether it is the conquered or their cause
we must embrace, and forget the
danger of
granting, through magnanimity, what neither
the traitor nor the assassin could wrest from
us by riolence:
There is a right and wrong in this matter,
palpable and practical. It is not enough to
say to those who would dismember this Union,
were a

“You did not do it this time.” We must in
sist, “You have no light to do it at any time.”
And it is a most happy augury that such a
as
are

yours is organized; for, believe me,
other powers leagued against us,

there
whose name, of old, is
THE

“Legion.”

DESTINY OF THE UNION.

We must uphold the Union as a principle
above the region of dispute and conflict. Let
parties work below, and by their different
means promote this end.
There are those who speak of the conflict
of great principles, but I believe there is no
such conflict. Opposite a* tractions there may
be, centripetal and centrifugal forces, and ali
conspire to harmony, to balance, to the great
order of things determined by principles.—
There the jarring elements are heard as one
psean, and the broken lights of lower atmospheres are recomposed into the solid and colorless beam. Conflicts are in a lower sphere.
They engage the transitory, the fluctuating.

in

1835,

and the labors ol

SPECIAL NOTICES.
THE WHITE SULPHUR SPRING
MINERAL WATER,
Since Us introduction, a few days since, has been
been tried by many suffering irom LIVJ&t COMPLAINT, KIDNEY AFFECTIONS, andDYSPEPSIA, andloundtobe very beneficial. The following
card from the well-known hair dresser, Mr. P. H.
Tbask, is only one of many cases.
Portland, March 7.1866.

suffering from Dyspepsia, who have been
induoed to try it, and have been siieedily relieved.
it to

some

jP. K. TRASK.
The Water can bo found at CROSMAN & CO.'S,
WHITTIER’S, T. R. LORING’S, andC. E. BECK-

ETT’S

Apothecary

Stores.

March 9. 1866. —SNdtf
f

gj

v

ARMY ITCH.

DR.

LOTION.

DUPONCI’S
537" POSITIVELY
Iufalllblc

An

Cure

for

Itch X

IN ANY FORM.

Manufactured by B. F. BRADBURY, Bangor,Mo.
Agent for Portland, H. H. Hay, Druggist.
Mar t»—SNeodJtw3m

For a Prettily Made
Ladies', Misses’, and Children’s Balmoral Boots,
lor the latest novelties in Shoes or Slippers,

and
you
MOSELEY «&

Wistar’s

mh'JSNdlt

Balsam of Wild

Cherry!

Still maintains italong established reputation
A RELIABLE REMEDY

as

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore Throat,
lnllucuza. Whooping Conch, Croup,
And every affectLn oi

Lungs, and

Throat,
Including

even

Chest!

CONSUMPTION.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY.

The following ewdaiuu itself. It is but one among
the in an v letters otWc Import constantly being received by the proprietors:

jta rjleld. Me., April 28, 1601.
:
Messrs. Seth W. Fowle & Co.
Gentlemen: Seeing numerous certificates in the
Maine Farmer endorsing the merits of that Great
Lung Remedy, WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD
OifKRRY, l am induced and take great pleasure in
giving publicity to the great cure it accomplished in
my family in the year 1868, During thb bummer ol
th \t year my son, li*nry A. Archer, now Postmaster
•at Fairfield, Somerset County, Maine, was attackf
ed with spitting of blood, cough, Weakness
lungs, and general debility, so much so that our family physician declared him to have a “Seats*l ConHe was under medical treatment for a
number of months, but received no benefit Irom it.—
At length, from the solicitation of himsell and others,
I wasinduoed to purchase one bottle of Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry, which beneiiteu him so much I
obtained another bottle, wliicb in a abort time restored him to Ins usual health. I think I can safe y re
commend this remedy to others in like condition, for
it is, I think* all it purports to bo—the great Lung
Remodn inr the tints!
Tlio above s atemeut, genllemen, is my voluntary
offering to you in lavor o? v>ur Balsam,and is at your
As ever, yours,
disposal.

sumption,”

ANDREW ARCHER.
Pamphlets containing testimonials from many well
kn >wn and reliable persous, will be sent free to any
aidress.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.
PBEPABBD BY
SETH

W.

FOWLE

&

IS Trenont

And for sale by all Druggists.

GRACE’S

less.

Prepared only by B. C. PERRY, Dermatologist,
No. 4. Bond Street, New-York, and tor sale by all
druggists; price $2 t»er bottle. Call for PERltY’S
MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION.
W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay, Wholesale
oct31sn MW&rCm
Agents, Portland, Maine.

Wanted Immediately.
An

active, industrious,

Boy, trorn 17 to 19
years of age, (one who lias had someexperincc in the
business preferred,) who resides in the city, and who
desires tole un the h'lginess of an Apothecary.
mlrfsxtf
Apply to 177 Middle Street.
SKIXXEli’S

TIN

PULMONALES

TY EES!

LOOK !

LOOK 1 l

85 Gem Ambrotypes, 50 cents.
-AT

Nq. 80 Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.

All

Stationery bought at tills

Stamping

store will be

plain free of charge.

Stamping

stamped

done in Red, Blue, Purple, Brown,
at twcnly-hve cents per quire, or Pack-

Black, &c.,
age extra.

Monograms Cut to Order.
Wedding and Visiting Cards Engraved

or

at short notice.
A large assortment

of
FASHIOaVABLE
CAN ALWAYS

SHORT

&

Printed

FOUND

AT

1.0RING’S,

Booksellers and Stationers, 5G and 58
Exchange Sts, Portland, Me*
SNlm
February 24. 1886.
tS^A Physiological View of Marriage!
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state of Health and Disease, with a Trea-

Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated, A
tice

on

the married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent free of postage to any address,
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of the dis2ases upon which his book treats either personally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct 6—s X d& w6m
truthful adviser to

REMOVAL!

Dr. W. R. Johnson,

DENTIST,
Has Removed his Office to 13 1-2 Free St.
Second House from II. H. Hay's Apothecary
inar2sNd&wtl
Store.
HASHEESH CANDY X
Tho attention of the public is invited to Hasheesh
Cattily, which is recommended to them as tho best
medicine known for the cure ot all diseases of the
Throat, Lungs and Nervous System. The proprietors, in thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will
fully sustain the high repulatiou it has already acquired in various parts of the United States. To those
who always let their prejudices blind their judgment
it is useless to present facts or arguments, but to others we feel that it will be sufficient to say that we offer
no new discovery or experiment; our goods are standEast, Hasheesh is the beginning and
the end of Medicine; it is used for numberless diseases, and that it is used with success we need only
refer our readers to the unlimited testimony of travelers in all ages. That it should so long have escaped the practical science of the Western World, is an
astonishing fact; but now that it is prepared in such
a form as to make it pleasant, safe, and above all, effective, there can bo no doubt that it is destined to
In the

confidence of the public, and especially ol
Invalid.* can
for whose relief it is prepared.
be assured that it contains not a particle of opium,
or anything else that is in any way injurious to the
system, but that it is an agreeable and permanent
tonic.
Sent to any address on receipt of price and stamps.
Price—Large Box $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small
Box 50 cents, postage 6 cents. For sale by all Druggists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
Imported and manuiactured solely by the SYLVAN ORIENT COMPANY, 151 Washington St,
(opposite the Old South Church,) Boston, Mass.
obtain the

F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.
Feb 15—9Nd*w17
W.

Colgate’s

GRACE’S CELEBRATED SALVE
prompt in action, removes pain at once, and reduces (lie most angry looking swellings and inflavery snort time.

ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A BOX.
(Sent by mail post paid lor 35 cts.)
SETH W. FOWLE A SON, FMOPBIETOBS,
18 Tremont St., Boston.
r^-Sold by Druggists and dealers generally.

Kb 17,1806—SNood&eowlyS

RICE BROTHERS,

PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS
69 and 71 East Water St.,

MILWAUKIE, WISCONSIN.
Buy for Eastern account Grain, Flour, Beef
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands ol Flour on hand
N. Warren,
Bertsiiy’s Best,

Eagle,
MoClelan.
Market Reports sent daily or weekly without
Cabinet,
Champion,

cliarge.

Flour and Produce bought, stored and insured at

Vega table

Soap.

superior Toilet Soap, prepared Grom refined
Vegetable Oils in combination with Glycerine,
A

and especially designed for the

use

of

Its

Clock

Excelsior Hair Restorer 1

s

gi^i~LrSS.aIUra
Clock’s Excel

,llrtrial'11

Metcalfe’s Great

only

sure cure

Rheumatic

tor Rhcumutism

Remedy

ever

known to

R- storer 1
br tb« Clergy and the

tacnUy

This wonderful Vegetable Extract has been the
means

of restoring thousands to their

hearing t who,

after trying everything and everybody, had given up
hoping ever to hear a ain.
It opperates like a charm upon offensive discharges lrofti the EAR, no matter what
may have caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence

by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by Q, C. UOODWLN & CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boiton.
Feb 21—evd&wly
as

ii

__

|

Sylvan.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer 1
Will

stain the lincst linen

not

Clock

the

or

uicest bonnet.

Excelsior Hair Restorer 1

s

Stands above comparison with all other prciiarutions.

Clock’s Excelsi

Ha

r

A sinyte trial convinces the most

heavy
weather.)
l lu at

Restorer 1

r

sceptical of its value,

Havana 2Cth nit, barque Henrv illtr.er, lor
27tli, W Koheruun,
anlenae.

,or Niievitaa;
«SS2 Mcreuu
».MBn1"iaci
ami c

bicrra

j

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Once

use

you will always

it and

Excelsor

Cl'cks

IPor steamer Uty of New yolk.)

it.

use

A'l<U«>u,Sloau, Hone Kong;
ift'u* lrorfek”^!?117*b«
,XU“- a“‘l
Hams, NoV

York.V

Hiir Restorer!

taSStejfeSrEsSfc"** s“van,mb:

Is sold by Druggists evorv where at 1.00 per bottle,
or six bottles mr 5.00.^ < all for DR. CLOCK’S EXCELSIOR HAIR RESTORER, and tal:t no other.

Dr. F. B. CLOCti, Proprietor.

H. I£. HAY, Wholesale
Dec 21— SXcod&w3m

Ar at PartemonU
Saginaw. BioteUe. London
lMh, again
for New York (and sailed
20th.)
Sid fin fJolyl.ead lath. Golden Hind,
West, (from

1.1 A Nt’HRSTJlIt, S. II.
Me.

Agent, Portland,

Liverpool)

ITCH 1

Scratch,

ITCH 1

ITCH !

Scratch,

lor

Ilong Kong.

Wheaton’8

Sid fin Maulinain Dec 28. C C Horton, Kelley,
39 for

Scratch!

Calcutta.
Ta t Rangoon

Ointment

pore.

Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions of the Skin. Price 30 cents. For

Bostou.
Sid .Jan 18, Belle Creole, Krowles, Maulmain.
In port Jau 27, J G Richardson, Kendall, for Liverpool; Thalatta, Gardiner, for do; Jewess, Stevens,
for New York.
Ar at Alicata .Jan 27, J W Spenoor,
Spencer, from
Cagliari, (and cld 29th for Baltimore.)
Ar at Leghorn 15th ult, Clio, 1
>imanure, Philadel-

by all druggisis.
By sending 60 ceuts to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be tor
warded by mail, free ol postage, to any part ot the
United States.
Oct 25.1865.—s x d&wlyi

phia.

Botttou Stock Li»t*
Sale* at the Broker* Board, March
American Gold.
United States Coupons,
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.
United States 7 3-10ths Loan, 1st series.
do
2d series.
do
small.

Ar at Gibraltar 14th ult, Zenobia, Prince,
Odessa,
(and cld lor Hull.)
Off do 9th ult, J Montgomery,
Hamilton, ftn Callao
for Valencia.
Ar at Cadiz 12th ult, Annie E Sherwood, Lecraw,

8.

New York.
Sid fin Hamburg

1321

1321
99*
91
69 j

Sid fm Bucuos Ayres Jan 5, Evelyn, Jenkins, for
New York.
Sid ftn Montevideo Jan 11, G Palmer, Reynolds.
New York.
lu port Jan 12, J M Churchill, for Boston.
Shi fin Rio Janeiro Jan 16, Audubon, 'Hitcher, for
Poiut tie Galle.
Wd fin Bah!a Jan 24, Ironside*, Tapley, Liverpool.
Bombay, Jau 27—The Lcpanlo. Walker, (rum Calcutta, which arilvdd here Dec 21, is leaky and ►trained, and will have to bo docked tor repairs, having

j

99J

3d series..«.

1801.1031

do
180".. 103|
United States Ten-lortles,. 90j
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds. 24
Bates Manufacturing Company. 1G0
116

Boston and Maine Kail road.

17th ult, Arabia, Fuller, for Eng-

land.

U4f

United States Five-twenties, 18G2. 103
do

Jau 11, Nevada, Bartlett, Singa-

Calcutta Jan 19, Rlchd Busteed, Knowles,
Mauritius; 21st, Simla, Totter, New York.
Ar at Bombay Jau 12, Belle of the Sea, Hammond,
fin

»•<

been

shore in the

cn

Hooghly.

Brighton Lire Stock Market*
Wednesday, March 7.—Amount
Jd AUKKT

of

Stock

spotting

at

Feb 7, lat 43, Ion 3% barque Frances, Kelley, from
New Orleans for Havre.
Feb 24, lat 28 04. lou 75 J8, barque Isis, 9 days trem
New York for Galveston.

Sheep. Shotcs. Fat Hogs. Veals.
00
00
4948*
25

Cattle.
This week,..1690
Last week,. .1400

60

00

50

6755

Amount

from Each State.
Cattle.

Speep.

00
Maine. 48
1917
Now Hampshire. 75
274
2116
Vermont..
925
Massachusetts. 262
0^.
New York. 00
00
Western States.1036
00
00
Canada.
Prices—Beet Cattle, extra, 13 (513J; First
best
12
(&12);
steers, Ac,
consisting of good oxen,
Second quality, good fair beef, 11512: Third qualon the
ty, light young cattle, cows, Ac., luj(® 11
total weight ot beef, hide and tallow.
pair; steers $75(5150.
Working Oxen—$1755 250
One pair 4 years old. 6 feet 6 inches.$175
5
6
teot
4 years old,
Inches,. 170
**
6 years old, 6 feet 8 inches,. 206
44
0
6 years old, 7 feet
inches,. 235
44
«
244
6 years old, 7 feet 0 inches}.
44
44
5 years old, 6 leet 3 inches. 178
*4
5 years old, 6 feet 8 inches. 215
Milch Cows—Sales at $50 @ 75; Extra, $80@ 100;
Farrow, 30 (c£> 45.
I? ft.
Sheep—Common, 6(57 Jc P ft; Extra,
Shotea
d*i —c wholesale; 12 ^ 1G retail,
ft,

New Advertisements.

quality,

II Faut de

TAKE NOTICE !

72@8|

Hides—91&T0C $> ft; country lots, &58£c.
Tallow—Sales at 71:5 91c ft $>•
lb.
Calf Skins—At 2&^25c
Pelts—$2 00(&2 50 each.

Kid

Gloves,

_married/_

Kid Gloves !

In Capo Elizabeth, March 4, by Rev G W Barber,
James 11 Hanselpacker and Miss Esther U Meserve,
both of C. E.
In Portsmouth, N H, March 5, by Rev A J Patterson, Algenon S Ames, of Denmark, and Mrs Sarah G

-FOR-

Brackett, of Casco, Me.

In Bata, March 6, Sewall F Graves and Amelia A
Batchelder.
InAugus'a, Feb 28. Larkin II Trask and Fannie
II Bullen, both of Chelsea.
In China, March 1, Samuel J Starkey, ol Vassalboro, and Lizzie N Pernald, of C.
In Auburn, March 1, llotea D Manley, of A, and
Fannie E Bartlett, of Lewiston.
In Lewiston, March 4. Josiah W Tucker and Miss

76c, $1, $1,60
Hi.

Has boen found by experience to be the

REST REMEDY
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat,
such as

DIPHTHERIA,
Asthma, Bronchitis* Consumption* Cron p*
Influenza, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
Inflammation of the Lungs,
and Whooping Cough*
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to
administer to persons of all eges.
The Congh Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage of being at once valuable as a curative and invaluable as a preventative of all the diseases ot the

Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
#*# Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
nol4sxd&w6m
Square, Bangor, Me.

“Buy Me and I’ll I>o

fou

Good.”

USE DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT and HERB BITTEltS for Jaundice, Costireness, Liver Complaint,

Humors, Indigestion, Dyspepsia) Piles, Dizziness,
Headache, Drowsiness, and all diseases arising from
Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver, and Bad Blood,
to which all p rsonsare subject in Spring and Summer.
Sold by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover St., aud by all Dealers in Medicines.
Feb 28—SNdlm

CITDr. Tibbctta’ Physiological Hair Regenerator. This article is unequalled in intrinsic MERIT.

It will not soil the finest fabric.
Is neat, clean, and highly perfamed.
It will positively restore the whitest or grayest hair

to its orignal color.
Will
the head from humors and dandruff.
As a dressing is bewitcliingly desirable.
Every bottle warranted or money refanded.
TEBBETTS BROTH EltS, Proprietors, Manches-

purify

ter, N. H.
Sold by W. W. WHIPPLE and W. F. PHILLIPS,
ja228N3w*
Portland, and by all Druggists.

dyed in public,

can

DYE AT HOME
better than any barber can do it, by using the Venetian Dye. It does not rub off or make the hair appear dusty or dead, but imi>arte new life and lustre.
Gives a bcautiul black or brown, as preferred. Price
75 cents. Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y.
Demas Barnes & Co., New York, Wholesal*
Agents.
maylSsNeodly

That Cough
CAN BE CUBED by going down to No# 13 Mid*
die St reel 9 and getting a Bottle of

Cough

DR. BASCOMB’S
and Croup

Syrup,

And taking*coor<11ng to direction.,
Jan 18—.Kd2mo.

"*"

Per Pair !

Irena F Wells.
1

.JiWKi'i

7/11.

/j

ALL THE DESIRABLE SHADES

DIED.
In Scarhoro*, Feb 27, Mrs Grace, wife of the late
Rutus Coolbrotb, aged 72 years.
In Bath, March 5, Mrs L N Fowlcs, aged 38 years.
In Saco, March 4, Mrs Hannah Cleaves, agfcd G*J
years.
In Galveston, Texas. Jan 20, Capt Clias E Wear©,
ol Cape Ncddick, aged 30 years.
In Greene, Feb 11, Mr John Larraboc, aged 83 yro;
Feb 10, Mr Thos
aged 80 years.
In Mt Vernon. Feb 14, Roslna H, wife of Moses C
Phil brick, aged 48 years.

SOLID GREEN!
'M-t.OU

At.

J.

Weymouth,

SOLID DROWNS!

DEPARTURE OF OCEAX STEAMERS.
NAME

FROM

FOR

....

Edinburg.New York..Liverpool...March

Erin.New York. .Liverpool.. .March
Hermann.New York. .Bremen.March
Tonawanda.Boston.Havana-March
Louisiana.New York.. Liverpool. ..March
Arago.New York..Liverpool .March
North America_New York. .Itio Janeiro March
Corsica.New York.. Havana.March

7
7
7
10
10
10
lu
10
14
15
17
17
20
31

SOLID BLACKS!

tut X.w »V/ J, r.\i

.1/,. *

DATE.

Cnba.New York. .Livoi pool.. .March
Ailamenia.Now York. .Southampton.Mch
March
Eagle.New York.. Havana
North American.. .Portland.. .Liverpool.. .March
Henry Chauncey. .New York. .California. ..March

All

Sixes,
.341#

Ajrairi

tii

All
>

!,iO

u)

Shades,

-Tl

I

»

>

All
i«I

?

Colors,

sioilstaoifoO [juft MaaioJiA

i£

-A T-

Miniature Alumnae.March 9.
Sun rises.6.23

Sunsets .5.59

Moon seta.12.M AM
High water.4.15 PM

V

>W.V.JlAO*V

1'

j

I

MLARINTdl
PORT

OF

NEWS
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148 & 150 Middle St.
__

Lewiston, Kniglit, Boston.

'I

*■

Sch Leesburg, Smith, New York.
Sch Texas, Day, Boston.
Schs Mexican, McCarty, and Willie
Bo don.
Sch Eliza Ellen, Noyes, Boston.

..

P. S.-Wc still continue to sell

our

Lee, Gray,

CLEARED.

Brig Lincoln Webb, Wylie, Cardenas—Lynch, Bar-

ker & Co.
Brig Peerless, (Br) Gerry, Mayaguez—McGilvery,

HOOP SKIRTS !

Ryan & Davis.
Sch Maryland, Foster, Baltimore—Orlando Nick-

erson.

SAILED—Brig N Stowers, for Cuba; sch James
Freeman, lor Baltimore.

CORSETS,

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.

ult, brig Essex, Bain, Port-

Ar at Trinidad 18th

land.

Havana 24th, sch Nevada, Mann, Portland.
Cardenas 23d, brigs C H Kennedy, Clark,
Portland; 27th, Martha A Berry, Chase, do.

Gloves,

Hosiery,

Ar at
Ar at

FANCY GOODS,

The Hanoverian barque MatJlde, M7 tons, built at

Freeport
$25,000.

in

1855,

has been sold at New York tor

DISASTERS.
Sch Juniatta, of and Rockland for New York, put
into Chatham tit.h inst, with her cargo of lhne on fire,
and was scuttled to save the vessel.
Sch Susan Taylor, Lord, from Elizabethport for

Boston, put into Newport, RI, 7th inst, with loss of
foresail ami port of deck load.
Br barque Mary, recently picked up by brig C B
Allen, and taken into a sou them j»ort, mav prove to
be the Mary, Pattorson, from Cardenas 17tit ult for
New York.* She registered 2!*9 tons, was built at
Waldoboro and hailed from Turks Isl nd.
Brig Geo Harris, French, trom Savannah for Boston, dragged ashore at Holmes* Hole Kth inst, where
she remains.
She will come off without damage
when the weather moderates.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO—In port 10th nit, ship Dreadnought, Cushing, for Chinchas to load guano for
Hampton Hoads, at $1C in gold.
GALVESTON—In port 20tli ult. barques Lavinia
Davis, for Liverpool; Harvest Moon, Bartlett, for
New York; brig Win Henry, Bernard, for do.
MOBILE—Cld 28th, brig Tempest, Wilson, for
SAN

Havana.
Sid 28th,

ship Shakspearc, Packard,

lor

Havre.

SAVANNAH—Cld 1st, sells Zompa, Jolinsoi* for

dS&l
S,‘uw Squall» Berry,
r°N~Ar2d’ *** pv?i,biosk'
Hilton Hoad
B^B'llMORE—Ar
Portland.
Ella Hodsdon,
Sid 5th, brig
W Alexander,

TO DYE EASY
Is very desirable. Mathews’ Venetian Hair Dye is
the best in the world. Complete iu one bottle. No
wash, *o stain, no trouble. A child can apply it.
Persons wishing to avoid the publicity of having their

$1,76
.7

In Skowhegan, Feb 27, Wm E French and Ellen
Clough, both of Madison.

Steamer

BALSAM !

&

O&f

ARRIVED.

GOUGH

1'Argent!

—

Thursday! March 8.

WARREN^S

*•*.shoot-

Sid fin Cardiff 17th, Union, Smith, Bio Janeiro.

March C—dlmsN,

hair

Head.

|

Clock’s Excelsor Hair Restorer!

Warranted to restore gray hair to Its original color, stop ItairJrom.raUing cj, anil restore hair on bald
heads where the disease is not hereditary.

Cth inst, sell Lookout, Lane,

.w^8Yankee Blade, Coombs,

OTITINE.
This excellent Remedy is an infallible cure for Deftfncst, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the

ship

man.

Chilblains Can Be Cured!
Use CHARLES’ LINIMENT. Follow the Strec
Sion8 8trictly and we warrant a cure.
For sale. Wholesale and Retail, by
BURGESS, FOBES & CO.,
General Agents,
80 Commercial Street, (Thomas Block,)
dcclfTdtfsN
Portland, Me.

Mobile.
At Bahia Jan 22,
Herald, for Boston, ldg.
At Nuevita* I7th ult. sch Ueorgie
Hceiing, Willard, from Portland, fbr-, ready.
Bid An St Thomas liuh ult, barque B A
Staples,
Staples, Jannica and London.
In port 24th ult, brigs Fred
Wording, Cook, from
Surinam for Boston, condemned and sold; WA
Black, Watt-, from Boston for Jacmel, repg; seb
Blanchard, from Demciara, arr 13U*. for
New York.
sid iiu m Marc, llayti, prev to ah
ult, sell llattio
Koss. Poland, lor Boston, (and was
subsequently
seen oft Windward
Islands, by sebr Eastern Belle,
since arrived in
Hampton Hoads, which reports very

Haii

lor
a“d recommeudcd

I* certainly the wonder of tho age. Thousands can
t tstifv to its magical effect, and the first doctors of
t iis city are recommending it to their patients as the

marl3sNeod1y

J. H. J. THAYBR,
APOTHECARY, 373 Congress St., Portland, Mo.
Stand formerly occupied by Geo. W. Hayden & Co.
Foreign and Domestic Drugs, Chemicals, Family and
Patent Medicines, Periumery and Toilet Articles ol
all Ifinds, and all articles usually kept by first class
Apothecaries.
C3T Strict personal attention paid to the compounding of Physicians* Prescription at all hours,
fe228Ndl in*
day or night.

combined’

Ladies and

perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Dragfol0*66s»dly
gists.
for the Nursery*

FOREICIM PORTS.
At Port Chalmers, NZ, Dec 20, barque A W Stevens, Brown, for London, Jan 20.
Ar at Messina 14th,
Mary Edison, Howe*, fm Marseilles; 17th, Young Turk, Harding, Gibraltar.
Ai, Portsmouth, Eng, 17th ult, barque Heiress
(-lark, from .Shield* lor New York.
Ar at Kio Janeiro Jan 11, C F
O’Brien, Knowles

1'trfui't 1Iair Restorer and Hair Dressing

Asia.Boston.Liverpool.. .March

Aromatio

Uocklaud.

Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!

—

Street, Bottom.

SALVE

Restorer 1

ar

in the world possessing all

do

stationery

RE

California,Welt,

sale

THE-

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC) GALLERY
jallSNdtf

Clock's Excelsior H
The only Hair Restorer
the merits claimed lor it.

Parker’s Read:
do f„r Wills; Orsis,
Cook, Portland: Satellite, Wallace, list) swell; US
steamer Mahoning. Webster, Portland.
Ar Cth, sc! s Willie Lee. Nash ; Nellie
Tartuoc. 11 r.illoton, ami Masiaebiu-eits, Miller, truni Boston lor

Will Care the Itch in Forty-Fight Honrs.

23 Tin-Types far 50 cents.

felT’OfisHeodAeowlyS

Is

liberal rates.

honest

Cure Coughs, Colds, and Induenza.
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Sore Throat and Hoarseness
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Relieve diliicult Breathing.
SKINNER’S PULUONAJ.es
Cure Whooping Cough in Children.
Public Speakers and Singers find them effectual for
clearing the voice. Prepared by E. M. SKINNER,
M. D., 27 Tremout Street, Boston.
S >ld by IX. II. HAY, Druggist, Portland*
eod&weow 3m
January 31,1SC5.

SON,

Works like magic In coses of
CUTS, SCALDS, BURNS, WOUNDS, BRUISES,
SPRAINS, BOILS. CHAPPED HANDS,
FELONS, CHILBLAINS, &c.

a

Freckle Lotion,

Mothpatch, (also called Liverspo?,)

those

—r»B—

The

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Freckles, are often very annoying,
Lentfgo,
particularly to ladles of light complexion, for the «Uscolored Spots show more plainly on the lace ol a
blonde thairof a brunette; but they greatly mar the
beauty of either; and any preparation that will efor
fectually remove them without injuring the texture
color qf the skin, is certainly a desideratum. I>r. B.
a
skin
the
C. Perry, who has made diseases of
speciality, has discovered a remedy for these discolorations, which is at once prompt, infallible, and harmand

ard.

should make your selection at T. IS.
CO'S Summer St., Boston.

Motli and

or
or

Suffering severely from Liver and Kidney affections,

I had the curiosity to try the White Suiphur Mineral
Water just brought to public attention, and liavo
1 have s oken of
been imino dtately bene title J by it.

mations in

THE NEW

Legion

ft3?" 0. W. Howard and Judge Shaffer of
California, have the largest dairy farm in the
world. Thoir farm is on the sea
coast, twenty-

“CHIVAMIT.”

public

inians. Let every person then cut his hogs’
noses, or ring them, and they will root no
longer. Cutting is preferable to ringing, as it
makes a living ring and one that does not wear
out, The method of doing this is well enough.
By cateihl attention to this thing, the hog
raiser will soon hear the last of diseased pork,
and the people can eat it without fear of being
suddenly cut oif from earthly pleasures.

it il-

of nationality.

to the

scientific investigators since, prove beyond a
doubt, that this much-dreadcd disease docs
not properly belong to the hog,—that in fact
he is a victim as well as a man.
The disease originates In the earth worms
rooted up and eaten by the hog, and, if he is
prevented from rooting, he will not have tricli-

lustrates and enforces are of changeless power.
Nor is our allegiance due to every theory
which claims a principle as its origin. Not
to the sharp demonstrations iiom axioms of

the pure reason, like the social contract of
Rousseau, which drives France to discord and
We regret to learn of the death of Aldistraction; not to the warm and high felicibert F. Thomas, formerly Captain of the Second
ties of Sir Thomas More’s Utopian dream;
Maine Battery.
He died at Koxbury, Mass.,. nor even to the great ideal of a
Republic malast week, where he had entered into business. jestic with a Plato’s amplitude and splendor of
He served his country well in the army, and imagination.
But it is to the principles of the great Dedeserves to be remembered among its declaration, and to the Constitution, so fiir as
fenders.
these are reasserted and enforced therein
6#"Brevet Brig. Gen. F. D. Sewall who has that we owe this debt of
loyalty; those prinbeen awaiting orders fer some weeks past at his
ciples which were at once the inspiration of
home in Bath, has received orders from the
the Fathers and the potential spirit that was
War Department to report to Maj. Gen. Howto assimilate the various material to a unity of
form and life; where the same hand “that
ard for duty.
made of one blood ail nations of men” was to
We learn by the Bangor Whig that Maj.
confirm and consummate that truth by the comWhiting 8. Clark was admitted to the Bar of pleting illustration, of every blood one nation.
the Supreme Judicial Court last week, Judge And so well was the
genius of our conntry unCutting presiding,to practice as a Counsellor derstood, so incorporate were those principles
into
our
and Attorney at law. Major Clark entered the
Constitution, that in the practical
assertion of them all was summed up the idea
service in the First Maine Heavy Artillery
uprna graduation from Watervillc College, and
has been a student in Mr. Paine’s office for the
past year. He was also Assistant Secretary of
the Maine Senate the past session of the Legislature. He intends to open an office in Bangor.

A medical correspondent of the Chicago
Times gives the following:
“While the subject of diseased pork occupies so large a Share of the public attention, a
few words on the prevention of trichiniasis
may not be out of place.
The researches of ProC Owen in 1832-3,

given

Ferry9*
Chloasma,

Plain and Colored

More about Triahiniaois.

tions alone that governments rest, There are
inspiring ODd informing principles. Not that
we reduce governments to an
abstraction, or
claim that the principles on which they are
founded have all the fixedness and formality
of those axioms of philosophy which are called first principles of necessary truths.
But history is not without conspicuous examples of the power of abstract ideas on the
hearts of men, and of the (fervor and devotion
with which even, and pe haps most,.the common mind will seize a high and far
principle,
and giving it outward form and ‘express ion,
sacrifice every personal and selfish interest in
its worship. So our Government is built upon a declaration of principles which proclaim the inspiring thought of tire fathers;
principles so high that human hearts the
world over could look up and see them
in their heaven, so near that file and
fortune and honor were not more dear. These
truths thus declared derive their authority
from nature and Irom God. Derive,do Isay?

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Hodwlon, Portland.
Frances Jane, lor St

for Port Spain.

John

Charleston;
PR; Lucy

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 5tli. sell R L Tay, Rich,
Portland, Go days passage.
NEW YORK—At 6th, barque Cumberland, Parker, Glasgow, 42 days.
Ar

7th. brig Iren*-, Wass, Nuevitas.

Cld 7til, L-anues Arietta, Cdcord. for Matanzas;
Yumuri, Johnson, Sagua; Jolui Carver, Nichols, for
Can Innas; brigs Eastern Star, Gridin, Barbados;
S P Smith. Veoaie, West Indies; Nelhu Antrim,
Wallace, Nuevitas.

PROVIDENCE—Below 7th, brig ( has Heath, Dix,
from Klizabctliport; sell Giraffe, Joy, ftn do.

Ar 5th, sclis
HOLMES'S HOLE
Gettvsburg,
Smith, Philadelphia for Boston; Imogetie, Brown.
New York tor Bucksporl; Z A Puinu, Jones, do (or
Kastport.
Ar 6th, brig .J W Woodruff, Eaton, Philadelphia
for Boston: sohs Juno, Ktii", Alexandria lor do; DaC Jtab. rarlridgo, and John H Freuck. Bunteu, Philadelphia for do.
In port. brlSB Win A Dresser, and .1 W WoodruS:
schs St Luoar, Mary Kelley, Juno, Daeotah, John H
French, and other*.
BOSTON—At 6th, eeba Lizzie W Dyer, Daria, fln
Portland; 7th, Volant, Parker, Wells.
Sid 7th, barque Almoner; brig Valencia.
Ar 8th, aeba Finback, Horton, Nansemond, Va;
Alpine, Elliot. Bath.
CM Mb, barque Sicilian, Lewis, Malaga; tek SeMa—

mie, Sears, Philadelphia.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 5th, schs Lizzie Unptill, Guptill, Boston for Rockland; Forester, Staples, do lor

Extremely

Low

Prices !

3®” Do not fail to give

us a Call.

March 9—dtf

Dwelling

Houses for Hale.

House, No 25 Free St,
the three-story Brick House No. 2 CottvU
now
as
Street,
boarding houses.
occupied

mThe
and

inquire

three-story Brick

of

E. E. UPIIAM Sl SON.

March 9—41m

For Sale.
LIGHTER-BUILT SCHOONER, 57 tons old
measurement, well found in Sails, Rigging,
Chains, Anchors and Boats.

A

For

particulars enquire of
L. TAYLOR,

March 9—dlw
Hull’*

61

Commercial St.

Balaamic Ointment.

A certain cure for the Itch, and all other diseases
ot the Skin.
Price
cents per box—for sale at the
Druggists.
H. H. HAY, Druggist, State
Agent.
March 9—eod& w tf

SJ

HALL’S TOOTHACHE
DROPS
CURE INSTANTLY. TRY THEM.
C-1F* For sale by every Drug 1st.
H. U. HAY, Druggist, State Agent.
March 9—eodftwtf

Dwelling Houses lor Sale.
Tho.gricK Block of two Houses on tlie

M.“SSjfSK?

wes

’win u 8,,u ver>->**■

E* E* UP,,AM * SO"-

March9-dim

Loat t

O uSy^r UrttarPl:U l'reb,c arKl Hi*h

JBmSSSV

S -reels,

,ttil>bly

For Sale.

,

®*•»* “di'iitiir.:*ol
aUrocery and Prov
ion Store, kituated in a central
oart of the #>;♦»

Apply

to 291

Congress

HU

nJhwgo'

To Let.
61 octave

llano.
AOOQH
Apply alnswtasu

a

it

fck9vm.

Friday Morning,
PORTLAND

March 9, I860.

AND

VICINITY.

ITT dioertlsers will benchl thcmselvcs.as well as
accommodate us, by sending in their advertisements
at an early hour in the day.
S'

New Advertisements To-Day
Boots and Shoes—T. E. Moseley & Co.—Boston.
Sulphur Spring Mineral Water.
Dr. Duponci's Lotion.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Auction Sales—E. M. Patten.
U. S. Cotton .Sale—J. H.
Draper.
Sale ol Stock— E. M. Patten.
Furniture, Piano, «2fcc—E. M. Patten.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
For

l'Argenl—Fitzgerald
Sale—Grocery.

&

HodbJon.

Lout—Collar.
Houses for Sale—E. E. Upham <& Son.
To Let—Piano.
For Sale—Schooner.
Hall’s balsamic Ointment.
Hall’s Toothache Drops.
Houses lor Sale—E. E. Upham & Son.

J.

Henry

a.

McGlinehy pleaded guilty to *
complaint, and

Attempt at Suicide.—Charles
Reynolds,
about 18 years of age, of this city, now in confinement in the County jail on a sentence Of

days imprisonment

for

larceny

of overcoats

from a school house, attempted to commit suicide Wednesday evening by hanging himself.
He tore his blanket into strips, then twisted
them so as to make a rope, made a slip-noose
which he placed around his neck and fastened
the other end to the top of his cell door. He
then let his feet slide out from under him

which brought the noose tight around his
neck, strangling him. He wa3 discovered by
a

prisoner named Merrill, of Gardiner, who
gave the alarm, and he was cut down, perfect-

ly senseless. By proper applications adminis
tered by Sheriff Parker, life was
resuscitated,

and in an hour he came to his senses.
Reynolds is subject to fits and has had six since
his confinement in
jail, and has

repeatedly
said, after recovering from them that be would
destroy himself. Yesterday he appeared to
he very happy, hut threatened
vengeance upon
the

ore

that gave information of his suicidal

attempt.
Win. Case.—Judge Waterman, iu the Probate Court, yesterday, was engaged in

hearing

upon the last will and testament of
the late Theodore
Libby, of Scarborough.—
The will is dated
January 25th, 1866, and after two or three small
that

testimony

Ibgaeies, provides

the balance of his property, estimated at four
thousand dollars, shall go to a niece and two

nephews. The will is contested by Dennis
Skillin, brother-in-law of the deceased, to
whose childen only twenty-five dollars each
was bequeathed, on the
ground of insanity of
deceased at the time the will

was

executed.

A. A.

Strout, Esq., appears for the wifi, and
M. M. Cutler, Esq., for the contestant.
The hearing and examination is not
yet finished.

Samaritan Entertainment.—The entertainment given last evening at City Hail,

by

the Samaritan

Association,

in aid of the

poor of our city was a decided success every
way. The Hall was crowded to its utmost capacity, and the amusements were excellent.
But' nothing obtained so much
applause, or
excited such roars of laughter, as when the
curtain rose and disclosed our venerable citizen, Jonathan Morgan, Esq., occupying the
stage and coolly partaking of an ice cream.
The applause and the shouts were tremendous. The Society must have7 netted something handsome from the proceeds last evening, and it will be wisely and judiciously distributed.
Travelling Accommodations.
We
learn that it is contemplated next month to
put on a night express train between Boston
and Portland, over the Boston & Maine and
Eastern Roads, to leave Boston at 7 P. M., and
Portland at 5 P. M. This arrangement will
give New York and Southern travel an opportunity to reach Portland in about fifteen hours
from New York, and supply a want long felt.
—-

It is also

contemplated

to

connect these trains

at Portland with boats to and from

Bangor,

that passengers leaving New York in the
morning can be in Rockland, Belfast, Bangor,
so

Ac.,

tbe next

morning.

Tcbnvebein Exhibition,—At the numerous and repeated requests of laige numbers
of our citizens, the members oi the Portland
Turnverein will give another of their charm-

ing exhibitions

this

evening at

City

Hall.

Af-

ter the exhibition is over a Grand Promenade
Concert will follow. We advise our citizeus
to secure tickets in season if

they wish to witthis exhibition of what Portland boys
can do.
At the last one many were turned
ness

away because they could not obtain scats.—
This is the last exhibition that will be
given
by the Turnvercins the present season, and

repeat an expression, that it is the
interesting one that has been got up.
we

Dining Rooms—-We take the greatest

most

pleas-

in recommending ladies and gentlemen
visiting Boston to the City Hall Dining Rooms
ure

They

are

light

and

always

clean in every part
served in the most approved

The best food
style. Connected with the ladies’ apartment
is a nice dressing-room, where ladie3 will find
every convenience for arranging the toilet,

rendering this one oi the most desirable places
in the city for taking meals. The looms are
No. 10,12 & 14 City Hall Avenue, Boston,
and Messrs. Chas. D. & Isaac H. Presho are

proprietors.

7eod2t

Buckley’s Sekenadebs.—This evening
will be. the last opportunity to hear Buckley’3
Serenaders, at Deering Hall. The troupe rank
A1 in the Ethiopian department. Their music, songs and Jokes are always good, and then'
dramatic performances inimitable.
Detention.—The passenger and mail train
the Grand Trunk Railway,
on
yesterdayf
due here at 2 o’clock P. M., did not arrive until near 12 o’clock at night.
The detention
was caused by the breaking of the engine between Island Pond and Montreal.
Coming.—The Mendelssohn Quintette Club
of Doston, will give a grand concert, at City
Hail, on Friday evening, March 30th. Particulars next week.
toiira Spbing Wateb.—This article
ran he found on draught, fresh from the spring
every

All Union

THREE DAYS

Samuel Poindexter,

Jr., Republican.
Clerk, lloscoe G. Smith, Republican.

Poindexter, Rep.;

Arrival of Ike Cuba at New York.
2d do.

Bd do. Silas West

Democrat;

New York, March 8.
The steamship Java, from Liverpool 24th,
via Queenstoa'u 25th, has arrived.
The American Banquet in London on the
22d, in honor of Washington’s Birth-day, was
attended by about 200 ladie3 and gentlemen.
Hon. Freeman H. Morse, Consul to London,
presided. Among the guests were Minister
Adams, the Secretary of Legation, Hon. Geo.
Folsom, late U. S. Charge at the Hague, Professor Goklwin Smith, Cyrus W. Field, and

x rcasuicr and
Auditor, Albert G. O’Brien,
Republican.
Superintending Sehool Committee, David O.
Moulton, Republican.
Ail Republicans except the second Selectman.

Farming dale,— Moderator, Daniel Lan-

day, at Loring’s apothecary shop.

Attention is invited to the advertisement
of Fitzgerald & Hodsdon, who have reduced
their prices for gloves and skirts.
City Elections.—In Gardiner, on Monday, Hon. N. O. Mitchell, the present incum-

bent, was re-elected Mayor without opposition.
The whole Union ticket prevailed throughout
the city.
In Kockland there was no opposition to the
Union candidates, and Hon. George S. Wiggin was re-elected Mayor, Hon. M. W. Faiwell Police Judge, and the whole Board of

Clerk, A. C. Stilphen.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of tho
Poor, A. G-. Davis, John Baker, B. F. Sanford.
Treasurer, Charles Trafton.
Superintending School Committee, A. C.
Stilphen.
Ail thorough Republicans.
cock.

Selectmen, George U. Barstow, Moreton
Bennett, W. H. Woodcock.
Town Clerk, Horace Muzzy.
Collector, Alien B. Plummer.
Treasurer, Elisha S. Cushman.
School Committee. Horace

Muzzy.

men.

Monroe.—Moderator, Richard Ford.

Selectmen, A. Thuriough, O. W. Whitcomb,
J. N. Robinson.
Treasurer aud Clerk, Asa Mayo.
All Union

Republicans.

Belgrade.—Moderator,

Clerk, Charles A. Yeaton.

Thomas Eldred.

Selectmen, Gilman J'. Page, James

H. Mosher, James Alexander.
Albert
Caswell.
Treasurer,
Town Agent, Gilman J. Page.
Superintending School Committee, William
H. Goodwin.
All Democrats hut the Clerk.
CnESTEBVTLLE.
Moderator, Edwin R.
French.
John
C. Wheeler.
Clerk,
Selectmen, Charles V. Pinkham, John WElias
H. Brown.
Sanborn,
Treasurer, Turner B. Hilton.
Superintending School Committee, John C.
Wheeler, Abel Prescott, Edwin R. French.
—

Collector, Fuller Dyke.
All Republicans but the Collector.
Rumfokd.—Moderator, Henry Abbott.
Clerk, Henry M. Colby.
Selectmen, William Irish, J. K. Morton, G.
W. Perry.
Treasurer, Ironeis A. Bacon.
Collector and Constable, Henry Abbott.
All Union

Washington.—Moderator, John M. Newbal).
Clerk, James Rust.
Selectmen, A. J. Ji. Newhall, L. JL Law.
Geo. A. Mjlier.
*1
*
Treasurer, John L. Rockwell.
Town Agent, E. G. Webber.
S.perintending School Committee, William
Newhail. John Gibbs.
Collector, M. Walcott.
Elected by majorities ranging from twentyfive to sixty-five, and are firm and true Unionists, with the exception of the Collector.
Stone.

Clerk, William S. McNelley.
Selectmen, S. G. Butman, Santord Chick, J.

1

Dow.

Treasurer, Cony Hopkins.
School Committee, W. C Gordon.
j
All staunch Republicans, with a
single exception. A decided change from the election
one

year ago.

Muich.
Collector and Constable, C. M. Jewett.
All Union men.

erals.

T.

Communication with San Luis Potosi was
cut off, but it has pvobahjy been reopened, in
consequence of an imperial movement in that
direction.

Quautrell, the Missouri guerrilla and murderer, is reported to have turned up in Mexico.
Maximillian has -rented the grade of Field
Marshal. Gen. Mejia will be the first one appointed.
Twenty million

1 per

GOSSIP.

to be issued

legal tender paby the Imperial Govern-

Belgian troops refused to fight under
j the Imperial Gen. Mendez, who shot Ortega.

wished t ■ have every fif h of the offenders shot, but the Empress -interfered ip
their behalf.
self.”
The Belgians say they are willing to go
—The Round Table says: “The
who
lady
j home in disgrace, but wont fight under Menwrites under the nom de plume of ‘Hclme Lee,’
Bazaine is said. to have intimated that
dez.
a Miss or Mrs. Harriet
Parr, is about to pub- he thought there must be war with the Unitlish, in two volumes, ‘The Life aDd Death of ed States.
Jeanne d’Arc, called tho Maid.’
Heavy detachments of troops have been sent
San Luis Potosi.
—?ilr. J. T. Trowbridge lias a new novel in to Quaretaro aud
The newspaper called the Noticioso has been
preparation entitled Lucy Arlyn,” the plot of
tor
suspended
exposing the falsity of the aswhich is based on the material phenomena
sertions of French newspapers in Mexico.
commonly called spiritualism.
—Frederick Kuckert, the Gorman
pout, a na- Great TxclUment in Canada—Troops Busitive of

a

Bjzaine

Recovered Likeness of Him-

Schweiufurt,

died on the 31st of Dec.,

aged

70.
—M. Michelet is to publish in
April a new
work called “The Working Girl.” The new
volume of his “History of France” is
nearly

ly Called Out.

■

ready.”
—“

Garden Flowers” is the title of a volume
which will soon be published by J. E. Tilton &
Co. It will furnish, says the New York Even-

ing Post, a complete manual of culture for the
flower garden, comprising accounts of all flowers, with descriptions of each genus, peculiarities of culture, soils, modes of propagation, and

A list of the'most desirable
and varieties is also given, including
the color of the flower, the season of bloom, the
native country of each, and the date of its introduction. The volume is intended as a com-

time of

planting.

species

panion

to the work ou “Parlor

Montreal, C. E., March 8.
The morning papers say that last night orders were received by the military authorities

to call out ten thousand volunteers within
twenty-four hours, and that last night guards
were stationed at the armories, and everything
put in a state of defence for any emergency
that might arise.
Toronto, C. W., March 8.
The Globe this morning has a special dispatch from Ottawa, saying that immediately
on the arrival of McGee from Montreal, the
Cabinet Council held an important sitting.
In view of the present circumstances, and
vast amount of property at stake, and the protection of subjects exposed to marauding op-

erations of the Fenians, it was resolved to call
out ten thousand volunteers for the protection
of the Canadian frontiers.

Gardening,” by

the same author, published a few years since,
and is issued iu the same style, forming the second of a series which

wili,

iu

forthcoming

vol-

umes, include treatises on greenhouse plants,
orchids, wild flowers, ferns, mosses and water

plants.
—The volume of verse by George Arnold,
about to he published by Messrs. Ticknor &
Fields, will be entitled “Drift; a Sea-Sboro

Idyl, and other Poems.” The collection lias
been made by Mr. Wm. Winter, who will preface the work with a biographic memoir.
—It is stated that Mr. W. D. Howells, formerly American Consul at Venice, is to be associated with Mr. Fields in the editorship of
the Atlantic Monthly. Mr. Howells has writable articles for the North American Review, and some charming sketches of
Italian travel which have appeared iu The Nation arc also attributed to his pen. He is a

ten one

or

two

graceful writer and would
fitness for editorial service
the Atlantic.

seem
on

a

to have much
magazine like

Professor Jame* Russell Lowell will soon
publish the first volume of his
Selections
frcm the Old

Dramatists,”

a

work upon which

he has beeu engaged for some
years past.
—A new novel by Henry Kingsley is
nounced. It i3 called Leighton Court.”
—M. Emile Chasles,

an-

PUilarete Chasles,
lias recently published “Michel Cervantes’
Life, Times, Political and Literary Works.”

the police while in the
discharge of their duty,
and owing to the recent riot in Caffe street,
the polioe commissioners have issued orders
for the swords recently distributed to the force
to he

sharpened.

The Gloucester (Mass.) Advertiser says
that the fishing vessels that have arrived during the pa.t week have brought in good fares,
and the prospects for a successful season are
encouraging.

J-Vom Texas•

Galveston, Texas, March
An effort

was

5.

made in the Texas State Con-

to-day to base representation in the
legislature on the number of free persons
in the State, but it failed. The committee on
the Legislative department has expsessed unqualified opposition to negro suffrage.

vention

Provision

was

made ior the election of State

oiliccrs as soon as practicable.
The finance committee reported an ordinance declaring all debts contracted by the
State in the late war null and void, forbidding
the Legislature to assume them.
Dr. Gener made a minority report favoring

unlimited suffrage.

An ordinance was passed making five years
residence in the State a necessary ualification

for Legislators.

Waahington Vorrtapondenoe.
Washington, March 8.

The Commercial’s Washington dispatch says
on the secthe trial of Baker came up to-d:
ond indictment, charging him with felonious
assault upon Mrs. Cobb, but was postponed
until the 26th.
The Post’s Washington dispatch says the
Committee on Foreign Relations hear arguments in behalf of the joint resolution guaranteeing the payment of Mexican bondsyvery
soon.
_

Fire.

son of

Aldermen and Common Conndlmen, with the
—The Prussian journals announce tliat anone of the former.
I other historical memorial is about to disappear.
The famous windmill of Sans-Souci, which the
Tins Boston Advertiser publishes the plot of Great Frederick had respected, and whijch his
descendants liad inclosed in the park at Potsa farce recently enacted at St. Johnsbury, Vt.,
Teacher asks big boy, who has
dam, is about to be jmlled down by the king’s
astollows:
order.
been absent, for a written excuse from his pa—The Dublin Freeman's Journal announces
rents ; big boy brings one with revenue stpmp
that,
owing to the recent attacks made upon
with
attached; teacher, enraged,

It Is reported that Archbishop MeCloskey
will soon take action in regard to the violation
of his admonitory circular, and that it will be
announced that no absolution will ba granted
to any member of the Fenian organization.

are

dollars of

ment.
The

—Mr. Gerald Massey’s new work, now in the
press, is entitled “Shakespeare’s Sonnets (never before interpreted) and his Private
Friends,

together with

proposed by Mr. Henderson, reported by Mr.
Trumbuli, and latified by the people.was never
understood by any body

as

conferring upon

among which was the Manor House.

The cases now on argument liefore the
United States Supreme Court, involving the
constitutionality of military commissions, Milligan, llowles and Hersey being the petitioners, attract large audiences.
Gen. Meigs lias directed the officers of the
Quartermaster’s Department to make a special report to that office of the location and
condition of cemeteries as knowh to them,
with the recommendation of means necessary
to provide for the prevention of the remains
tbeiein from desecration.
It appears horn the February report of the
Superintendent of the Freedmen’s School Department; of Washington, there are forty-three
colored schools and 4,294 pupils, more than
three-loiu'ths of whom can read.
The number of scholars in Alexandria is 1,200.
Discovery of the Murderer of Use Two Joyce
Children.

►

Fenian Mass Meetings.
March-8.

A large and enthusiastic
meeting of the Fenian brotherhood was held here this evening.
D. O. Sullivan,
of Civil Affairs for

Secretary
the Brotherhood, Capt. J. M. Bovce and Lieut.
Col. Fenn made spirited addresses. Subscriptions were taken to the amount of $600,
which, with those at a meeting last week,
amount to $1350.
Proclamation to 1'iehormm.

St. John, N. B., March 8.
A proclamation has been issued warning
American fishermen off from the inshore fish-

ONE
ANIt

PRICE!

DOMESTICS & WHITE
Just

the President.

Commercial.
Java al New York.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Feb. 21.—The
Broker’s Circular says the demand for cotton was
fair throughout the week, but has been freely met
by holders, and under the influence of advices from
America of increase receipts and a fall in prices, some
decline was submitted to, but the reduction of the
bank rate hai tea,led to promote a steadier feei ng.
At the close American continued in general derna d,
and in the early part of the week commanded extreme rates, but during the lost two days receded,

A

at

CITY

complete assortment of

Linen Damasks,

Iisic Bj ChuuUer'i Ml (UadiilU But

Wool

Tickets Fifty Cents each, or three (hr one dollar; to
had at Davis Bros., Croeman& Co’s, J. E. Fernald
Son’s, at the door, and of the Committee.
Doors open at 7—Exhibition to communes aiSo’cl'k.
COMMITTEE.

Bought before the

recent

Lowest

Oar White

comedian,

One

advance at the

Price!

and
fov iTv

The whole world is challenged In the stun of Fifty
Thousand Dollars to produce theequai ot Commodore
Foots and sister. In weight, size and education.
COLONEL SMALL,
Tee great f male character dancer.
The combination with the above mammoth array
ot curiosity and talent la the original
CONTINENTAL QUARTETTE.
D. W. FRANKLIN, J. H. SMITH, H. H. ROGERS,
A. W. WOODWARD.
MASTER ZACK, the Musical Prodigy.
MASTER WILLIE, the Youthful Comedian.
Doors open at 7—commence at 8 o’clock.
Admission 30 eta. Reserved Seats SO ct».
Admission to Matinee 30 cents; children 18 cts.
Mar 7—dtd
P. A, CLARK, Agent

Only!

One

DEERINO

1

>

•}

WEDNESDAY,

Breadstufis—quiet and unchanged.

Provisions—firm.
Produce—Bosin still declining.
London, Feb. 24, evening. —Consols tor monev
closed at 87} ®-ST}.
American Securities.—U. S. 6-20’s 69} @ 69}.
Illinois Centra! Shares 78} ® 77. Erie Shares
83} ®

MAKCII

Markets.
New Yobk. March 8.

m
Second
Board.—Stocks weak.
n

American

Uandkfs., Hosiery,

NOVELTY ON TUB B&Altt.
ized.
l\f
tf~ EveTTthlng Newt
G. SWAINE BUCKLEY, PETE LEE,

ONEY.

_,

Gold.„...132

United States 5-20,.1
United States 10-40.
Treasury 7 3-10.
United States one year Certificates, (new issue).. .99
Missouri

Sixes...7gi
Virginia Sixes.69
New York Central.

Erie.....
Reading.

Michigan Southern
Cleveland and Pittsburg.
Chicago and Rock Island.

....

The Bev. Mr. Stebbins, formerly of the First
Parish in this city, having been hissed at a
public meeting in San Francisco, turned upon
his assailant with a new figure, and
passing by
the stereotyped formula about geese and suck“
I hear a hiss; did ever a word of
ers, said:
truth drop into the vortex of hell without
sending up a hiss ?”

St. Block.

♦

■v

the navy and served

on

174 MIDDLE

WHERE

they

adapted

palsy

a man

employed

in

the mill.

On

refusing to comply with their demand to keep
still, one of the thieves shot him in the head,
and he is not expected to live.
One of the
rascals was knocked down by the miller.

The Canadian militia were called out last

night at the Suspension Bridge, to guard
against an apprehended raid by the Fenians.
No raid occurred, it being postponed until St
Patrick's day.
O. F. Bums, of Albion, is reported an ab-

and defaulter to the amount of more
He was largely engaged in a
than $200,000.
speculation in neat cattle ana stocks. A large
of
number
banks are largely involved by the

transaction.

Various Items,

New Yobk, March 8.
Peter O’Neil, barkeeper in a porter house,

shot a man named

JBy Electricity

Reported Seizure of Xavy Island by tho
Renlant.

New Yobk, March 8.
She Times’ Montreal dispatch says the miliIt
tia are under arms and on duty to-night.
is reported that Navy Island has been seized
by ten thousand Fenians. The Orangemen
These is great excitement
are being armed.

in the city,

gouty,

Goods !

Spring

New

RECEIVED trom Boston,

ment of
JUST

rich assort-

a

HOSIERY,
GLOVES,

DRESS BRAIDS,
KNITTING COTTON,

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R. Co.'
Iimwnn

The Stockholders ot the Atlantic and

isWIF-eMirfst. Lawrence Railroad Company are
hereby notified that a special meeting of the Combe held at the new City Buudiog, in Porton THURSDAY, March 15,18C6, at Id o’clock,
A. M., to act upon the following article, viz:

Hwin

To sec if the Stockholders will authorize the issue
of a further series ot Bonds, secured by mortgage of
tho Compauy’s property, in renewal ot \h» Company’s Bonds of April, 1851, or authorize the Direciors to agree upon terms of extension of these bonds.
Dated at Portland, this 28th day ol February, A. D.

active circulation maintained.
Li A D I ■
Who have cold hanus and ieet; weak stomachs, lamand weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizzi
ness and swimming in tlio head, with indigestion and
cons tipatlon of the bowel*: pain in tbe side and back:
leucorrhoea, (or wbites); falling ofthe womb with internal cancer*; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure meant
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of trouble!
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specilic,
in a short tlpic, restore the suflsrer to the
and
vigor of health.
TEETH 1 TEETH! TEETH!

will,

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity wrrnoiTT pain. Persons having decayed
teeth or stomps they wish to have removed fbr reset
ting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines tor salt
tor family use, with thorough Instructions.

Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board
end treatment at his bouse.
Office hoars from 8 o’clock A. M. to IS M.; from 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 te* In the evening.
novltl
Consultation Tree.
j.

By Order of the Directors,
H. W. MERSEY, Clerk.
marleoa&wtd

undersigned having made arrangements with
aU the leading MARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES of New York and Boston, representing a

THE

COMBINED CAPITAL OP

$25,000,000.
Are now prepared to effect insurance

will be

Dr.

CARGOES, and
in all its Forms.
From our largo experience In matters relating to
Marine Insurance, wo fe of confidant of being able to
satisfy all who may favor us with tbelr business.
We shall also oontiane the

March 1st, 1866.

mar

C. H.

DENTIST,
No. 8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite bate. Teeth extracted without pain by the
Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether or Chloroform. All opera
tious warranted to give satisfaction.
Aug 11, *65—eodis&wly

Wanted.
furnished house in the upper part of the
trom ““ *8t of

«AWc£t8maU
rew

83 State St.

SSTeodlw*

As

C.

rs

United States Cotton Sale.
JOHN H. DRAPER * CO.
WILL SELL

On

THURSDAY,

the Agency lor

any quantity

the Doctor’s

Doctor Rash’s Valuable Medicines,
THE
tarnish them In
at

are

prepared

W. F. PHILLIPS It CO..

DAVIS &

M.

CO,

1

MR. J. W. RAYMOND

Tftirfrti pleasure in announcing to the citizens ol Portia ml anil Westbrook, that be will commence a class at
his DANCING ACADEMY, at

MECHANICS’ HALL,
FOE MASTERS AMD MISSES,

Feb Xi-dlw

School t

Family

FOB BOYS.

3000 Bales Mobile and

Term to consist of 11 Lessons, on Wednesday and
Saturday Afternoons of oath w ek, at 3 o’clock.
Also aLadies’ Class tor Faacy Dancing at 2 o’clock.

The above Cction ha. been clamed and sampled
W. Amory, and may be eeea In the bale at
Barber’s Stores, 291) to 296 Colombia Street, and
Union Stores, Brooklyn, and by sample at the office
of the Auctioneers, No. X Pine 9t., New York, two
days before the sale.
mhSdtd

by Q.

BDW’D M. PATTEN, Aactioneer. U Exchange St.

Administrator’s Sale of Stock.
Public Auction at the Merchant* Bxehxnra,
AT
FRIDAY, March 16th, at IS o'clock,
SO Share' in the First
on

National Bulk.
Portland Co.
BF~Sale positive tar Cash.
Mardh 9—dtd *
SO Shares in the

£DW'D M* PATTKN, Auctioneer, 18 Exoluuife St.

Household Furniture at Auction.
1"VN TUESDAY, March20th, at 10o'clock A. M.,
KJ at No. 230 Cum bar la d St. Black Walnut Parlor Set., B. W. and Oak Chamber Sets, Oak SideBoard, Walnut Extension Table, Hat Back, Easy
Chairs, Spring Beds, 'Tapestry and three-ply Carpets,
Paintings, Silver Tea Set, Ouna Tea Set, Silver Dessert Knives, Crockery, Ice Cheat, Range, Ac.
Goode to be removed »f»niwa of sale.

ALSO,
One Plano la Rose Wood Case, finished In full,
strung, TJ octave.
Mar 9—dtd

Pure

430
HHDS.
44 TIERCES

MINING AND PBAOTIOAL GEOLOGY.
Lawrence Scientific School.

Departments In Harvard
hold
two sessions a year, of twenty weeks each, comin
FEBBoanY and in September. For Inmencing
lormation, apply by letter to DR. WOLCOTT GIBBS
Cambridge, Mass., Dean of both Faculties

H.

Valuable Estate at Auction.
to License from the Probate Court
PURSUANT
for the Count; of Cumberland, I shall sell at
auction,
SATURDAY, the Slat da; of
Subbe
larch next, at 11 o'clock In the forenoon,
the
on

on

premises, all the real estate whereof Sumner Font,
late of said
died stezed and possessed.
Said estate is situated on Spruce Street, In said
Portland. One parcel contains two large Dwelling
Houses, each containing twelve finished rooms, one
of them being on the corner of Emery and Spruce
Streets, both well supplied with excellent water, and
In all respets pleasant and convenient; underneath
is a capacious S'ore, well an
eaged, and as a stand
for the Grocery and Provision business has few squads
in ths city. Tbs lot bss a frontage on Sprues strsst of
about 73 feel, and on Emerv trust of about US feet.
There Isa mortgage on it of *2,000 given Oct. 7. 1156.
to David Hall, thelnterest on which has been pdd up
to Oct T, 1801; also, another mortgage on which la
claimed to be due *347 and Interest tom Oct 7, 1864.
The other pstreel adioins the above, baa a frontage
on Spruce street of about 87 feet, and has a
depth of
.bout IOC ieet, having a small stable thereon, and la
subject to a mortgage given to Isaac Uodjng and
wife. Nov. 14th. 1*5*. on which there iadue a IC.WK.

Portland^

of about *200 more or leas.

The equity ol redemption ol the first pared will be
sold aubiect to the right of widow’a dower In said
equity, (she having relinquished her dower in said
first named mortgage], and of the latter subject to her
right of dower in the entire lot.
The property may be examined at any day, and presents an unusnal attraction for investment or personal occupancy. The sale will be absolute, and the
teima caali.

CAROLINE FOGG, Administratrix.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Feb 26,1866.
mhfidtd
EDW. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18 Exchange St.

E~G ANT
Marble & Alabaster
E h

BT Day

Cambridge, Mass., March 1,1880.

eodSw

House for Sale.
fTiHE three-s tor v Brick House Xo. 70, comer o'
X Danforth and Tate Streets. It has all the mod
ern improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., apply to
BUFU8 E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.

Portland, Hot, 1,

AT

AUCTION!

a ad

bear hereafter.

Goods,

March 8—cltd

Horse*, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,
AT AUCTION!

..

sell Bone*, Carriages, Sleighs, Robes,
Harnesses, it a..

WE

shall

Every Saturday at II e'clsck A. M.,
At Forest City Stable, corner Federal and Ume Sts
where Carriages can be stored and Hones boarded it
desired, previous to or after the sale.
These sales will be under cover, and held without
regard to weather.
®Art*T ft Co., Auctioneers.
Dec 11

tUf^BT

MOTT'S

Wholesale Meat Market!
GBAHD

TBUHK FBEIGHT

8TATI0I,

PORTLAND,
le

now

open and wUl continue until
tone or the most beautiful

further notice.
Ten
BEEF received
every week.
Butchers aud ether Dealers supplied at rates muck
lower than they can obtain the same quality elsewhere.
Hotel and Boarding-house Keepers, as well ss private Antilles, will find It greatly to their advantage
to buy by the quarter at
MOTT’S MARKET.
N. B.—Give him a call and sco the beet show of
BEEF you have met with since the war.

Portland,

March

6,186*._“>*»7-lw

STREET-SEMINARY I

CASCO

rnHE Spring Term of this School torYoung t adlss
and Misses will coinmenoe Monday, March 5th,

A

and continue ten weeks.

%BKEMAlsTt*ch«.** chlklr*n.**lss ELLEN

Molasses.

MAHYC. HALL. Prlncinal.

Bbls.

I Prime

J the

I.

ROBINSON,

84,1866.—dlalm___
For Sale.
a

^ foot

«.

A_o Story frame House, and about 3000
of Land, on the corner of Pearl and CumPlenty of hard and soft waStreets.

liLbejland
ter otthe premises.
Feb U—isdtf

Bags Flour and Meal!
.4,7

air by

1-4, and l-« BAGS EXTRA FLOUR.
Superior Yellow Meal for Table Use, for
CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Long Whari.

Sac 14—t»*t tt

tebM-2wT-

Portland, Feb. H, 1866.

Muscovado

Molasses,

“

“A BBLS. SUPERIOR MUSCOVADO MOUOU LASSES, now landing from brig “J. p0lledo,” for tale by

H.

No. 1 Portland Pier.
Fab

University

THESE

Clayed

Clayed Motasee*. iron*
“Itesulta” Estate, now
landing from brig “Minnie Miller,” for sale by

SCHOOL OF

over

MFor particulars Inquire at No. 15 Preble 8trcet.

mHE

Feb 28—d3w

Up-

200 Bales Sea Island Cotton.

on

rr~Tenn8—$3.00 each fur the term.

TOPSHAM,.MAINE.
Spring Terra of this excellent Home School
X for Boys will commence March 21, and continue
nineteen weeks.
For •‘Circulars,** &c., please address the Principal.
WARREN JOHNSON, A* M.

1866,

By order of
SIMEON DRAPER, U. 8. Cetloa A|#bi,

•Wednesday Afternoon, March 14.

Franklin

March 15,

Opposite the

DANCING.

felft T,Th&S3m*

taken

having

H. DRAPES. AullMMr.

before.

U7 Commercial Street.
Portland, March 1st, IStW—lsd3m

al tended to.

to

dlawtd

OSGOOD*

J.

Business,

And Commission

Rush’s Medicines.

subscrib

Slate Company.

Trf

promptly

Portland, Jan. 16,1866.

prices.

Ridge

Goods open (or exhibition Monday and Tuesday
forenoon.T
mh9dtd

SHIP BROKERAGE,

Lis whole attention to the treatment of Horses and
other domesticated animals.
At his residence in Westbrook, (across Tukey’s
Bridge) may be found a good infirmary for the ac
commodation of those who may wish to have their
Horses under his immediate attention.
Ail orders left at his Office, on Temple Street,

t#“ Beware of Counterfeits.

ERE will be a meeting oi the Stockholders of the
Pleasant Ridge Slate Company, at the Office of
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, in Portland, on Thursday, the Twenty-Second day of March, A. D., 1863,
at three o’clock in the afternoon, to act on the following articles, to wit
1.—To choose a Board oi five Directors for the ensuing year.
2.—'To see if the Stockholders will accept the charter granted by the Legislature at its late session.
8.—To see if the Stockholders will make any
changes m the By-Laws of the Company.
4.—To act upon any other business that may come
before the meeting.
By order of the Directors.
CHARLES J. TALBOT, Secretary.

on

VESSELS.
FREIGHTS,

E.

HAVTNG

Pleasant

noon.

MARINE INSURANCE.

1866.

sold his Livery Stock to H. L. Tavlor &
Co.,' would most respectfully inform Lis old
patrons and the public generally that he Is now giving

Ask fltr Photon's—Take no other•
Sold by druggists generally.
For salo at wholesale by W. F. Phillips & Co#
Jan. 1, 1866—eoa&eow6m

ALSO,

Fine Table and Pocket Cutlery, made
by Mr. Shepname and trade-mark.
t ^ Ladio* and Gentlemen are invited to examine
the article# previous to sale.
Open Tuesday,after-

WUl be sold

Templo Sl«f Portland, Me.

O’Sullivan, to-day, killing

him.
The grand jury have found another indict
ment against McKenna and Rodgers, for complicity ia violating the neutrality laws in fitting out and equipping the Meteor. Bail was
given by each of $5,000.

dyspepsia,
piles—we

j

the establishment of Mr. Thomas Shwherd

herd, bearing his

Company,

Office st H. L. TAYLOR A Co’s Stable,

A 9l«t Rsquhilt, Delicate and Fra.
groat Perfatne. Dintillrd fro lit the
Hare aad Benutifal Flower from
which it talers its aniuc.
Manufactured only by PHALOK Ac SOM.

physician.

1

PURSUANT

Northern New York Item*.

detected by

city,

Mills.

F. RIPLEY,
Veterinary Surgeon,

had been previously ransacked by some person
who evidently expected to obtain a considerable amount of money which Mrs. Hyzer was
known to have received within a day or two.
Failing to obtain the money, the villains set
fire to the cradle of clothes, with the intent to
bum the child.
Three men who were plundering a flour
mill in Middleport, yesterday morning, were

STREET,

we have cured some
we have been tn this
of the worst forms of disease m persona who have
in
forms
treatment
ot
tried other
vain, and curing
i patients in so short a time that the question is often
stay cured? To auswer this question
asked, do
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
MEETING.
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has beon a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and ie also a regular graduated
to a vote of the Directors passed this
to chronic diseases in
if perfectly
notice
is
that
Electricity
day,
hereby given
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia m
A Special Meeting of the Stockholders of the Portthe head, neck, or extremities; consumption whei
land Rolling Mills will be holden at the office of the
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not full)
in Portland, on MONDAY, March 19th,
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hi]
1SC6, at three o clock, P. M., to act upon the followdiseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curv ature
ing business.
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
1st—To determine whether the Stockholders will
or paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance, deafness, stamaccept an Act to amend the charter ot said Company
and additional to same, approved February 7th, 1866.
mering or hesitancy ol speech,
indigescurt
2 i—To consider and act upon a proposed amend*
tion, constipation and liver complaint,
rnent to Article First, Section 1 of the By-Laws of
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchi•aid Company.
tis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female
3d—To determine whether they will authorize any
complaints.
person to make and execute conveyance of any of
the real estate oi said Company, and agree upon
lines of division between the property of said CorpoThe Rheumatic, the
the lame and the laxv
ration and that owned by the Atwood Lead Company,
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elastic
4th—To transact any other business that may leof youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostity
bitten Hmbs-restored, the uncouth deformities regaily come before said meeting.
Dated at Portland this 7th day of March, A. D. 1866.
moved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
GEO. E. R. JACKSON, Clark.
deal to bear and
strength; the blind made te see, the the
blemishes 01
March 8—dtd
the palsied form to move upright;
of mature Hie
the
acciashts
youth are obliterated;
prevented; the calamities ot old age obviated and an

Dr.

clothes in a cradle in which a child three years
old was sleeping, were set on fire. The house

_

STearlr Opytaiie Ike KJaiied Buttes Hstel
he would reapertlully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he ha>
permanently located in this city. During the three

yean

Portland Rolling

several gun boats.

Rochesteh, N. Y., March 8.
Last evening an attempt was made to bum
the house of Mrs. Hyzer, in Atwater Street,
during the absence of Mrs. Hyzer. The

—t

BEIVIING,
Electrician

Medical

N. B.—Found in our store and subject to the
claims of the owners, One Valuable Breast Pin, Kid
Gloves, Sun Umbrellas, and a variety of othe articles.
ELDEST be WHITMAN.
Feb 21,1866—dtf

The miscellaneous appropriation bill, passed
YARN,
And a variety of other articles usually found at a
by the House of Representatives, contains an
appropriation of $100,000 for the purchase of FANCY GOODS STORE l
Ford’s Theatre tor the deposit and safe keepM. E. Bedlow’s,
ing of documents and papers relating to soldiers of the army of the United States, and of
51 Middle Street.
March 8—dlw
the museum of the medical and surgical department of the army.
SPECIAL MEETING.
large

criminal, and his subsequent boasting of
deeds performed by himself, together with
some of his unguarded expressions
.gave the
NEW PERFUME
cue, which being followed by two Worcester
nad
fastened the murder allucounty officers,
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.
ded to almost undeniably upon himself. His
partial confessions, with the corroborative evidence obtained, leave no doubt in the minds ;i
of the officers of his guilt. His sobriquet is
til
“
Scratch Gravel.” His right is Charles Aaron
Dodge. He is a native of Massachusetts, but
has been a rover for fourteen years, being now
.»>:
27 years of age. He confesses to having
hunted Indians in Florida; that he was sent
to prison for life for murder in South Carolina; was pardoned, and entered the rebel ar\ i\.
my, and was captured on Morgan’s raid into
r J
Ohio and Indiana, paroled afterwards, enlisted
in a Massachusetts regiment, deserted, joined

V

W. N.

DR.

c.

Sheffield, England, to be sold bj auction on
Tmaalar aad WedasMsy AAsnsus,
at 2) P.M., each day.
Among the collection will be found Massive Solidly
Plated Irish Coven, Coiner Oiebes, elegant deaigns of
Tea and Coftoe Services, Table Kettle* and
Stands,
Bread and Cake Baskets, Toast Backs, Liquor and
Cruet Frames, Claret Jugs, Presentation Cups and
Services, Plated Covers, Salads, Mustards, Gravy and
Soup Ladles, Table, Ueseert and Tea Spoons, Forks,
»C.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

IS

land Cotton.

and R.

BISHOP BUCKLEY,
In their mirth-provoking Comicalities.
Admission 36 cents. Reserved Seats 60 cents.
Mat 2—dtd

IN GREAT VARIETY

SPECIAL

Stores—quiet.

Hall, Boston.)

THE BEST QUARTETTE,
THE BEST BRASS BAND,
And the most talented Corps D'Ethiopc ever organ-

Markets.

Petroleum—dull; crude at 27.
Freights to Liverpool—dull.

New Minstrel

*.«?■

At Exchange Sales Boom, 111 Broadway,HY,

and Otli.
OBIOINAL

ORCHESTRA,

THE BEST

GLOVES AND SMALL WARES,

5 Free

AND

Brilliant and Faded Attraction.

1

AT ONE PRICE

Sth

7th,

(From Buckleys’

shall

AT 1 O’CLOCK P. It.

BUCKLEYS’SEBENADERS

Shawls /

Is full and carefully selected, and marked at prices
to ensure its IMMEDIATE SALE.

_L

T be

Stack

Silks

Goods,

And

THURSDAY and

CSLUUriD

THE

A. M.,

wo

Antique and Modern Silver Ware
and Cutlery,

HALL.

FRIDAY EVENINGS*

OUR STOCK OF

Dress

",

charming singer.

at

E.M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER.

r

MISS ELIZA NESTELLE,
(The Fairy Queen,) the b.autlful little dancer and

Goods Department!

\

■*

actor ami dancer.

a&swissr*
Mar^^^ BAILEY

TjlBOM

The three amallest human beings in existence.
COMMODORE FOOTE,
The smallest man in tlio world; the wonderful little

I*rice« I

BRILLIANTS,

easier.

Butter—stealy.
Whiskey—dull.
Rice—quiet.
Sugare-quiet; Muscavadoat 11 @12.

FOOTE,

-AND THE-

Embraces PLAIN, PLAID and STRIPED CAMBIOS and NAINSOOKS, Plain and Figured
MUSLINS, TAELETANS, White and
Chintz Marseilles,—small figured,
STRIPED and BROCADE

Latest via Queenstown.
Liverpool, Fob. 24.—P. M.—The sales of cotton
to-day were 16,000 bales, including 1,500 to speculators andexpoi tors. Toe market closed verv dull and

Pork—lower; sales 6,700 bbls.; new mess at 26 CO.
Lard—sales 1,800 bbls. at 16* @ 18*.

o’cl’k,

CONTINENTAL VOCALISTS,

Bleached and Brown Cottons!

curities.

Beef—steady.

Afternoon at 21-2

Tuesday

ELLINGER~&

10-4

March IStb, at 11
(ANatTUESDAY,
Stores No. 6 and 7 Central VS o'clock,

5,200 Bushela Corn.

Tho most attractive amusement traveling.

T-8, 4-4, 9-8, 6-4, 9-4

inveelment. Title clear
-tale positive. Possession given
Immediately.
*
HENRY BAILEY & <XJ„
March T—dtd
Auctioneers.
as an

barf

ONLY I

March 18th and 13th.

In nil grades from those Heavy American Quilts to
the finest FOREIGN GOODS.

city, the entire

the

able

t

Tuesday Evenings,

Monday and

QUILTS,

a steady demand lor
5-20’s, which leave oil
highest price they have touched for some time,
viz: 69} ® 63}. Good business has also been done In
Eries at 53} ® 53}, and in Illinois Central at
76} ®
76}. There is is nothing doing in other American se-

Round Hoop Ohio at S 20 @ 11 00, Western 6 76
Canada at 7 60
@ 8 40. Southern at 8 80 @ 15 50.
(& 11 50.
Wheat-quiet; sales3,800bushels; Milwaukee Club
new,16Q; Amber Milwaukee 178; White Michigan
1 96.
Corn—quiet; sales 23,600 bushels; Mixed Western
at 76 @ 79c.

ITALLI

TWO NIGHTS

Matinee

a

Com at Auction.

CITY

Plano Covers.

ln a” exceUent neighbor*i8r:
tine view of

commandin'-

residence, and dts

March 3-dtd

Tablings!

Covers,

C. H. Sawyer,
The*. McEwan,
Howe.

A5S“

SJ*®S
liood,

Geo. M.

Reeves,

A. D.

March 13th, at 3 o’clock P. M
ON TUESDAY,
.hall soli at public auction House Ho. 3 Fore
we

he
&

John L. Shaw,
J. Q. Dennis,

Valuable Brick House at Auction.
“meoni.r of Atlantic. It Is the western
Imlf of a brick block of two
house*. It U three -storiu*

For the accommodation of fkmilies and children.

Thei e is

New York. March 8.

ty of other good*.
Tun Sleigh, Buggy and Chaue Hameaee*, Ac.

HALL,

-ON-

Embossed and Printed

at the

Cotton—lower; sales 1,200 bales; Middling Upnds at 43, closing at 44c.
Flour—quiet; sales 9,000 bbls. State at 6 85 @ 8 30;

aa

(-oa**i Sacks, Panu, VceisTOver and Under
Shirts, Furnishing Gooods, Berlin Shirts, Gloves, Hosier Scurfs, Boots anil Shoe..
Also. Di ess Goods, Cottons, Woolens, with a varie-

Friday Fve’ng, March 9, ’66.

Colored

i >ry flood*. Harnesses,
&c. at Auction.

SATURDAY, March 10th. at 10 A. If. withON out
reserve, too piece. Clathing. such
Frock

Concert,

BLEACHED AND BROWN

70}® 77.

Financial.
New \ vrk. March 8.
Commercial's money article says gold is droopIf opened at 32* and declined to 31}.
ing.
Money matters easier at 7 per cent, for stock collaterals. The market exhibits considerable speculative
inteiest. There is a geneial indisposition to buy foreign exchange, owing to the redaction in English and
French bank rates.
Sterling exchange 107 @ 107}. At the Board 5-20’s
of 1862 rose J; 10-40*8 i; and 7-30’s, first series, *.

Clothing,

a

-AT-

28s

LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Feb. 23.
Beet very firm and partially 2s 6d higher for now.
Pork—No American in market. Bacon—Holders demaud ail advance; price tends upward. Butter quiet
and steady. Cheese in
speculative demand and 3s 5d
higher. Lari Is 21 higher on the wees; American
73 (o) 76s. Tallow in fair demand at 48s (h> 48s 6d.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Feb. 23.—
Ashes drooping; Puts 31s 61 @ 30s 6d; Pearls
neglected at 34s
31s 6i. Sugar firmer and 3 @ 6d
higher. Coffee in moderate demand, liice in moderate demand. Liu^eed very firm.
Jute hat and
lower. Linseed Oil quiet at 41s @ 41s 6J. Rosin hat
and easier. Spirts Turpentine quiet at 4ls for French
Petroleum dull; relined, 2s 2d (oj 2s 4d.
LONDON MARKETS, Feb. 23.
Wheat quiet;
white American 49igj51s; Rod 46
@ 49s. Flour
scarce at 28
28s
Iron quiet; rails and bars £6 16s
.€7; Scotcu pigs advanced to 77s 6d. Sugar firmer
:iiid UJ ® is higher. 'Jolit'i; firm. Tea unchanged:
common Congou la Id® lslkl
nice uuiot. Linseed
firm. Linsee Oil 33a ad ® 3Ja. Spirits
Turpentine
44s. Petroleum—refined 2s 3d @ 2s 3Ad.
Sporm Oil
12s. Tallow in good demand at 47s 8d.
The weekly reiurns of the Bank of England show
an increase of baUion ol £626,S21.
There was a good
demand for money at the reduction.
LONDON MONEY MAItKET, Feb. 23.—Consols
closed at S7| ® 87} tor money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES.— U. S. 6-20’s 60} @
69}. Erie shares 63} ® 53}. Illinois Central Shares

Naval

BDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 13 Exchange St.

Promenade

In all qualities and sizes.
A lull line of HUCX and DAMASK TOWELS.
DIAPERS, HUCKS by the yard; AMERICAN
and RUSSIA CRASHES; a very superior article of
SCOTCH CRASHES, at a Decided Babgaix.—
NAPKINS and DOYLIES, In common, Medium,
and super duo qualities.

AN CHESTER MARKET.The Manchester
vrket closed steady.
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET, Feb.
23.—Flour unchanged. Wheat in limited demand at

New York

GYMNASTICS!

GOODS,

Brown and Bleached Covers,

The
were fyoOO bales, Including
2,000
bales to speculators and exporters.
The market
closed flat and unchanged.
The stock in port amounts to 418,680
bales, of which
at sea, from India. 620,000
214,680 are American:
*
bales.

delivery.
By Order of the L. 11. Board.

JOHN POPE,
L. H. Inspector let Diet.
HTOCBY BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer!.
mh7dtd
Portland, March 6, I860.

No. 5 Free Street Block.

sales on Friday

@

opening

mo bo sold by Auction at Franklin Whart, on the
X loth but., at 11 o’clock, A. M., the U. S. LightHouse Tender Franklin Pierce, to,ether wtth her
sails, binnacle and compass, chains, anchors, span,
rigging anti boat. Saiti Schooner is about 81 tone olu
measure, it» coppered, and list been recently put in
good repair, and can be examined at the above nam
ed wharf. Payment to be made in V. S. currency on

EXHIBITIO N

WHITMAN'S,

ELDEN &

and closed about Jd lower, below former quotations.
Sea Island is quiet and unchanged. For other descriptions the uocline ranges from } to $d; sales of
the week were 5S,Gjo halos, including 3440 to speculators, and 11,000 to exputters.
The following are the authorized quotations:—
New Orleans Fair 20 Jd; Mobile Fair 194d; Uplands
Fafr 19dLMlddflng Orleans 18jd; Mobile
Middling

mixed 28s 3d

WILL GIVE ONE MORE

To bo followed by

steamship

buyers;

now

Sales.

Vessel at Auction.

More !

PORTLAND TURNVEREIN

Received

And

Auction

THE

linens,

Gen. Palmer has commuted the death sentence of the guerrillas Wells and Berry to fifteen years imprisonment in the penitentiary
at Albany, N. Y., subject to the approval of

Corn favors

ONLY!

ONE

Louisville, Ky., March 7.

Late rates.

Ouee

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,

Sentence Commuted,

Per

Entertainments.

Boston, March 8.
The Boston Herald has a long account of
the discovery of the murderer of the two
children, Isabella N. and John 8. Joyce, in
Bussy’s woods on the 12th ot June, 1866. He
was found to be a convict in the State prison,
who had been sent there for a burglary committed in Worcester county. Shortly after
the murder, his strange conduct when arrested led the officers to think he was a hardened

The

buildiugs were occupied mostly as clothing
stores, groceries, shoe stores, and livery stables. Loss $100,000. Insured $25,000.

ing grounds after the 17th inst,

being merely conversational.
Ex-Governor Graham, of North Carolina,
has, it is said, sent a note to the Committee on
Reconstruction, asking that in the examluatson of witnesses respecting affairs in that
State, he may have the opportunity of crossexamintng them.
Quarterin'aster General Meigs has issued another pamphlet, containing the names of soldiers buried in the National Cemetery at Alexandria, Ya. The total number of interments aie 3,872 whites and 229 colored.

sentee

Titusviixk, Pa-, March 8.
A fire last evening in a stable on Franklin
Street, spread to Arch and Water Streets, de»
troying an entire block of fifteen buildings,

Watebbury, Const.,

Washington. March 8.
Two delegations called on the President today, one from Louisiana, and the other from
Kentucky. Each represented their State as
recovering steadily from the shock of the rebellion.
The Louisiana delegation speak
more encouragingly of the loyal condition of
that State than others irom there have recently done. No speeches were made, the inter-

Miscellaneous.

undertaking,

view

New York, March 8.
The Herald’s Mexican correspondence says
all the country in the neighborhood of Tampico is entirely in the possession of the Lib-

Hanover.—Moderator, Allen Merrv.
Clerk, J. B. Hone.
Selectmen, A. K. Knapp, J. D. Russell, W.
A. Strout.
All Union except the first Selectman.
LITERARY

amendment
Mr. Wilson approved the pending measure,
hut it would be defeated. He opposed the
forcing of universal suffrage upon the States
by positive law, but let there be four or five,
or six years of discussion, and universal suffrage will triumph peaceably.
In reply to a question of Mr. Tates, Mr.
Wiisan said the Constitutional amendment

Letters of
rep-et were read from Bright and
other distinguished men. The usual toasts
and sentiments were drank. Mr. Adams conpeople.
fined his speech to a brief expression of thanks
Mr. Wilson continued Ids speech at some
and patriotic aspirations.
length.
On tire 23d in the House of Commons, Mr.
The Senate at 4 P. M. went into executive
Gladstone said no recent communication had session, and soon after adjourned, having
pretaken place with the United States relative to viously agreed that a vote should he taken at
a joint squadron on the coast of Cuba to stop
4 o’clock to-morrow afternoon.
the slave trade.
HOUSE.
Labouclrere called attention to the neutrality
The joint resolution appropriating $15,000
laws, and argued that the interests of humanity required their revision, and cited cases of to aid Miss Clara Barton iu searching for bodies
of missing soldiers was passed.
confederate privateers as evidence.
Mr. Boutwell presented a minority report
After some debate the Attorney General adfrom the Reconstruction Committee. Ordered
mitted that the subject was ol considerable
importance, but he defended the course ot the I to be printed.
A resolution was adopted that the SecretaBritish Government, and trusted the Ameriry of War communicate the orders issued by
can people would see ultimately that it was
the Commissioners of the Freedmen’s Buonly desirous of maintaining peace. The Gov- reau.
ernment had no objection, and in fact advised
The bill to facilitate communication beMr. Adams of its willingness to consider the
question with the American Government with tween the States, which was once passed and
then recalled, was reported to the House with
the view to rendering the law as effective as
an amendment providing that it shall not efpossible.
fect any stipulations between the Government
Mr. Watkin asked if the Government had
and railroad companies.
Laid over until
made any representation to the American
Tuesday.
Government relative to the Fenian proceedThe bill fixing the number of Judges of the
ings in Americr.
United States Supreme Court atone chief and
Mr. Gladstone regretted the subject had been
associate Judges was
brought up. The government had no knowl- eight
passed.
A bill restricting fees to soldiers’ claim
agents
edge of any proceedings to justify them in makto $10 was reported. Debate sprung up and
to
American
the
Governing representations
it was finally recommitted, with instructions,
ment. He believed public opinion in America
to the Judiciary Committee, to report an
condemned the movement. It would be unproviding for a system of claim
dignified to remonstrate, so long as no public amendment
act was committed amounting to a breach of agencies to be paid by Government.
The
bill
to
protect all persons hi civil rights
the neutrality laws.
The Irish police continue active in arresting was taken up. Mr. Broomal addressed the
suspected Fenian3, and troops continue to be House.
Mr. Bingham offered an amendment to the
sent to Ireland.
The cattle plague is still increasing. The pending motion to recommit, with instructions.
latest weekly returns show 13,000 cases,—tho
The amendment proposes to strike out the
largest yet.
The army and navy estimates show merely words," And there shall be no discrimination
in civil rights from the first section, and in
a trivial reduction.
lieu thereof to give to all citizens of the UniThe Peruvian iron-clad Huescar remained
ted States injured by denial or violation of any
at Brest under surveillance.
The Chilian cruiser Independence had also of their rights secured and protected by this
of action in the United States
act, the
arrived there.
A captain of an English vessel lying at Brest Court, with double costs in all cases of recovery without regard to amount of damage.”
was imprisoned one week, it i3 supposed tor
Mr. Raymond made a speech in favor of his
furnishing arms and ammunition to the Huessubstitute for the bill, declaring the freedmen
car.
citizens.
The banks of France, Prussia and Italy have
Mr. Delano spoke against the bill, which he
all reduced their rates of discount.
The Prusssian Government suddenly closed thought Congress had no power to pass.
Mr. Kerr spoke in opposition to the bill on
the Chambers on the plea that the proceedings of the Deputies in opposition to Hie Gov- Constitutional grounds;
Mr. Wilson withdrew his motion to recomernment tend towards strife. The acUon was
quite unexpected.' President Grabow expres- mit, ia order to amend by inserting the words,
sed the hope that the people would stand by “Or for refusing to perform any act on the
ground that it would be inconsistent with this
the Representatives and the Constitution.
act.”
A private telegram from Bombay estimates
He then renewed the motion to recommit,
the deficiency in the new cotton crop at 400,and moved the previous
000 bales.
question, which was
seconded.
Latest via Queenstown.
This gives Wilson the right to close the deFurther arrests of Fenians were made ye*-;
bate, and he agreed to divide Ids time with
terday.
The bill then went over until toA box of grenades and orsini shells had also Bingham.
morrow.
been seized in Dublin.
Mr. Fatferson introduced a bill for the transThe Paris Bourse closed flat: rentes 693-4f.
fer of the Smithsonian library. Referred.
A revolution had occurred in Romania.—
Adjourned.
The Prince Cousea was taken prisoner by the
army and forced to sign his abdication.
From Washington,
The

From Mexico.

Mureh.
Town

Treasurer, S. A. Robinsou.
Town Agent, Samuel Clement.
Superintending School Committee, J.

received.

the right to force suffrage upon any
State. If it had been it would never have
passed Congress or received the sanction of the

I

Clement.

Clerk, Daniel S. Robinson.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the
Samuel
Poor,
Clement, A. Morrill and J. T.
Town

were

A resolution amending the Constitution by
disqualifying from voting all who took part in
the rebellion, was offered and referred.
A series of resolutions were offered declaring the duties of Congress, and that Congress
aiid not the Executive has the power to reestablish the civil government in the rebellious
States. Ordered to be printed.
The joint resolution amending the Constitution on the basis of representation was taken up. Mr. Morrill had the floor.
Mr. Mon-ill made a speech In favor of the

Congress

Legislature unanimously proclaimed
Frankfort.—Moderator, Upton Treat.
Count Flanders Hospodar amidst general satClerk, Samuel J. Danielson.
isfaction. Much excitement prevails in the
First Selectman, Town Agent, Treasurer
neighboring principalities.
and Collector, James Ward well.
The new Inman steamship City of Paris has
Second Selectman, Lewellen Emeiy,
arrived at Liverpool, and would sail March 21
Third Selectman, Henry S. Black.
for New York. She averaged 15 knots on the
«
All Democrats.
trip from Greenock.

Palmyra.—Moderator, Samuel

SFNATE.

right

men.

Plymouth.—Moderator, Dgniel

iJl

Orleans.

New Orleans, March 7,
Governor Welles lias ordered municipal electo
take
tions
place on the 11th.
Endeavors are being made to open regular
steam communication between Balize and
New Orleans.
Gov. Austin in his address to the Honduras
Legislature, recommends official aid to the

W 'vSiiington, March 8.

>

^exception of

raps big boy
poker; big boy retorts with axe-helve; tabExit teacher, who never returns;
leaux!
grand chcrus of triumph by all the Uttle boys;
school closes.

others.

Skabsmont.—Moderator, William H.Wood-

All Union

--

LATER FROM EUROPE.

Conttisti.—Moderator,

Superintending

March f, 1866.

-'

caster.
Town

search and seizure process and
paid $22.26 fine and costs.

60

Friday Morning,

JF'rotn Xetv

XXXIX CONGRESS—-First Session.

Several petitions

—_----

men.

Republican.

matt

TELEGRAPH,

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

Gray.
Treasurer, Moses A. Howard.
Town Agent, John U. Allen.
Superintending School Committee, Thomas
O. Water, John Fogg.
Collector and Constable, Broughten Bart-

First Selectman, S.
A mini Boynton.

Dwell! g

MUNICIPAL COURT,

251

lett.

•PKCIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

11 Faut de

Town Elections.
Bitotvs field.—Clerk, John F. Cole.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the
Poor, John H. Allen, Eli B. Bean, William H.

I.

ROBINSON,

No. 1 Portland Piar.
Feb JO—dlmta

For Sale or Hire.
FIRST CLASS RODMAN MARINE STEAM
PUMP.
For terms, Ac, apply to
u: m. davis a co,,
111 Commercial St.
Portland, Feb. tld, MW.—tadlm

A

For
fret

Eastport and Lubec.

Balling Schooner J. N. M. BREWER-

For freight apply to J. S. WINSLOW, Central
The
Wharf,
Cegt^oa hoard, Commercial Wharf
or

The Fenians at Jones* Wood.

CHEAP INSURANCE!

The following bit of dialogue will give the
reader a better notion of the actual scene at
Jones’s Wood last Sunday, than all the
speeches of all the orators. We copy from
the report in the New York World:
A Boberts Fen'an and an O’Mahoney partisan got into an altercation in regard to the
manner in which the “Ould sod” should obtain her freedom. The O’Mahoueyite was
speaking of the great number cf people present at the meeting, and the enthusiasm, when
the disciple of Bobert interrupted him with
a comical grin, saying: “Troth, there’s enilfol
yces here, me bould imperor, but tbe divil a
man oi yces will ever see Limerick under
Joan O’Mahoney.”
O’Mokoneyite—Well, begorra, if we don’t
see Limerick itself, and li’s a
purty place lor
such an omadluiuii as yourseli to come
trom,
well
not go to Canada to be starved
anyhow,
to death be the cowld, or eaten alive be the
wild bastes.
Boberts Fenian—Well, there’s a power of
min

Imre Against Accidents!

TEN

New

General

Railway

of

Norwich.

People’s,

LIFE

Marine

44
44
4
14
44
4i

44

!

44

44
44

«*

Id
19
“20

44

44
44

21
34
32
33
24
25
26
‘27
28

44
44
44

44
44

44

•4

44
44

44
44
44

ft
4*
44

Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding,
Kidney Disease. Gravel,
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions,

44
14

involuntary Discharges,

44

29
30
31

Sere Mouth, Canker,
Urinara Incontinence,

44
**

wetting bed1,

Painful Periods, even with Bpasms,
FAMILY CASES

16 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 16) and Book

3

Capable

of

throwing

an

50

HOME

INSURANCE

CASH

spurious
Knowing that many may read this article who are
unacquainted with me, I append a few remarks from
ones.

those of my native city, and whose names are known
in all parts of the world:
“Being personally acquainted with Mr. H. T. Helmbold, it affords me pleasure in stating I have been
most favorably impressed with his energy and integrity, and gratified at his success.”

WEIGHTMAN,
Firm of Powers & Weightman,
Ninth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.
WM.

176,859.07

hour;

Dwelling Houses, Barns, Churches,

ot

SCHOOL

AND

HOUSES.

Cheapest Insurance

FARM

I

Perpetnal Policies (never expiring) will
at such

application

JOHN

W.

15,18C5, on board Sek. “Lar»ne,” 21 doz noire
Mittens f 2) dei. pr». Stock, ngs. Nov. 17, on board
Str. “New York," 1 Pkg. Broadcloth, marked “S
Austin.” Nov. 24, on hoard Str. “New York" l
Bundle Clothing, marked “Rose M. Hanson, New
York;” 1 Box marked “Miss K. Woodman, Boston,”
containing 1 Laly’s Cloak. Nov. 28, on board Str.
“New Brunswick.” 1 Chest containing 2 Chests 'i\a;
1 Trunk containing 1 Bag Tea; 1 Box containing 1
pr. Boots, 2 prs. Woolen Drawers, 2 prs. Woolen
Pants, and sundry other articles of wearing apparel.
Deo. 1, on board Str. “New York,” 1 Roll Cloth marked W. Quinnegan, Brooklyn”. Dec. 7, cn board Str.
“New York,” 2 Cassocks marked “Mrs. Almon Haveretock, Lewiston;” 12 Bottles Porter; 8 yds. Hinie-

Capital,

Dec 30 —cod f

DR. CI1AS. MORSE’S

C. NORWOOD, Prest.
JOHN C. MILLS, Secretary.

T R 0-0 H E

SWAN,

THESE

AGENTS.

°n

expectorated.
Many persons are subject to a dryness and tickling
oi tlie throat, while attending church, which often
causes
cough; these troches will remove all that
trouble and prevent taking cold on going from a warm

PROPOSALS

W

Great

Inducements

1st to the 6th
91 Middle St., Portland, Me., from
March lncuslve, and at the office of the Chairman ol
the Commttteo, over the Post Office, Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, on all other days from the date hereof, to
and including tho 10th day ofMarch aforesaid.

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
rjlHE subscribers offer for sale a large quantitv 01
1 desirable building lota in the West End of the

all labor in each department and the furnishing of all
materials for each, to be made separata and sealed.
The Committee reserve the right to reject any and
all proposals not doomed satisfactory.
Bids to be spened at the office of the Chairman of
MONDAY, March 12, at It o'clock

^Committee,
Mr.

if d aired, me fourth qf Uu cott qf building, on
omtpletion qfthe house. From parties who build Imvance,

mediately, BO

CASH PAYMENTS BEQCIBBU.

Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A* *»•. »t the offleo of the
subscribers, where plans
may be seen, aad full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, May 3, 1865.
may4tf
_

deb work of every description
neatly exscut*d at the Press Office.

out into the cold air.
For sale wholesale and retail by

loom

i

ft

CHARLES W. FOSS, Proprietor.
O. P. SHEPHERD
feUd3m
CO., and H. H. HAY.

Also, by NATHAN WOOD,

Dr.

Bids for Masonry anil Carpentry work, including

city, lying on 1 auglian, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Bantortli, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of antlsfiictory character, they wia ad.

I

Harding the Architect, will be at the office of
the Chairman ol the Committee, on the afternoons
and evenings of Feb'y £8 and March
6, for the purpose of affording anv explanations asked.
H. C. GOOPENOW,
Committee
M. FRENCH,
on
JOS. P. FESSENDEN,
Schools
CYRUS GREELY,
and
R. E. PATTERSON,
Schoo -houses
Lewiston. Feb’y 20,1*66,
Ie21dftwtomarl0

1

Troches are made from a Recipe obtained
from Charles Morse, M. D., ol Port and, Maine.
They arc of the highest etiieiency in allaying irritation ol the throat, a property due to their demulcent
Ingredients. They also relieve bronchial irritation,
by loosening and softening the tenacious secretions
upon the lining of the tubes, so that It cam be readily

Sjilrituous

TO
board Brig “Jane Bell,” 1 Bag I NOTICE
CONTRACTORS
Cassia..
(about 100 lbs.) Sugar.
AND BUILDERS.
Any person or persons claiming ti’e same are requested to appear and make such claim within ninefor the erection Ol a Grammcr School
days <rom the cate hereof; otherwise the said
House at Lewiston, Maine, to be
of brick
geoda will be disposed o m accordance with the act *2x60 feet, and three stories in height, built
will be receivat Congress approved April • IS44.
ed by the Committee, up to, and including March
ISRAEL WASHBURN
Jr.,
Collector.
e Plans and Specifications tor tho same, will be
Jfsn.20, lgec—dlaw3w_
open to inspection and examination at the rooms oi
Bank Bui dine,
George M. Harding, Architect, Casco
the

S

subscrib rs having taken the Agency lor
Doctor Rush's Valuable Medicine*, are
prepared
any quantity at the Doctor's

THE

price**1*3*1

W. F. PHILLIPS & COM
Wholesale Druggies,
U* Mld<Ue
Street> PortI*ndFeb 2*-<12w

Store to l>et.
1T2 Fore Street, 21 door from Monlton

in Duran ft Chadwick Block.
STORE

quire ol

St.

For particulars en-

WILLIAM DURAN,
No. 8 Moulton Street.

March], 1866—dtf

do so <>y writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
it:
be forwarded immediately.
Ail correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
if
desired.
returned,

St,eamsh!p Lino.
FIVE

EVE liT

Philadelphia,.at
by

apply

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,
the Canadian and
Mails.
Londonderry

and

to

Liverpool.

Heturn Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates
The Steamship NORTH AMERICAN, Capt. Kerr,
will sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY,
March loth, I860, immediately alter the arrival oi the
train of the previous day from Montreal.
To bo followed by the Nova Scotian, March 17th.

Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$70 to $80

$25
Steerage,
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
H. & A. ALLAN,
6 G. T. R. Passenger Depot.
Portland, Dec. 11th. 1805.

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
Portland, Nov. 6,1865—dtf

w.

in the

—OK THE—

WEST I
by any other Route!

Seeds,

Ware, <to.,

especially

cases

Price,
Bottle,
$2, Three
Remedy, Ono
Bottles, $5.
44
44
44
$2, 44
$&
Injection,
The Cherokee Cure? Remedy? and 44 Injec-

tion" are to be found in all well regulated drug
stores, and are recommended by physicians and
druggists all over the world, for their intrinsic worth
and merit. Some unprincipled dealers, however,
try to deceive their customers, by selling cheap and
worthless compounds,—in order to mske money—
in place of these. Be not deceived. If the druggists will not buy them for you, write to us, and wo
will send them to you'by express, securely packed
and free from observation. We treat all diseases to
which the human
system is subject, and will bo
pleased to receive fall and explicit statements from
those who have foiled to receive relief heretofore.
Ladies or gentlemen can address us in perfect confidence We desire to 6end our thirty-two page
free to every lady and gentleman In the
land Address all letters for pamphlets, medicines,
or advice, to the sole proprietor.

Lead.

pamphlet

Atlantic V lite Lead
of New Y

xi

k,

Manufacturers of PU .E
and in

WHITE

Oil, .ED LEAD,

Dr. W. S. XEBWIH, 87 Walktr St.. I. T.

-j

50

1867.

BRADLEY,

tilize; Fine and Extra Fine Ground Bone;
Powdered Raw Bone, &e.
24 Broad Street, Boston.

Jan 27—d 4m

Not a Hotel.
Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let With good
hoard at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
genteel place. Also permanent board tor families and
6^*Kemember the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
felOdtf
ol Middle and Willow Sts.

LITHARGE,
Lead,

Red

Glass-m,- crs’

etc.

CroflMfee

DR. STRICKLANDS MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is waranted to cure Coughs,Colds. Hoarse-

Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and, and all affections of the throat and
Lungs.
For sale bv Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO C. GOODWIN & CO., 37 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav.-, Boiled

genwiaily,

INHALATION
Air !

Oxygenized

tem.

Neuralgia, Headache, and various disorders ofthe
sytom frequently arise from a low state of

norvous

by Druggists

and

&

Dealers

by

ROBERT COLGATE St Co..
General

Agents,

soon

as

Blood will carry it. burning up and de-

the

as

reaching all parts ol tho system

composing the carbonized matter in the system, and

expels it through

Coughs, Colds, and Lung Affections,

well

as

tudes

Humors of the Blood, (unless hereditary 1

gen-

are

ally caused by breathing impure air; impure air Is
caused from

a

lack of Oxygen.

immediate effects produced by this treatment

The

wonderful almost miraculous,

are

as

tients.

well

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act

of

directly

upon the roots

os very effectual—a fact of vast importance to all
those who have occasion te use it; tor many of tho
alteratives In the market have mercury or arsenic as

the

hair, supplying renourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disapquired

pears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies q,nd Children
will appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,

glossy

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, exalp, or
most elegant head-dress.
Said br alt Draxibu.

Depot 198 &

200 Greenwich St. M. Y.

W. K. PHILLIPS

Maine

& CO., General Agents [lor

Sept 37, 1666—cltwCm

their bases—although they may sometimes effect
cures, still they are very liable to entail a vast train
of evils upon their victims, often worse than the ori-

with

cures

enum-

above, where medicines would POSITIVELY

FAIL.

He makes these assertions without tear of

ginal disease.

Prioe $100

to tlio paint®, cause no pain, act
never require increase oi dose, do not
lor
elderly persons, females and childexhaust,
Two takeu at night morren, arc just the thing.
the bowels mice tlio next morning,
warranted
in all cases ot Tiles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure (or all symptoms of the

Dyspepsia,
Stomach, Spit-

such as Oppression alter eating, Sour
ting ot iood. Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness
Fain in the Book and Loins, Yellowness ot the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongne, Biliousness, Livor Complnlnt, Loss ot Aiqietito. Debility
Monthly Fains, and all Irregularities. Neuralgia!
Travelers Jim! the Lozenges nut
Faintness, Ac.
ichat they need, as they are so oompaet and inodorous
that they may be earned in the vest pocket. Price CO
cents per box; small boxes 30 corns. For sale br.I.
S. HABRISON A CO„Proprietors, No 1 Tremoui
Temple, Boston« Will be mailed to any address on
•ndoAliig 80 cents.
uly4dly

Per Bottle;

He his had
and has had

long experience with this Remedy,

a

no

DR. E.

patient

benefited

that he has not

DR. HARTWELL, who has

an

MELROSE. MASS.

if

office at No. 119

Harrison Avenue, Boston, Is treating

five patients daily,

and in the

course

some

GREAT

seventy-

Consumptive Remedy!

of his long expe-

rience he has had but one patient in whom he has
an

Indian

Oxygenized Air, (as practiced by Dr. Hartwell

Golds, Coughs, Whoeping Cough, Croup, Asthma
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Spitting Blood, Fain in ths
Bids, Night Sweats, Hamors, General Debility, and the various Throat Affections, and
Hoarseness to which Public Speakers
and Shigers, are MaMo, and all
other Complaints tending to

at 119

Harrison Avenue) is attracting much attention.

treating on

an

average about 79

He

patients daily. No

medicine is administered, the patient being cured

tirely by Inhalation. Some of

en-

CONSUMPTION.

remarkable

the most

remedy Is too well known and too highly esteemed to require commendation here. It is regarded
a necessity in every household, and Is heartily eu
dorsed by the medical fhculty, clergymen of every denomination, authors, editors, members of Congress,
and many of our most distinguished men In public
nd private life.
This

A gentleman wbo had

have been performed.

afflicted for several years with paralysis, called

the Dr.’s Office

on

crutches, and after

f

cations of (keygen could apparently walk
A

ever.

case

ication.

is

truly an

wc

He has

of cases

age

march is

cured

of Lock Jaw

was

scores

above, all ct which

the

appli-

ree

as

w

as

well

th one

Pkicl

marvelous

The banner under which

of light.”

•

E. R. KNIGHTS,

It

i

,

**

^

cared fifty per cent, of those patients who

been

KNIGHTS’

ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.
After
it ts

Extreme Cases!

Proprietor,

MELBOSE, MASS.

C. L. BLOOD,

The Inventor of this Remedy has given it in upwards
ot

had

DR.

DR.

*

25,000

61.00 Pkb Bottle.

as

This

bo substantiated.

can

as

ap-

of progress.

one

DR.

And has

Syrup!

made tor the following

complaints:

‘'The system of treating diseases by inhalation of

cures

Pulmonic

ever

of this mode of treatment:—

the success

been

Vegetable

The best preparation

Traveller of the 21st of February, in reference to

ton

Darookali’s

Dr.

improvement.

The following is an article that appeared in the Bos-

at

BV

KNIGHTS, Chemist,

R.

cured.

not

is

Six Bottles for $5

PREPARED

contradiction.

long

a

now

aeries ol

offered to the

experiments, this article, a
public, la believed to be tbe

perfect of Us kind which science has over deNo pains have been spared to produce w hat
has so long been demanded by thousands, who, from
sickness or other causes, have become prematurely
gray; and others, who In the sere and yellow leal of
life, would retain, so for as possible, the semblance of

most

vised.

youth.
article is now made available to the pubKNIGHTS' ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER, which, aftor a few applications, restores
gray or faded hair to Its original color, and Is tbe only
preparation of the kind upon which the public can
place any reliance. It has never been known to foil
in a single instance, and is totally unlike the thousand and one so-called Hair Restorers, by which so
many have been egregtously deceived.
It is delightfully perfumed, gives the hair a rich
Such

Hopelessly Abandoned!
BY

DR.

PHYSICIANS.

ROCKINGHAM

an

lic in DR.

and

glossy appearance, promotes its luxuriant growth
skfci, scalp or any article of ap-

and will not soil the

parel.

Would especially invite those patients who have been

Prom the results obtained from

a

long

and

varied

After the use of one bottle, in daily applications, or
after the natural color of the hair is restored, Its occontinued, in conjunction with
casional use should
Db. KNIGHT'S HAIR DRESSING, which, as a preserver and beautifier of the hair, is withoui a rival in
the estimation of the

experience with this

public.

Price 75 Cents Per

Wonderful Remedy !

Bottle.

PBBPABED BT

Dr. E.E. KNIGHTS, Chemist, Melrose,Mass.
He

can

confidently

assure

his

patients that he

can

DR.

speedily

TO
Who

PLEASANT
promptly,
and

fiber from the infirmities of age.

well

erated

DR. STRICKLAND'S PILE REMEDY has cured
thousands ol the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
Piles.
It gives immediate relief, and effects a permanent cure. Try it directly.
It is warranted to
For sale by all Druggists. 50 cts. tier bottle.
cure.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.
novlOdem

11111111

as

Being composed entirely oi vegetable products,
this Sarsaparilla Compound is perfectly harmless as

DR. ROCKINGHAM
Would take this occasion to stats that he

are

pels all diseases that inha- it it; commonly speaking
it purities the blood, driving out all the corruption
that Scrq/hla breeds in it. Purifying, it renovates
the blood, giving it a renewed vitality and force as in
youth again. Hence those cured by this great alterative medicine, will leel younger and stronger, as

will be demon-

all those who witness its application to pa-

strated to

Compound. By using

this Compound, multisaved from the endurance ol foul eruptions through which the system strives to purity it
self. Nature should be assisted to do this through
its own channels by this great alterative medicine.
The theory ol its operations is, that ll cleanses the
system of all foul distemper which breeds and festers
in it; penetrating into every part ol the body, it exilla

as

are

Hair

LADIES

to them, the
suffering with diseases peculiar
/

once.

phenomenon

this

The Dr. has special treatment for patients who
Writ© out

a

re-

fhll de-

scription of your case, and treatment with full

direc-

tion* will be sent by express.

nrcuaiyea

are

each that treatment

oome.

Dressing1

!

used for that puravailable, most ol tho compounds
and many absolutely worse. As
pose being worthless,
a people, it Is notorious that we become prematurely
no country are there so many gray
gray oc bald. In
hoods on young shoulders as in this. For
and

within

the reach of all.

causes are

many

assigned. By

attributed to our mode ot lile; by others, to
the restless activity ot the American mind; but w®
trace this publio misfortune—for mis fortune it is—tc
the Inordinate use ot oilasa dressing, which disease®
the scalp, and alcoholic preparations which dry up or
burn out the roets of tho hair. DR. KNIGHTS'
HAIR DRESSING contains neither oil nor alcohol,
and Is unquestionably the only article before the public that deserves the name. Its use prevents the hair
from falling offtor turning gray; It removes daiulrutl,
cleanses the scalp, and cures nervous head* be. It®
invigorating properties insure luxuriant locks, Inclined to curl, and Its delightful fragrance, and the rich
it is

some

side far back in the country.

KNIGHTS’

This article has been prepared with a view to supersede the pernicious oils and pomades so common
in the market, the use of which has been almost invariably detrimental to the growth and beauty ol the
hair. It has long been a matter of regret that no reliable preparationfbr dressing the hair wan generally

Dr. weuld say his treatment reaches their trouble* at

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair llestorer and Dress-

oiten requires considerable time.
For Purifying the blood, there is nothing now bolore the public which can excel Larookah’s Sarsapa-

the pores.

Unless the seal ol death is already upon them.

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

tho constitutional health, and are much relieved and
often cured by this power Ail remedy.
Erysipelas, Boils, Tumors, or Salt Rheum, Ulcers,
Sores See. Moderate doses three tunes a day will
usually effect- the euro of the above complaints, but

The Oxygen, by Inhalation is carried directly Into
the circulation

RESTORE THEM TO HEALTH!

and Refined.
For sale

-BY-

given up by Physicians as incurable.

ness,

mail.

corner

or Female, curing recent
in from one to three (lays, aiul is
recommended in those cases of Fluor Albus or
Whites in Females. The two medicines used in
conjunction will not fail to remove this Uisagrecnhlo
complaint, and in thoso cases where other medicines
have been used without success.

Bos-

Opposite Preble House, Congress St, Portland.
15. P. BEACH, Gon. A"t. I WM. FLOWERS.
279 Broadway, NewYork. |
Eastern Agt., Bangor.
BLAUCHART) & CO., Agents,
March 1—dim
PORTLAND, Me.

LEAD, Dry

And SCROFULA,

Gleet and all 3/u*

does not fail to euro
cous Discharges in Mnlo

V. & F. A. RAILROAD STATION,

»L

To avoid any poss;ble chemical error in the manufocture of my Fertilizers, I have made arrangements
with the highest chemical talent, to aid me in this
important department, and not a single ton of Phosphate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go to
market until it has bceu sampled and passed inspection by actual any sis.
iy~The above-named Fertilizers can he purchased from reliable dealers throughout New England.
Pamphlets containin'* testimonials and directions
for using Super-Phosphate of Liuie can be had, free
ot charge, by addressing the manufacturer or dealers: also Bradley’s Manual for growing Tobacco will
be sent free to any grow cr ot the weed, by asking for

gentlemen.

Remedy,

CHEROKEE INJECTION,

Railway.

and Linseed Oil Co.,

second best experiment on Grass, do.
30
do.
third
SO
do.
For the best experiment on Tobacco with Brad60
ley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer,
**
40
second best experiment on Tobacco, do.
in
on
be
sent
or
before the 1st day ol DeReports to
cember, 1866, to Willi >m L. Bradley, Boston, containing description ot soil, mode of cultivation, quantity of Super-Pho phate ot Lime used, ef whom purchased, and whether with or without barnyard manure ; every report to be certified to by some citizen
of integrity in tnc town where made: these reports
when In, will be referred to a Committee of three
disinterested gentlemen, whose duty fit
competent,
shall be to award said premiums alter examining the
reports; the premiums to be paid on the 1st day of

WM. L.

N. T.

diuretic, and when used in
conjunction with the

From Portland to the West, North k So. West.

i

PARALYSIS,

a

ana

Whit

St.,

Cures all Urinary Complaints, v it: Gravel, Inflammation of the Bladder and
IKidneys, Retention of
[£/Wk«, Strictures of the
iUrethra, Dropsical Stcellnng% Brick Dust Deposits,
and all diseases that require

Regions, Canada,

routes through
principal
Mew York

sin.

or

Cherokee

—TO THE—

the

a taint or infection In the human organActing like a latent poison,it reduces the vitality
of the blood. Constitutions affected with Scrofula
ar e more than any oilier suhJeepod to diseases, and
have less power to withstand or recover from them.
Tho Scrofula taint or infection is herhlitary in the
constitution, “descending from parents to children,
until tho third generation,”—end should be attended
to in season; and we honestly believe by the timely
use of DR. LAROOKAH S SARSAPARILLA COMPOUND that this moft loathsome disease can be
checked and In the majority 01 cases cured. Drox>f»y
and Dropsical swellings are frequently cured by this
great alterative medicine.
For Syphilis, or Venereal Disoase, and lor Mercurial Disease, which is sometimes complicated with it,
the SARSAPARILLA should be taken freely and
constantly until the disorder is expelled from the sys-

ScroMa is

p

THROUGH TICKETS!

AT MANUFACTURERS PRICES.

by

or three bottles for $5. Sold
will bo sent by express to any
of the world, on reoelpt of price, by the

$2 per bottle,

portion
solo proprietor.
Dr. W. B. MEBWH7, 37 Walker

Tickets can be procured at all the princl
pal Ticket Offices in Mew England, and at the Union
Ticket Office, at the

PORTLAND, ME.,

it

Price

Through

City Hall Building, Market Square,

January,

address.

by all druepists;

VIA THE

by Wm. L. Bradley,

Meadow,

sequence of youthful indiscretions.
The Cherokee Cure w ill restore health and vfsror,
stop the emissions, and effect a permanent cure
after all other inedieines have failed. Thirty-two
pasre pamphlet sent iu a sealed envelope, free to any

low os a

as

cure.

NEURALGIA,

viz.'r?

Loss of
Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimf> e** of Vision, Premature
1 Old Age, Weak Nerves. Diffljcult Breathing, Pale countenance, Insanity, Consumption, and all diseases that fol-

Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured
by early application nt this offioe.
March #). 1855.
marSOd A wtf

ton

MEDICINE,

Memory,

Portland Railway Ticket Office, 31 Exchange Street# (up stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Line

Also, Tickets by all

LUNGS,

Cures all disenses caused b/

Sell-abuse,

RATES OF FARE,

Less than

(

THK GREAT

INDIAN

And nil needful inlormation cheerfully furnished,
Tuavblliirs will tind it greatly to their advantage
to prooo’e Through Tickets at the

Oil

Lumbaso. Jaundice, Rheumatism, Bilious
&c. When caused by Scrofula taint, this
Compound is a most effectual remedy.
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, is oiten caused by ScrofuLa, which deranges the stomach, and renders it unhealthy. Indigestion is not always caused by Scrofula, when it is, this Sarsaparilla Compound is a ready

RHEUMATISM,

CHEROKEE CURE.

leva) States and the Canadas, at the

LOWEST

such

Eruptions,

THROAT, and

foiled to make

fbr all the great Leading Routes to ChleaIS Agent
go, Cincinnati, Clevoland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, Hi. Paul, Latrosio, Green Ray,
Quincy, 81, Louis, Louisville, li dla ,spoils, Cairo,
fto. and is prepared to furnish Through Ticket#
from Portland to ah tho principal Cities and Towns

Grand Trunk

PATENT

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

or

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of then
A lady of experience in constant attend
ance.
janl.l865d&w
own sex.

ITittle

d.

COE'S

Implements,

CHASE, Supt.

TO THK

$0

Manufactured

and 2 30 f.

m

FRANCIS

of the

Diseases

this remedy seventy-five per cent, of diseases

nothing

purely

x.
x.

LADIES.

accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicinos arc unrival
led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating al
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific ant’
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all casos of ob
structions after all other remedies have been tried fr
It is
it
vain.
vegetable, containing
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at ell times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (comer of Middle), Portland.

—

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A.

THE

especial

On and after Nov. 6, 1865, Prssenger
leave as follows
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 45 ▲. m. and 2 20 f.

mliSJld

BRADLEY'S

TO

Infirmary,

DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 0
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for tbeb

West, South, North-West and the Canadas.

From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M.
10 A.M.
From Pine St. Wliart,
the PennsylvaFreight tor thu West forwarded
nia Railroad, and to Baltimore ana Washington by
Canal or Railroad, frcooi commissions.
For freight,
to
SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO..
Nov 22—dlyr
9 T Wharf. Boston.

U. S.
Passengers Booked

Electic Medical

——

^Trains

will cure Nervous Affections, and Palsy arising
from the use of Mercury or Lead. It is a tonic
as well as an alterative, restoring the tone otthe system, thus curing Prepay and General DebiHty, tending to Consumption. It is a great protection from attacks Hint originate in change of climate, season and
life.
Liver Complaints and their combined symptoms
It

NOSE,

Dr. J. B. HUGHES.
Address:
No. 5 Temple Street (comer of Middle
Street], Portland. Me
Send a Stamp for Circular.

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

DAYS.

Carrying

R.

PORTLAND

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
now form the line, and a steamer leaves each port

Manufacturer of Coe’s Bradley’s Patent Super-Phoepliate ol Lime; Bradley’* Tatent Tobacco Fer-

Hush’s Medicines.

vqjofee

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration oi the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,

_dc22tf

Philadelphia

And Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer ingrowing
Corn, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,
on not less than one acre of land each.
For the best experiment on Indian Com with my
$50
Super Phosph ite of Lime,
30
For the second best experiment on Com, do.,
do.
do.
third
20
do.,
50
For the best experiment on Potatoes,
"
30
second best experiment on Potatoes,
<*
do.
20
third
do.
30
For the best experiment on Turnips,
do.
20
second best
on
best
30
For the
experiment
Oats,
do.
second best
20
on
Fort the best experiment
Grass, either Pasture

secuiity.

Mar-hK—dlw

and

Cures Gravel and Dropsical Swelling existing in Men,
Women or Children; In fact, all diseases requiring
It is the greatest Tonic and
the aid ot a Diuretic.
Diuretic known—perfectly sale, pleasant in taste and
odor, and immediate in its action.

tIf“Ask tor Uelmboid's. Take uo other!
£ ls‘1 u! out the advertisement and send for it, and
by this means avoid Counterfeit.

THIS

spun Cloth marked ”C. N. Swett. Boston”; 23 Bottles
liquors; 20 yds Canada Gray Cloth, 5
lbs. Tea; 49 lbs.Sugar; 1 small pkg. each Coffee and

Boston

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME*

lafSold by all Druggists everywhere.

AU such cases yield to the proper and onL
of treatment, and in a snort time art
in perfect health.

course

will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
a*ain changing to a dark and turbid appearance'.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

EDWIN NOYES, Supt.

r

of the Blood.

House,

men

der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or bum
lug sensation, and weakening the system in a mannei
tlio patient cannot account for. On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen

Trains leave Portland daily (Grand
Trunk Depot) Sundays excepted,lor Auburn anil Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., andlor Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains Irom Auburn and Levlrlstan are due at 8.30 A.
M>, and from Bangor and all intennediate stations,
at $ P. M-, to connect trains for Boston,
rifFreight trains leave dallv at 8 A. M.
Dec 15. 1605.

especially

He treats

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of* thirty who ari
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the blad-

Important to Travelers

freight for the south and west.

HELMBOLD’S FLUID EXT. BUCHU

HIOHLY CONCENTRATED.

$1,000,000.

&

India Street.
feb7dtf

in Premiums, oftered to NEW ENGLAND FARMERS for the best experiments with my

One bottle equivalent In strength to one gallon ol the
Syrnp ol Decootion.
It roaches the scat of the disease Immediately, expelling all HUMOUS ol the BLOOD,
ANU BEAUTIFYING THE COMPLEXION.
These artcles, being of such strength, the dose is
exceedingly small. From this fact, It is used in the
United States Army Hospitals and public Sanitary
Institutions throughout the land.

ASSETS. Peb'r if 14C0,.11,489,459.
Company divides three-quarters oi the net
profits to the Policy Holder In scrip bearing interest, without liability to the insured.
It also funds the turplus, instead of dividing to the
Stockholders, thereby giving
holders greater
* policy

POYE, COFFIN

Boston, Feb. 3d, 1866.

a pure fluid extract, and not a weak tea or infusion
Is the one thing needful for all complaints incident to
Females. For particulars send for Circular.

FLUID EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA

Forllnwd, Me.

violation of the

Nov.

-Ian. 3,

FOR HAVANA.

Five Hundred Dollars!

HELMBOLD’S

6F NEW YORK.

Cash

u

COMPANY.

Helmbold’s Fluid Extract of Buchu

HUNGER, Agent,

The Lorillard Fire Insurance Co.,

VfOTICE t» hereby given that the foUowlng doXX ecrlbed goods were seized at this port, m the
a

issued

will be fbr

OFFICE, 166 FORE STREET,

depart-

of Goods.
lor

bo

to

Feb IB,MB* -eodly

iws:—

a coat as It

this class ef property,
the interest of every person wanting insurance to
call and see for themselves.
dp-Ful) particulars as to rates and terms given on

practical workman,

daya hereinafter mentioned,

BOSTON AND CUBA

STEAMSHIP

Wooden

Is

made to

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

X886.le274ff

—*

Cures

RRORERT'S'-

on

other office iu the city or State.
We execute all orders for everv
description of
Printing in the shortest possible time, ana in tho
neatest and best manner. Those
orders from
sending
the countryiuay rely on
receiving prompt attention.
T“° "ob Office is under the
personal supervision of
the senior proprietor, who is the City
Printer, and
is himself an experienced
and

Revenue L

Feh 26,

Agricultural

Weak Nerves, Loss of Memory, Trembling,
Dimness of vision.

STORES, STOCKS,

liave it.
correct

CARPENTER, Supt.

MAINE CENTRAL R.

Freight received on days of soiling until lour
o’clock P, M.
C. C. EATON, Agent.

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT OF BUCHU |
Will cure all diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder.—
Cures Pain or Weakness in the Back, Strictures, &c.;

The Company will (.sue perpetual policies on

Borders, Ornaments, &o.,

BSD AY,
and Bos-

BOSTON.

[ ADVERTISEMENT.!

AND FURNITURE.

Seizure

Returning will leave St. John ever TH
at 8 o’clock A. M. tor -tastport, Portland,
ton.

International

Where be respectfully Inv tes all who may be suffer-

TO

can

WHITNEY.

in the Country.

On and after Monday. Oot- 30, 1865,
farther

DAN

Exchange Street,

Under tbe

Complexion.

troubled with emissions m sleep.—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war
ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by on*
or more young man with the above disease, some o'
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they hac
the consumption, and by their friends supposed tc

Young

Portland. Oct 26,1865—dtf

MADE

dT* If any party bolding a perpetual policy,
sbould desire to cancel the same, tbe company will
pay him back M per cent, of the amount paid.

nov2dtt

At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington Limington, Limerick, Newfield,
Parson sHeld and Ossipee
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

[Boston Herald.]

on

and

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!

Standisb, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sehago,
Bridgton, Lovell, lliram, Brownfield, Frveburg,
Conway, Bartlett. Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter Freedom, Maa son and Baton. N. H

Warranted Genuine.
“We do not like to advertise worthless wares, or articles calculated to deceive our readers; and when we
PATENTED
APRIL L 1802.
see an advertiser like Mr. Helmbold, whom we have
known g?r years, gradually extend his advertising
of the best materials, in the most Improved manner, it is commended to the public as sufrom year to year until he becomes the largest adver- i
perior to any other in the market. All who have
tiserin the United States, we are satisfied that the
used it 6peak of it in the highest terms ol praise: and
statements in regard to Ids articles must be correct."
the manufacturer will continue his best endeavors to
advance the reputation which It has already acquirwould
and
inserts
the
above,
The writer reluctantly
ed, on its merit alone.
SOLD BY
not do bo were he not a stranger to many; and con- I
cludts y stating the names of his articlos, and the j
&
1 KENDALL
diseases for which they have been used by many
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
thousands with complete success.

Policies issued for one or five years, on Insurable
properly, at current rates.
Also PERPETUAL POLICIES, which new ex-

All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in malurcr year*,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Ncrvom
Prostration tliut may ioliow impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to fol
low: do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

notioe

Calais and St. John.

At No. 151

CONFIDENCE.

HAVE

Leave Saoo River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 a. m.
and340p. m.
%
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A. m, and 2 00
and 5 30 p m
The 9 40 a k and 200 r m. trains will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached
JE^Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,

fect

$1,176,859.07

We have fast added to our former stock over Two
Thousand Dollars worth of

of his work.

Eastport,

of Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia
Scrofula, Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy, Erysipelas, Boils, Tumors, Salt Rheum, Ulcers and Sores,
Rheumatism, Bain
in the Stomach, Side and Bowels,
Debility, and all Complaints
arising from Impurities

opportunity

£wS|™Sc£itrains will leave as follows, until

Go.

[nternationaljjteamship

[Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia.1
on a visit to the city of New York a few
days since, I was induced to call on our old friend
and townsman, Mr. H. T. lielmbold, Druggist, 694
Broadway, New York. His store is a Model—u per-

Gem—the handsomest of any kind we have ever
had the pleasure of viewing, and so extensive, being
34 feet fronl, five stories in height, and over 200 feet
deep. It indeed affords us much pleasure to know j
that he has been so successful, and it iar am- j
pie evidence ol the merits of his articles—as in our
whole business experience we have not known ot the
suocess of any articles without Merit—advertising
merely bringing the name before the people.”

generally

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
-hfHltnin

For the Cure

and vicinity, that he has ntablithtd himself

land

miserable with ruined constitutions by ni&ltreatmenl

from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
tor it is a point
conceded by the best syphi.ograpliers, that the stuuy and management of the.*
complaints should engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitnor time to make
ioner, having neither
liiwsell acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one
system of treatment, in most cases makpursues
ing an indiscriminate use of that autiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

PORTLAND* ROCHESTER R.R.
I IP

Sarsaparilla Compound!

honor to announce to the citizens of Port-

not only useless, but always injurieus.
The un
fortunate should be pauticulak in selecting his
physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovcrtablc fact, that many syphilitic patients are made

810 a m
145 p.m.

Portland, Nov. 1,1865

A.. SOA1EUHY, Agent,

“When

$1,000,000.00

Adams* A Potter*s Fast Machine Job Freeses ;
Haggles* Superior Card Press ; Adame* A
Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Presses, ami all the Machinery necessary for a well appointed office.

ment

“REGULATOR,” Capt.
R Roix,will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State Street, Portland, every
Tuesday and Friday Evening,at 10
o’clock, connecting with the 2} p w train from Boston.
Returning will leave Winterport every Monday and
Thursday Morning a 6o’clock, touching at Rockland, Cainden, Belfast, Searsport, Buck sport, and
Wmterport, both ways.
Passengers ticketed through on t^eBoston JMaine.
and Eastern Rai road at the Depots in Boston, Salem,
Lynn and Lawreneo
For Freight or Passage ar ply to

Has the

are

The Company are not responsible fer baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $60:» additional value.
C. J URYUGES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

Wm.

6

MY OBJECT
in this notice is to make facts known to the public
and respectable dealers, believing, after so many
years’exertions, that the Druggists will discountenance such proceedings, and that the reputation of
my articles may not be damaged by use of inferior or

CAPITAL,

pire,

in this

ARRANGEMENT!

On and after Friday, Mar. 2d,
the new an* fast going Steamer

Carrying the United States Mails. The
STEAM KR “TON a wan DA,” j
John Berry, Commander,
TXTILL sail from the end ot Long Wliarf.on Thursmost desirable mode of preparing Fluid Extracts.— j VV DAY. February 15tb, 1866. at 3 P. M., to be folMy efforts being successful—the articles being approv- j lowed by the Steamer CORTEZ,” sailing Thursday, March 1st, 1866, at 3 P. M.
ed and used by the Medical Faculty—I was desirous
These steamers are first class, and will sail semiol placing them before the public, but bet Hated lor
very superior Cabin accommodamonthly. Having
to
report
to
some time before concluding
tions, they offer Unusual facilities for those wishing
newspaper
to
visit
the
Island
of
Cuba.
in
advertis ng, knowing the prejudices that existed
Price of passage, $6 • in currer cy.
the minds of many against using advertised MediFor freight or passage, apply to
WM. H. KINSMAN & CO.,
cines or Nostrums, but through the advice of friends
209 State Street,
and those who had used them this objection was
Or to
BRIDGE, LORD & CO.,

have bean sucessful.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The boat Book Prow hi the world;

employs only well-skilled mechanics

SPRING

A tier 18

C0.f

PRESSES,

Ot ttw latest styles, which renders this department
of our business complete, and unsurpassed by any

Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
Prom So.

In the year 1846, the writer embarked in the Drug
Business in the city of Philadelphia, and while thus
!
engaged, made several experiments in regard to the

years’ exertions, commencing in a small
way, the popularity of my articles has extended to all
parts of the United States, and widely throughout
foreign countries—and this in the face of much opposition* Every means has been resorted to by unpricipled dealers since their merit and success have
been known—such as advertising larger bottles at less
price, censuring all other preparations, and even
copying my advertisements—but I am happy to state
that out of the many who have resorted to this, none

preparatory studies tits him for all the duties lie must
fulhll; yet the country is hooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to l>e the best in the world,

m.

PORTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVER

passenger for every $500 additional value.
L. BILLINGS Agent.
teb.18,1863 —dtf
Aug 6, 1865.

Ji

I

at 7 35 A

JlDIULll.

ing to call.

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose

Canada.

one

maydebdly

Notice to the Public 1

cess.

RAILWAY,

Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham. Island
ond, Montre il aud Queb1 c at 110 p m
This traiu connects with Exp'oss train for Toronto,
etroltand Chicago. S eeping Cars attached from
land Poud to Quebec aud Montreal.
No Baggage can l>e received or ohecked after the
mo above stated.
Trams will arrive as follows:—

be relied ay on with

A CO..
978 Greenwich St., New York.
Bold by Druggists all over the World.

PERPETUAL INSURANCE!

Adams' Power Pronses,

New Type,

can

TARRANT

John W. Hunger,
felteodlyAgent.

00

Auburn

causes no
no txpesure

AT EVER FAILS.
Manufactured only by

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-Pbesident.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 160 Fare Street, Portland, Me.

100
60
60

one

Copaiba,

Copaiba

or

Marine Insurance on HUUU*, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public wUl find it for their miereet
to giro ns a call.

Printing Office

CYLINDER

£

Tarrantt Compound Extract of Cubebt and

MARINE INSURANCE.

Surplus,

off 2500 sheets

’

perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention ot the attiictcd to the
fact of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing suilicicnt assurance of his skill and suc-

On and after Monday, Nov. 6tht 1865,
yajp—■wjpp.tnuns will run as follows
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursdajufklday and Saturday, a. 5 o’clock P. M,
Fare In Cabin
$2.00.
cy Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible fbr baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value and that person*
al, unless notice is given and paid lor at the rate of
every

no

two remedies known that
toy oertakaty or euaoeae.

_

Is propelled by steam power, and is famished with
Improved and costly presses—Cylinder and Platen—from the most celebrated makers.
Wo have in constant use one of

HOE’S LARGE

never

WHERE

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

unpleasant sensation 10 the pa.
It is sow acknowledged by
toe most learned in the profession that in the at>ov<
class ofdiseases, Cubcbs and Copaiba are the only

I am
prepared to issue policies on Dwelling
Honaee tor a term of yean, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

50
50

GRAND TRUNK

_*j_—.

Ot

Copaibt

less, ana

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

THE

Press”

n«»u

tlent. and

Dollars I

Million

One

25
25

H. HAY, Agent, Portland. iuly26’A5eod^y

“Daily

nmi

need of o^nlfuenent or ohangeof diet.lo its approved form of a paste, it i- entire!* taste-

thsrels

Original Capital

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
Mahogany Case 10 Vials,
$10 00
100
Single Vials, with directions,
gf These Remedies, by the Case or single Box,
are seat to anv part of ho oouatry, by Mail or Express, free of charge on receipt of the priee. Address,
HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
HOMOSOTATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Office and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York.
Dr Hum pure yh Is consulted daily at his office,
personally or by letter, as above, for all forms of
II.

STEAMERS

overcome.

Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
$10 00
large Vials, in Morocco, and Book, 6 00
5 00
large Vials, plain ease, and Book,

36
20
20

she

a Sure, Certain, and Speedy Cure for all diseases of the Bladder Kinneys and Urinary Ur yam,
cither in the male or female, frequently performir,
perfect cure in the short spaoe of three or ion
lays, aud aiwavs in lees time than any other prepa
ation. lntbeu8eof
Tarrantt Compound Extract qf Cubebt and

Thl« Co. is the FIRST and ONnY Co. evar organod on this Continent, with an

Suppressed or painful Periods,
26
Whites, too profuse Periods,
25
Croup.Cough, difficult BreatUng,
26
Salt Rheum,
25
ons,
Erupt
Erysipelas,
Rheumatism. Rheumatic Pains,
25
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever. Agus,
60
Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing,
50
Scrofula enlarged Glands, Swellings, 50
puts, blind or bleeding.
60
OphtkoUmy, aud sore or weak eyes, 50
Catarrh acute or clirouio, Iufluenxa. 50
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs.
50
Asthma, oppressed Breathing.
50
Diphtheria ulcerated Bore Throat,
50
1 00
Suffering* at Change of Life,
Epilepsy, BpaJins, Bt. Vitus’ Dance, 1 Ou
General Debility Physical Weakness, 60
50
Dropsy, and scanty Bocrotious

44

THE

[8

AnetiJni’r 1. 1865.

Cta.
No. 1 'Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamatfons,
25
44
*2
Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
26
Worms,
M
44
Colic
3
or
of
Cryim.ii
Tee'hiog inffints, 25
"
44
4
Dianaia of children or adults.
25
**
6
25
Dysentery, (iripiug. BilUous Colie,
44
•*
6
Cholera-Morbus, NausCa, Vomiting,
25
11 7
44
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
26
44
44
8
Neuralgia Toothache, Faceache,
26
44
44

44

though

as

Manchester, and
could he repaid for her
MARY RAY,

Cubebs and

$1^204,188,40

lion.

Headaches, Biok-Headache, Vertigo,
Dynptsia, Biliious Stomach,

Arrangement t

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

had it not been for Mrs.

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

Surplus, 204,188,40

simple

LINE!

ANDJSOSTON

Summer

for themselves that this statement is
confident that the child could not

T A. F2, R A. 1ST T

$1,000,000■11 paid !■•

specifics*

am

“There is no such Word ns Fail.”

CASH CAPITAL,

from the most ample experience. au entire success; Simple—
Prompt—Efficient, aud Reliable. They are the ouly Medicines
perfectly adap'ed to pouular use—so
that
mistakes cauuot be maue la using them; so harmless
as to be free from danger, aud so efficient as to be always reliable. They have raised the highest commendation from all, aud will always render satiaiac

For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 88 West Street,
New York.
dtf
Mar 39. 1888.

PORTLAND

No. 5 Temple Street,
he can be consulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the ailiicteu, at uiJ
t
hours ally, and from 8 A. M. to 1) P. M.
I)r. H. addresses those who are Buttering under the
attliction oi private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse.
Devoting bis entire lime to that particular branch oi
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Ul/ARltAN’TKElNO A CURE I* ALL CASES, Whether of loilg
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease fr om the system, aiui making a

Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
Ti
excepted) for Bath, Lewiston via Androaooggm R. R.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall’s
Mills, Skowhegan, and intermediate Stations, at
1.00 P. M.
Portland lor Bath daily (Sundays excepted)
at5.15 P.M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at U.55.
This is the only route east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central K. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the first depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class e&ting house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the tnrough
trains.
Fare as Low by tuis Route as ajsy other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson,
Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vassalboro’ at Vassal boro’, aud for Unity at Kendall’s MiM’s.
W. HATCH, Train Manager.
Dec. 11,1865—dtf

Portland.

-save

DR. LAROOKAH'S

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS

uu-l-j -uesn

we

W. RAY.
Providence, B. I.. Nov. 10, lSW.dc!2U

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

FT-OVED,

friends advised that

GEORGE

INSURANCECOMPY

HUMPHREYS’

feel

see

skill.

INTERNATIONAL

>.

"*
And now if ye be men,
Says the Shan Van Voeht.
With pike and gnns galore,
We'll have them baca aga.n—
Says the Shan Van Vocht—
And when they tench her shore
Ireland’s free forever more—
Says the Shan Van Vocht.

44

we

qmLjirot^tl^paid.
New

Risks plooed 'in any Boston
York OSico desired.
Portland, Feb. S. 1866—dtf

IF

For she knew

44

Philadelphia.

COMPANIES.

Lossesequttabfrqd lusted

once.

lived,

have

•97.000,000.
tore prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fin, Life and Aocldental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well os Fire risks bound at

love his name.

Some

on a

that all may
really so. I

New York.

Connecticut Mutual.
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Of Hartford.
Connecticut General,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Of New York.
New York Accidental,
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of (he
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

Says tiie Slian Van Vocht,
And Ireland guards his tamo,
Sa/s tile Shan Van Voeht,
And low her poor heart foil,
The day she heard Ids knelt,

was.

Clairvoyant; there being none in
^revidence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined her case and told
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told wnere she
drank it, and that it has been growing, and uom the
best of her judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. I gave the child her prescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
from the stomach; it was measured and found to he
eleven and a half inches long. We have it preserved,

Of Hartford.
Of Liverpool and London.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of Norwich.
Of Worcester.

Koyai,
Continental,
Arctic,
LorUlard,
Fulton,

>

9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
22
23
,7

«rhat the disease

FIRE COMPANIES.
Aina,

follows:
Leave Brown's Whort, Portland,every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at i P. M., and leave Pier
38 East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
..naSATURDAY, at i o’clook P. M.
1'heBe vessels are fitted up w<th fine accommodations for passengers, making this tbs most speedy,
-ale and comfortable route tier travellers between
New York and Maine
Passage, in State Room,
*8.00. Cabin passage SB.00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, Qncbec, Bangor, Hath, Augusta, Kastport and
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
iteamsrs as early as fl P. M. on the day that they

Medical.

CAN HE FOUND AX HIS

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.
Commencing December, XI, 1865.

further no.

very singular one—they never saw one like
came to the conclusion they could not tell

should call

Insurance Co. of North America,

T™ well O’Connell saldSaystue Shan Van Vocht—
“4iy land when I am dead”
Says tho >han Vau Vocht,
“A race will tread your plains
With hot blood In their veins.
Who will burst y ,ur galling chains,’’
Says the Slian Van Vocht.

44

it—and

COMPANIES.
of

Bteair-

fast

case was a

No. 23 Exchange St.

stood by, “Come on; we are lour in a crowd,
let's have a big dhrink, and don’t let us forget what poor Charley Nickham wrote, before
he was sent to Botany Bay for
upholding the
cause we all love.”
Here the soldier commenced chanting the well-remembered words
of the “Shan Van Yocht:”

HAVE

Broadway, New York, lias returned to
Portland, and can bi consulted at her office, No, 11
Clapp's block.
A Clear Case or ClairyoYar* Sight.
Dear Madam .—Permit me to tender you my sincere thanks for the cure you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
We called
Iasi January hi a very singular manner.
in si* of the bost Physicians in the city ; they said the

FOYE. COFFIN & SWAN.
MARINE

!

From 618

Agency!

Washington.

Physician

Electric

Dec 11—dtf

it quarrelling yees are about
whin my poor ouid Erin is to be helpt ? Keep
yer hard words for the English blackguards,
the gottoon*. Bemember that it is from America that ail the help will have to come for poor
ould Ireland; God bless her to-day.” Here the
soldier reverently tipped his cap and brushed
away a tear at the same time, saying to the
two contestants and another Fenian who

HOMOEOPATHIC

-AND-

Ticket & Insurance Office,

General Insurance

INDEPENDENT

CLAIRVOYANTI

LITTLE, State Agent.

D.

W.

is

he laved her well.
Says the ShaaYan Voeht.

THE

EXCHANGE STREET.

31

should

MANCHESTER,

MRS.

disabled.
Policies issued for any sum, covering accidents ol
of anv kind, such as Falling of Ice and Snow from
buildings, or Falling on th Ico Skating, or Broken
Bones, Bruises, Sprains, Cuts, Burns and Scalds. Assaults by Burglars. Explosions of Lamps, Falls,
Kieks and Bites of Horses or other animals, upsetting of or falls from Carriages, &c., &c.
Every person is liable to accidents of some kind,
and should therefore insure without delay.
Policies issued and Tickets sold at tho

For these, Ms gallant comrades who died in Wild
*
Eusall.

we

PER DAT!

soctfre

He baffled bis pursuers, who followed like tbe
wind,
sw.m the river
Slaney, aud lett them fir be-

For these words

kBtiip:

undid and

I'-IRIGO, Caul H Sherwood,
FaaaCuNIA, capt. W. W,

Medical.

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Portland to Skowkeuan via Waterville
and ikcuduli** Mill***

.ice, tun as

eatJring

And

•

The

rTr.

PORTLAND HENNEBEC

LINK.

'.hub wood, Will until

York;
10 eta. will insure to Bostoner
30 cts, to Chicago or Milwaukee,
or
Cairo,
50 cts. to St. Louis
ami so on to any part
70 cts. to New Orleans,
number of days desired.
of the country ana for any
a Rah Car, Steamboat, or other
Befor
y urself sad fiunlly or Mentis,
convMaucc,
Dollars in case of death, or
Three Theusauil
of
case
injury, whereby you may be
$15 per week in

armed Soulier who passed
by chanting a snatch
oi a old ballad oi *98, as ioJows*

“What,

CENTS

Thus,

Limerick is, youu^iy rappareet
Here this rather amusing colloquy would no
doubt have ended ia a row,
peruaps, but lor
the interruption of a
dashing-looking one-

soon

j

BY

that u.
Boberts Fenian—From Bandon, is it? Yer
a bad bird, anybow. Shure the divil a thrue
mao iver kim from that black spot.
D’ye
know where Six-Mile Bridge in the
County of

scarlet soldier he promised

tiiro

ItAILROADS STEAMBOATS, SAILING
VESSELS, STAGE COACHES, or other public
sericonveyances may insure against loss ol life, or
death,
ous bodily injury, for ^liOOO in case of
hUury>
of
bodily
and liPS weekly benefits in case
or the small sum of

Booerts Fenian—What part of the County
Cork?
O’alohoneyite—From the town of Bandon,
and more shame to ye if you dunno where

a

New England Screw Steamship Go

TRAVELLERS,

ALL

here, anyhow, glory
God; tuey’re all
1 ish, too. What part oi Ireland be you rom,
me bould hayro? (to the O’Malioneyite.)
O’Mahoneyite—From Cork, aud X am not
ashamed to say it ayther. D'ye mind that
now?
•

For many

The Eye, Ear, Catarrh

uo

be to

hind;

Steamers.

SKMI-WKKKLY

Medical.

Railroads.

Medical.

Insurance.

Miscellany.

CONSULTATION, FOK THE

and glossy appearance which it imparts, rentier U
the favorite HsJr Dressing of tho moet fastidious.

PRESENT, FREE t

PRICE 75 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
PREPARED BT

0" Office hours from 9 A. M., tDl 5 P. M.

■***

Dr.

E.

R.

Knights,

Chemist,

MELROSE, MASS.

Vegetable Pulmonary
For

Balsam!

Consumption 1
known
ESTABLISHED in 1832, andthestilt the best
fj remedy for all affections qf
Lungs, Throat ana
Chest. Be intrelul to get the genuine.
REED, CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietors
Small, BO cent*.
Large Bottles,*1.00.
Pure Cod Liver OH
Bottled expressly tor Medicinal use by REED,
CUTLER & CO., wbo hove facilities tor obtaining oil
01 the most reliable quality. Large Bottles, $ 1,00,
Not 10—diwflm

(onghs, Old.

and

J. C.

Rockingham, H. D.,

SOLD

AT

W

HOLM S ALE

BT

■W. ?. PHILLIPS 4 00,
AND

151 Exchange St.,
Under International House,
PORTLAND, MAINE. |
March 3—dtf

J. W, PEEK INS 4 CO
Also, H. H. HAY, and CROSMAN CO As.

PORTLAND.
And at rat ill by Druggiata and Marcbanta through*
out the Gauntry.
Dec 26—aodSm

